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Chapter 1: Purpose of this document

This document provides instructions for configuring Avaya VENA Unified Access on the two main
components of the solution: the Avaya WLAN 8100 Controller and the Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch
8800/8600. The focus of this document is the Avaya VENA Unified Access solution. For information on
all other features in either platform, go to www.avaya.com/support to download and print selected technical
publications and release notes.
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Chapter 2: New in this release

Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 Configuration – Unified Access (NN46205-526) is a new
document for Release 7.2 so all the features are new in this release.
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Chapter 3: Avaya VENA Unified Access
fundamentals

This chapter describes Avaya VENA Unified Access as a solution, which Avaya implemented by combining
the functionality of the Avaya WLAN Controller 8100 (WC 8100) with the Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch
8800/8600 (ERS 8800/8600). The sections in this chapter provide an overview of the Unified Access
solution by describing the technology, components, and configuration considerations.

For more information on the WLAN Controller, see Avaya WLAN 8100 Configuration (NN47251-305). The
ERS 8800/8600 documentation suite is quite large, but the configuration information and feature
descriptions are broken down in a logical order. For more information on any ERS 8800/8600 feature, go
to www.avaya.com/support and download the configuration guide for the relevant feature.

The following are the minimum requirements of this solution:

• WLAN 8100 Controller Release 2.0

• Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 Release 7.2

Overview of WLAN Overlay and Unified Access
This section describes the traditional WLAN overlay model and why the Unified Access model
was developed.

WLAN Overlay
Traditional wireless LAN (WLAN) networks use an overlay model where the WLAN Controller
performs all of the control and data forwarding operations. Traffic flows from wireless devices
to access points (AP) and then tunneled to the WLAN 8100 Controller located in a data center
or core of the network. In this model, any intermediate switches and routers are transport
devices.
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Figure 1: Overlay model

The overlay model works fine as long as the wireless traffic is low and most traffic in the network
is from wired access media. However, with the explosion of wireless devices such as
smartphones and tablets, enterprises are migrating to wireless access as the primary media.
This increases the packet processing capacity requirement on the WLAN Controller so more
controllers are required, which increases the total cost of ownership (TCO).

Unified Access
Enterprises are facing several challenges because of the explosion in mobile traffic. More and
more often users are choosing wireless as the primary means of accessing the network, and
they are bringing their own devices (BYOD). These changes are stretching the limits of existing
WLAN networks, especially when you combine these trends with the rapid growth in high
bandwidth video applications.

The Avaya VENA Unified Access solution addresses all of the above needs of Enterprises.
However, it doesn't stop there. Avaya’s next generation architecture integrates the wired and
wireless networks so that Enterprises no longer have to build out separate wired and WLAN
networks. The Unified Access solution splits the control and data forwarding functions and
implements each of them in the most logical and cost effective place in the network. This

Avaya VENA Unified Access fundamentals
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splitting of functions enables Unified Access to accomplish its primary goal of unifying wired
and wireless switching with unprecedented scaling and performance.

• Control operations such as managing APs are still performed by the WLAN 8100
Controller, which is referred to as the Wireless Control Point (WCP)

• Data forwarding functions are now implemented in the ERS 8800/8600, which is referred
to as the Wireless Switching Point (WSP).

Splitting the control and data forwarding functions reduces the packet processing scalability
requirement on the WLAN 8100 Controller and transfers the data forwarding to the ERS
8800/8600. Because the ERS 8800/8600 forwards both wired and wireless traffic, the Unified
Access solution fully integrates your network infrastructure without adding more switching
equipment. To implement this solution, simply add APs and enable the data forwarding function
for WLAN on the ERS 8800/8600. This solution also scales much higher and is more resilient
than traditional WLAN overlay models because the ERS 8800/8600 is much more robust at
forwarding than the WLAN 8100 Controller.

 Note:
It is important to note that the Unified Access solution does not impact any traditional WLAN
services such as E911, Ekahau location, Site Survey, RF resiliency, Voice over WLAN,
Captive Portal, ID Engine Guest Portal, and wireless intrusion detection and prevention
systems (WIDS/WIPS).

Unified Access components:

Unified Access has three main components: WCP, WSP, and AP. These components comprise
a wireless network mobility domain, which is an administrative zone that provides ease of
configuration, management, monitoring, and policing. It is also the mobility domain that enables
a wireless client to maintain a seamless mobility session while roaming within the coverage
area of the mobility domain.

 Note:
Devices within a mobility domain must use the same deployment model: overlay or Unified
Access. Mixed deployment models are not supported. However, you can have multiple
mobility domains in an enterprise with some domains using the overlay model and others
using Unified Access.

1. The WLAN 8100 Controller serves strictly as a WCP in the Unified Access solution.
In this role, the WCP supports the following management functions:

• Associates APs to WSPs and, if necessary, reassigns APs to WSPs to
maintain load balance.

• Manages all AP functions such as: auto-RF, User Authentication, Captive
Portal, AP configuration. These functions are identical in both Unified Access
and traditional WLAN solutions.

• Manages the WSPs, which is a new function that puts the WCP in charge of
configuring the wireless functions of the WSPs. When authentication or
roaming occurs, the WCP is responsible for communicating any change in
mobility context to WSPs and handling the WSP-to-WSP handover.

Overview of WLAN Overlay and Unified Access
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• Manages all auxiliary functions that are part of either wireless solution such as
Guest Portals, WIDS/WIPS collection, User Authentication, Location
Management, Load Sharing, Roaming Management, and Session Tracking.

 Note:
The WLAN 8100 Controller can serve as both a WCP and WSP in a traditional
WLAN or as strictly a WCP in a Unified Access solution. In Release 2.0, if the
WLAN 8180 Controller is configured as a WCP-only device, then all the
controllers in the mobility domain must be WCP-only mode controllers.

2. The ERS 8800/8600 serves as the WSP, which unifies wireless and wired switching
in a single device. In this role, the WSP communicates with the WCP to manage
the mobility context of a mobile client. This means that the WSP manages all user
data from an AP onto the network. It terminates the access tunnel from an AP,
decapsulates traffic, and inserts traffic onto the wired network. The WSP also
maintains mobility tunnels with other WSPs (at the control of the WCP) to allow for
user mobility across APs inside a mobility domain.

3. The Access Point functions change the least in a Unified Access solution. APs
maintain all of their traditional functions, at the direction of the WCP, and they are
still powered by a Power over Ethernet (PoE) switch such as the ERS 5520. The
only significant difference is that APs now communicate with both the WCP (for
control traffic) and with a WSP (for data traffic).

The following figure and scenarios show how traffic from the Building 1 and Building 2
terminate:

• If the destination of the associated client or roamed client is within the distribution layer,
the mobility traffic is L2 switched within the distribution layer.

• If the destination is associated to the other building's Mobility VLAN (MVLAN), the mobility
traffic is switched using the mobility tunnel to the destination WSP.

• If the destination is not local and not associated to the other building's MVLAN, then the
mobility traffic gets L3 routed by the core.

.
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Figure 2: Unified Access model

Licensing
Unified Access does not require any additional licensing.

• For the WLAN 8100 Controller, the Release 2.0 licensing model is the same as in previous
releases. The license is AP-count based and is offered with 16 (locked), 64, 128, and 256

Licensing
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increments. You can also pool licenses as before to allow customers to grow their network
by adding licenses to whichever WLAN 8100 Controller they prefer.

• For the WLAN 8100 Wireless Management Software (WMS), you must have a valid Base
License Certificate and then complete the procedure steps in Installing WMS software on
page 179.

• For the ERS 8800/8600, no additional license beyond the Base License is required.

• Avaya separately offers 3rd party licensing for applications such as Ekahau location
service.

Network management
Avaya offers several network management tools to configure Unified Access. In addition to the
command line interface (CLI) on each component, there are also two graphical user interfaces:
Enterprise Device Manager (EDM) and Wireless Management System (WMS).

EDM is designed to configure individual components. It allows you to configure and monitor
all the Layer 2 and Layer 3 options that you can with the CLI.

Where EDM is for single components, WMS enables you to configure and monitor multiple
components from a single point. A single WMS system can also simultaneously manage
mobility domains using Split Plane and the Overlay deployment models. In Split Plane
deployments, managing of WSPs from WMS is done by launching EDM for the target WSP.

Use the following tools to configure the Unified Access components:

• WCP — Configure the WLAN 8100 Controller with ACLI, EDM, or WMS. For more
information, see Avaya WLAN 8100 Configuration (NN47251-305).

• AP — Manage the APs with CLI, EDM, or WMS.

• WSP — Configure the ERS 8800/8600 with the CLI, ACLI, EDM, or COM. However,
Unified Access configures many of the tasks automatically. You only have to configure a
circuitless IP interface (CLIP) that acts as the wireless IP for the WSP, enable the WSP
function, configure the IP addresses of the primary and secondary WCPs (up to 4
addresses), and create the necessary VLANs. For information about using any of the ERS
8800/8600 interfaces, see the relevant sections in this document.

Tunnels types
APs use control channels to send control traffic to the WCP and access tunnels to send data
traffic to a WSP. This traffic split is the defining feature of Unified Access. For the data traffic,
the WSP supports two types of tunnels:
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• Access tunnels provide a logical connection between the AP and the WSP.

• Mobility tunnels provide a logical connection between two WSPs.

You do not have to manage any of these tunnels. All of that is taken care of by the Mobility
Agent in the Unified Access software. The Mobility Agent is in constant communication
between the WSP and WCP to create, configure, load balance, and maintain the tunnels.

The maximum number of tunnels is 2000. However, for SMLT configurations Avaya supports
half of the maximum tunnels, therefore 1000 tunnels. This is a combined number that includes
WLAN access, WLAN mobility, and IPv6 tunnels. The ERS 8800/8600 WSP supports up to
1024 Access Tunnels and 16 Mobility Tunnels to other WSPs.

 Note:
A WSP serves a particular mobility VLAN if that mobility VLAN is mapped to one of the local
VLANs on that WSP. "Serving" in this case means bridging traffic on this VLAN or IP-routing
it.

Tunnels types
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Access tunnel
The WCP assigns each AP to a WSP and each AP establishes a tunnel with one WSP device
in the mobility domain called an access tunnel. When an AP receives end user data traffic, it
sends that traffic to its assigned WSP through the access tunnel. The AP also receives traffic
destined for end users from the WSP through the same access tunnel. Therefore, all end user
traffic between the AP and WSP uses an access tunnel.

Each AP has only one access tunnel that connects to its WSP. However, a WSP can have
many access tunnels to service. The WSP forwards all user data from an AP onto the network.
It terminates the access tunnel from an AP, decapsulates traffic, and inserts traffic onto the
wired network. If the WSP cannot service the traffic locally, it transports the traffic to the
appropriate mobility tunnel as discussed below.

If an AP disconnects, the WSP automatically deletes the corresponding access tunnel and the
associated tunnel port can be reused for some other access or mobility tunnel.

Avaya VENA Unified Access fundamentals
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Mobility tunnel
When a WSP joins the mobility domain, it automatically establishes mobility tunnels to
communicate with other WSPs. Because each WSP establishes mobility tunnels, it forms a
full mesh connection of mobility tunnels between all the WSPs in the mobility domain. This
enables the mobility tunnels to transport control protocol messages and data traffic from one
WSP to another.

When a WSP receives traffic from an AP, it transmits the traffic into the appropriate wired VLAN.
If the mobility VLAN traffic is not local, the WSP redirects the traffic to the appropriate WSP.
This traffic redirection to the VLAN server happens through the mobility tunnels. Essentially
mobility tunnels carry traffic to and from the remote VLAN instance to a VLAN server that exists
on two different WSPs connected by the mobility tunnels.

If a peer WSP device fails, the WSP automatically deletes the mobility tunnels and the
associated tunnel port can be reused for some other access or mobility tunnels.

Mobility VLANs
Unified Access maintains IP addresses independent of the location of the wireless device. This
capability enables wireless devices to roam within the mobility domain with no service
interruption. The mechanism that facilitates this is called a Mobility VLAN (MVLAN). Think of
an MVLAN as a wireless broadcast domain interconnecting wireless devices across multiple
access points.

The WCP assigns an MVLAN to each wireless device when the device initially accesses the
WLAN network. The name of the MVLAN is a global identifier that is associated with the device
throughout the entire mobility domain. When a WSP joins the mobility domain, the managing
WCP device sends the configured MVLAN table to the WSP device. When an MVLAN table
is updated on the Active Mobility Domain Controller (A-MDC) and synchronized in the domain,
all managed WSP devices receive the updates to the MVLAN table.

The WSP uses the MVLAN identifier to map wireless devices to either a Local or Remote VLAN
on the WSP. If the wireless device was assigned to an MVLAN on another WSP, the local WSP
creates a Remote VLAN to tunnel the mobility traffic to the destination WSP. None of these
functions require any user intervention. The WLAN software manages all of the MVLAN
mapping, including adding and removing tunnels from the VLANs.

 Note:
Microsoft Network Load Balancing (NLB) is not supported on Mobility VLANs.

Local VLANs
The unification of wired and wireless switching is the key function of a WSP device. When a
WSP receives MVLAN tagged frames, it maps them to the 802.1Q tagged wired VLANs. These
802.1Q VLANs on the physical ports of a WSP are referred to as wired or local VLANs. The
local VLAN is a normal 802.1q VLAN that may contain physical ports, MLT ports and wireless
tunnels. The local VLAN provides service for both Layer 2 and 3.

Mobility VLANs
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The tunnels transport 802.1Q tagged Ethernet payloads between the tunneling peers. Because
the 802.11 standard does not support 802.1Q tags, the 802.11 frames received over the
wireless medium on the AP are converted into tagged 802.3 frames before forwarding over
the access tunnel towards the WSP.

Remote VLANs
WSPs use Remote VLANs to extend an MVLAN to a remote WSP so it can provide connectivity
for roaming users. When a WSP does not serve a particular MVLAN locally, it dynamically
creates a remote VLAN to tunnel the mobility traffic. The remote VLANs are Layer 2
connections between WSPs. There is no Layer 3 service on a remote VLAN. Layer 3
forwarding is performed at the remote switch that is servicing the VLAN.

MGID usage
Multicast Group ID (MGID) is a hardware mechanism that the switch uses to send data to
several ports simultaneously. Instead of sending the data to a specific port number, the data
is directed to an MGID. The switch maintains a table that maps MGIDs to their member ports.
VLANs and IP Multicast use MGIDs, and the system also reserves a small number of MGIDs
for system functions.

There are 4000 MGIDs in the system and they are used as follows:

• There are two pools by default: 2000 MGIDs for VLANs and 2000 MGIDs for IP
Multicast.

• Each VLAN consumes 1 MGID (2 MGIDs if an IST exists).

• IP Multicast consumes 1 MGID for each flow.

Depending on which services are running on the switch, MGIDs may become limited. In Unified
Access, this is a concern for roaming users that dynamically need MGIDs. To ensure that there
are adequate MGIDs available, use the following command to monitor MGID usage:

show sys mgid-usage

Number of MGIDs used for VLANs : (524)

Number of MGIDs used for multicast : (0)

Number of MGIDs remaining for VLANs : (1512)

Number of MGIDs remaining for multicast : (2048)

If necessary, use the following command to reduce the IP Multicast MGID pool, which will
increase the number for the remote VLAN pool:

config sys set multicast-resource-reservation <value>

The above command reserves MGIDs for IP Multicast and the <value> is a number between
64 and 4083.
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Resiliency
Unified Access has resiliency features for each component as well as the entire system.
However, the key requirement for resiliency is adequate redundancy of components. Network
faults may arise due to unexpected failures of the networking hardware or links resulting in
loss of connectivity between mobility domain components.

A fault tolerant network design includes sufficient redundancy in the system to recover from
component failures. If there is proper redundancy and a WCP or WSP fails, the other WCPs
and WSPs can take over for the failed device. However, if there is only a link failure in an SMLT
environment, the WSP continues to service the AP with the traffic now going over the IST.

 Note:
In the event of a node failure, the system does not automatically fail-back if a recovery occurs
because a flapping node could cause network-wide instability.

Periodic keepalive messages on each communication protocol link allows the protocol
endpoints to detect a link failure. The critical communication protocol links in the mobility
domain are:

• AP-to-WCP link

• WCP-to-WCP link

• WCP-to-WSP link

• WSP-to-WSP link

• WSP-to-AP link

WCP resiliency
If a WCP fails, the WSP and AP control functions failover to another WCP. This is a hitless
process except that new authentications and roaming events are not processed during the
transition to a new WCP. This transition takes less than a minute to restore full functionality.

If a WCP recovers, there is a manual WCP command to rebalance/redistribute the APs. The
one exception to this fail-back process is when a failure leaves the network in a partially down
state. For example, if there are not enough WCPs to handle the number of WSPs, then some
functional WSPs are in a down state due to insufficient WCP capacity, or not enough WSPs
to handle the number of APs. If this is the case, a restored WCP assumes control of any WSPs
and/or APs that are unassigned. Likewise, recovered WSPs assume control of any functional
APs that are unassigned.

AP-to-WCP link failure:

AP-to-WCP keepalives are sent every 10 seconds. If a keepalive is not received, the receiver
adds an additional guard interval of 10 seconds for a total of 20 seconds before declaring a
link failure. An AP-to-WCP failure does not affect wireless data forwarding for existing
associated and authenticated clients on the AP. However, new clients cannot associate with
the AP. Because the AP does not shut down its radios upon WCP failure, there is a possibility

Resiliency
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that new clients entering the radio cell area of the affected AP can lose association with the
mobility domain.

WCP-to-WCP link failure:

WCP-to-WCP keepalives are sent every 10 seconds. If a keepalive is not received, the receiver
adds an additional guard interval of 10 seconds for a total of 20 seconds before declaring a
link failure. If the WCP that fails is an Active Mobility Domain Controller (A-MDC), the Backup
Mobility Domain Controller (B-MDC) waits for 3 missed A-MDC keepalives from all peers
before declaring itself as the new A-MDC for all WCP devices in the domain. The total time for
a B-MDC to transition to the A-MDC role is 60 seconds and includes 15 seconds for A-MDC
failure detection and 45 seconds for election.

WSP resiliency
If a WSP fails and it is not in an SMLT configuration, the failover of an AP from one WSP to
another is not hitless because the new WSP must learn the MVLAN membership for the
APs.

If a WSP is in an SMLT configuration and there is a link failure to the WSP, the SMLT peer
takes over and provides WSP services with hitless failover. This means that a voice call that
originated on the WSP that just failed continues to proceed on the newer WSP (SMLT Peer).

 Note:
A disconnected WSP does not receive any mobility domain policy updates, domain WSP
table updates or new AP assignments until it recovers connectivity with a WCP device.

WCP-to-WSP link failure:

WCP-to-WSP keepalives are sent every 5 seconds. If a keepalive is not received after 5 retries
for a total of 25 seconds, the receiver declares a link failure. Loss of connectivity with a WCP
device does not impact existing access tunnels and mobility tunnels on the WSP. Wireless
switching functionality on the disconnected WSP is still available to all APs and peer WSPs.

WSP-to-WSP link failure:

WSP-to-WSP keepalives are sent every second. If a keepalive is not received after 5 retries
for a total of 5 seconds, the receiver declares a link failure.

The WSP-to-WSP link failure affects L3 mobility only. L2 mobility is not affected because the
wireless traffic for L2 mobility does not traverse over mobility tunnels. WSPs that lose
connectivity with peer WSPs attempt to periodically reestablish a mobility tunnel with each
other. When the mobility tunnel is recovered, the MVLAN clients do not switch back to the
recovered MVLAN server.

 Note:
Avaya recommends providing redundancy in MVLANs by mapping an MVLAN to two or
more WSPs with L3 mobility.

WSP-to-AP link failure:

WSP-to-AP keepalives are sent every second. If a keepalive is not received after 5 retries for
a total of 5 seconds, the receiver declares a link failure.

When there is a WSP-to-AP link failure, any new wireless clients cannot associate with the AP
because the data path for the new clients cannot be completed.
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The AP is assigned to a new WSP based on configured load balancing criterion, indication of
failed WSPs by the AP, and availability of capacity on WSPs. The time required to complete
the failover varies depending on the number of mobility clients, the number of MVLANs and
the number of multicast streams affected by the AP access tunnel failover. However, in typical
deployments with less than 50 clients per AP and few MVLANs, the failover is expected to
complete within 1 second of the detection of the access tunnel failure.

VLAN server resiliency
VLAN servers reside on WSPs and each WSP fully supports its VLAN server functions.
Therefore, the same resiliency that applies to WSPs also applies to VLAN servers. This means
that in the event that a VLAN server becomes unavailable, clients tunneled to that VLAN server
are reassigned to another VLAN server. This reassignment is hitless, which is defined as sub-
second for service to restore.

AP resiliency
An AP failure can result from a hardware fault, power supply failure to the AP, or a software
fault on the AP.

When a WCP detects a link failure with an AP, it notifies the A-MDC. The A-MDC then identifies
the three closest APs to the failed AP an increments the power of those APs by 20% to fill the
RF coverage hole left by the failed AP. Any mobility units (MU) that was associated with the
failed AP roams to the neighboring AP cells. This feature in conjunction with AP control load
distribution for RF coverage redundancy provides failover at the wireless access layer.

Implementation and configuration considerations
This section describes some factors to consider as you set up your Unified Access network.

Deployment recommendations for medium enterprises
For scaling purposes, Avaya defines a medium enterprise as having approximately 2500
network devices and half of those are mobile (1250 devices). In an enterprise of this size, apply
the following deployment recommendations:

• 512 Access Points

• 2 ERS 8800/8600 WSPs (balanced and redundant)

• 2 WLAN 8180 WCPs (Redundant)

• No more than 10 APs per 1 GbE uplink capacity from edge to core (100 APs per 10 GbE)
that is shared with other edge ports

Implementation and configuration considerations
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Deployment recommendations for large enterprises
For scaling purposes, Avaya defines a large enterprise as having approximately 5000 network
devices and half of those are mobile (2500 devices). In an enterprise of this size, apply the
following deployment recommendations:

• 1024 Access Points

• 4 ERS 8800/8600 WSPs (balanced and redundant)

• 4 WLAN 8180 WCPs

• No more than 10 APs per 1 GbE uplink capacity from edge to core (100 APs per 10 GbE)
that is shared with other edge ports

Trusted edge ports
The AP and WSP send WLAN control traffic that is exchanged between them with the high
priority bit set. This is to ensure that the control traffic is not dropped even if there is line rate
traffic flowing on the port between the AP and the WSP.

By default, the ports on the ERS 8800/8600 where the WSP resides are untrusted so they
discard the priority bit. This may result in loss of control traffic and bring down the tunnel.

 Important:

Avaya strongly recommends that you configure any port that carries control traffic as trusted
so that the priority bits are honored.

To determine if a port is trusted or untrusted, enter the following command:

• In the CLI, enter show port info 802.1p-override

• In the ACLI, enter show qos 802.1p-override

If a port is untrusted, enter the following command to make it trusted:

• In the CLI, enter config ethernet <port> 802.1p-override disable

• In the ACLI Interface Configuration mode, enter default qos 802.1p-override

WSP VLAN server
VLAN servers are learned dynamically. However, if a WSP is part of an SMLT Switch Cluster,
it is a good design practice and Avaya recommends mapping the same VLAN server to both
the WSP and its SMLT peer.
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Jumbo frames and MTU size
In networks supporting Unified Access, you must set the maximum transmission unit (MTU)
size on all PoE switches to 1572. If the MTU size of 1572 is not supported, you must enable
jumbo frames on all the PoE switches.

Access tunnel support
Access tunnels must send and receive periodic keepalive hellos to keep them active. However,
when there are a lot of tunnels on a single physical interface, it causes large bursts of high-
priority keepalive packets to be sent out of the physical interface. This causes control packet
drops, which in turn cause tunnels to drop.

 Note:
If the tunnels are formed over an MLT, the tunnels are distributed over individual MLT
members. Therefore, this limitation is less likely to happen.

To avoid dropping any tunnels, see the Release Notes — Software Release 7.2 (NN46205–
402) for the recommended maximum number of tunnels to configure per physical interface.

QoS templates
In scaled Wireless LAN networks, there is a potential for high priority queue drops during a
WSP failover. To prevent this, the Unified Access software includes two pre-defined QOS
templates that you can modify to provide additional bandwidth to high priority Wireless LAN
traffic. The templates are:

• WLANNNSC8 – Apply this template to 48 port 10/100/1000 modules.

• WLANNNSC64 – Apply this template to 1GbE and 10GbE ports.

For information on how to apply these templates to a physical port, see the “Configuring egress
queue set” section in Configuration — QoS and IP Filtering (NN46205-507).

Use the following procedure to modify the max-rate on the high priority queues.

 Note:
Follow the steps below exactly because any change on these queue parameters must be
done carefully.

1. Check to see if the following KHI message is present:
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KHI INFO Slot <slot_number> <lane> is experiencing F2X Errors - F2E Egress
Queue Drops

2. If you see the above Egress Queue Drops message, it could bring down an
Access or Mobility Tunnel and you will see an error message similar to the one
below:

CPU5 [08/15/12 10:19:00] SNMP WARNING WLAN Mobility Tunnel DOWN 3.3.3.3
00:0c:f7:e8:d0:00 reason: KeepAlive-Loss (1)
CPU6 [07/14/12 08:15:45] SNMP WARNING WLAN Access Tunnel DOWN 43.43.2.9
58:16:26:ac:a4:e0 reason: KeepAlive-Loss (1)

3. If you see both the queue drops and tunnel down events happen, proceed to the
next step.

4. Use the following command on all the ports of the slot to determine which port is
experiencing queue drops:

(CLI)show qos stats egress-queue-set port 2/30

(ACLI)show qos statistics egress-queue-set interface-type
gigabitEthernet 2/30
*************************************************************************
******
 Command Execution Time: WED AUG 29 10:02:38 2012 EST  
*************************************************************************
******
=========================================================================
=======
                       R/RS-Module QOS Shapers Stats Table   Port       
Qid       Total pages        Dropped pages      Utilization
                 (512 bytes per page) (512 bytes per page)    %
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------
 2/30       1     90                   0                    0
 2/30       2     10056                0                    0
 2/30       3     25972                0                    0
 2/30       4     331877               0                    10
 2/30       5     0                    0                    0
 2/30       6     0                    0                    0
 2/30       7     2696565              149218               87

5. Apply the appropriate template to the physical port.
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Chapter 4: Upgrade paths to Avaya VENA
Unified Access

This chapter lists the high-level configuration procedures in the order that they should be performed to
deploy your WLAN network. The remaining chapters in this document provide detailed steps using
different user interfaces.

You can upgrade your network to install the Avaya VENA Unified Access solution in the following
deployments:

• Greenfield — This category includes brand new installations as well as installations upgrading from
the WLAN 2300 Series switches to the ERS 8800/8600.

• ERS 8800/8600 with no WLAN solution

• ERS 8800/8600 with an existing WLAN solution

 Tip:
For information on how to design your WLAN network, see Design Guide for WLAN 8100 Series
(NN48500–587). This guide provides recommended designs, best practices, and an explanation of
common deployment issues.

Required components
The following components are the minimum requirements to implement the Unified Access
solution:

• WC 8180 with software Release 2.0 or later

 Note:

This may require an interim upgrade to a pre-2.0 release depending upon the existing
revision of SW on the WLAN 8180s and APs.

• ERS Power over Ethernet switch such as an ERS 8300, ERS 5520, or ERS 4548

• 8120 AP with software Release 2.0 or later

• DHCP server

• RADIUS server

• ERS 8600/8800 with software Release 7.2 or later (only a Base license is required)
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ERS 8800/8600 hardware that supports Release 7.2. This includes an 8895 SF/CPU or
an 8692 SF/CPU with SuperMezz.

 Note:
Release 7.2 or later supports R, RS, and 8800 modules only.

• Wireless clients

Network upgrade procedures
Complete the following procedures to upgrade to a Unified Access network:

1. Refer to the Design Guide for WLAN 8100 Series (NN48500–587) to design your
WLAN network.

2. If this is a new data network, install an Ethernet network that includes the
recommended number of ERS 8800/8600 switches to serve as WSPs. Otherwise,
go to the next step.

3. Upgrade the targeted ERS 8800/8600 WSP devices to Release 7.2.

4. Verify that the existing data network has full connectivity after upgrading to Release
7.2 code.

5. Install and configure PoE switches to provide PoE to the APs. (For information, refer
to the specific configuration guide for the ERS switch you choose to install: ERS
8300, ERS 5520, or ERS 4548.)

6. Install and configure a DHCP server for the MUs and APs in your network.

7. Install and configure a Radius server for user authentication, if required by your
design.

WCP upgrade procedures
Complete the following procedures to configure the Avaya WLAN Controller 8180 (WC 8180)
devices as WCPs in a Unified Access network. These procedures outline the steps to configure
the AMDC, BMDC and other controllers that join the domain and sync to the AMDC. For
detailed configuration steps, refer to the WCP chapters in this document.

 Note:
Avaya does not support mixed domains where some WC 8180s are in WCP-only mode and
other WC 8180s are in the overlay WCP-WSP mode.
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1. Install and configure the planned number of WC 8180s to serve as WCPs.

2. Configure all WC 8180s in your network for IP connectivity.

3. Configure the wireless domain by configuring automatic promote of discovered APs
( load balance) or add APs to the AP database manually.

4. Add mobility VLANs to the WC 8180 controller.

5. Configure wireless network profiles.

6. Configure wireless radio profiles.

7. Configure wireless AP-Profiles.

8. Configure the wireless domain WSPs by adding the base MAC address of each
WSP. (To learn the base MAC address, enter show sys info on each WSP.)

9. Use the following commands to have other controllers join the domain and be
synced to the AMDC:

• wireless controller join-domain domain-name mdc-address

• wireless controller config-sync

 Note:
The AMDC and BMDC are the only controllers that are Mobility Domain Controller
(MDC) capable.

10. Verify that each controller is synced and has joined the domain by entering the
following command:

show wireless controller domain-membership.

11. Verify that one of the controllers has the domain role of backup MDC by entering
the following command:

show wireless controller status.

12. Verify on the WC 8180 that the base MAC address of each WSP was added to the
WC 8180 WSP Database so they can be managed by the WC 8180. On the AMDC,
enter the show wireless wsp status command to make sure all the WSP base
MAC addresses were added to the WC 8180 WSP Database.

• If you have to add a WSP to the database, use the show sys info command
on the ERS 8800/8600 to learn its base MAC address.

• Then on the WC 8180, use the domain wsp <WspMacAddress> command
to add the WSP.

 Important:
Before configuring your ERS 8800/8600s as WSPs, you must first verify connectivity of the
DHCP server and all the WC 8180 controllers within your data network. Ping each controller
and DHCP server from every potential WSP to verify connectivity is correct.

WCP upgrade procedures
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WSP upgrade procedures
Complete the following procedures to configure ERS 8800/8600s as WSPs in a Unified Access
network. These procedures outline the steps to configure the WSPs. For detailed configuration
steps, refer to the WSP chapters in this document.

 Tip:
Avaya recommends enabling the WSP functionality on the ERS 8800/8600 switches that
are physically closest to the APs. This configuration is the most efficient and it improves
WLAN switching performance.

 Note:
Adding the WSP function to an existing ERS 8800/8600 will not interrupt any traffic.
However, the APs may experience a brief interruption (less than 3 seconds). Ideally, you
should perform this upgrade during a maintenance window.

 Important:
Before configuring your ERS 8800/8600s as WSPs, you must first verify connectivity of the
DHCP server and all the WC 8180 controllers within your data network. Ping each controller
and DHCP server from every potential WSP to verify connectivity is correct.

1. On every WSP, create a circuitless IP address and use this address as the interface
IP under WLAN config. Use a routing protocol to route the CLIP address. The other
controllers and WSPs will use this address for connectivity.

 Note:
Avaya recommends using OSPF to route CLIP addresses. For example, use the
following commands:

config ip circuitless-ip-int 1 create
3.3.3.3/255.255.255.255

config ip circuitless-ip-int 1 ospf enable

config wireless-switch interface-ip 3.3.3.3

2. To serve mobility VLANs remotely in your domain, use the following command to
add a remote VLAN MSTP/STP for remote vlans:

wireless-switch remote-vlan-mstp <value>

 Note:
Avaya recommends using an available STG/MSTI for WLAN. Do not use a
provisioned STG/MSTI.
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3. To serve mobility VLANs remotely in your domain, add VLANs to VLAN reservation.
This allows the WSP to dynamically create remote VLANs and use mobility tunnels
for remotely served VLANs. For example, use the following command to reserve
VLANs 700–709 and 4092 for remote VLANs.

config wireless-switch vlan-reservation add 700-709,4092

4. On every WSP, add each WC 8180 controller to the configuration. You can configure
up to four controllers, but their order is significant. The WSP tries to connect to the
WCP in the order in which they are configured. For example, in the following
configuration, the WSP would try to connect to WCP 1 at 104.30.10.11:

config wireless-switch lb-controller add 1 104.30.10.11

config wireless-switch lb-controller add 2 104.30.10.12

config wireless-switch lb-controller add 3 104.30.10.13

config wireless-switch lb-controller add 4 104.30.10.14

5. Create VLAN servers on the appropriate WSPs based on WLAN configuration
strategy. Use the following example to map the mobility VLANs that were created
on the WC 8180 controller during the wireless domain configuration to local VLANs:

config wireless-switch vlan-map MV-ENG create l3-mobility
server lvid 400 weight 1

config wireless-switch vlan-map MV-SALES create l3-mobility
server lvid 200 weight 1

One VLAN server can have a higher priority over the other by changing the weight
value.

 Note:
If the WSP is part of an SMLT cluster, configure the WLAN VLAN Server on the
WSP and its SMLT peer in the same way.

6. Leave the value of tcp-udp-base-port set to its default of 61000. If you need
to change the value, use the following command and make sure you change all
WSPs in the network.

config wireless-switch tcp-udp-port <value>

 Important:
If this port number does not match on all WSPs in the network, the Mobility
Tunnels will not form between WSPs.

7. Enable wireless on all configured WSPs:

config wireless-switch enable

8. Install each AP into your network connecting to the PoE switches. If necessary,
upgrade the APs to the latest software release.

WSP upgrade procedures
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Upgrade verification procedures
Complete the following procedures to verify connectivity of the AMDC, WSPs, and mobility
units. These procedures outline the steps to configure the WSPs. For detailed configuration
steps, refer to the WSP and WCP chapters in this document.

AMDC verification:

On the AMDC, use the following commands to verify connectivity:

1. Verify that every WSP has a status of Managed:

show wireless wsp status

2. Verify that each AP in the network is managed and connected:

show wireless ap status

3. Verify that the status of each MU is Authenticated and that its IP address and
Mobility VLAN are correct

show wireless client status

4. Verify that the AMDC status is enabled and the operation mode is WCP:

show wireless

5. Verify that the Sync State is Master:

show wireless controller config-sync-status

6. Verify that the Domain Name is correct and the Domain Role is Active MDC:

show wireless controller domain-membership

7. Verify that MDC-Capable is enabled and Domain Role is Active MDC:

show wireless controller status

8. Verify that all Mobility VLANs are active:

show wireless domain mobility-vlan

WSP verification:

On each WSP, use the following commands to verify connectivity:

1. Verify that you have an active controller:

show wireless lb-controller

2. Verify that the status is enabled:

show wireless info
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3. Verify that the mobility VLANs are advertised by the correct peers:

show wireless peer-advertised-vlans by-advertiser

4. Verify that all the access tunnels and mobility tunnels are running:

show wireless peer-devices

5. Verify that there are mobility tunnels to all of the other WSPs in the domain, and that
there is an access tunnel for each AP on the appropriate WSP:

show wireless tunnel

6. Verify that the correct VLAN server is on the appropriate WSP and active:

show wireless vlan-map

7. After an MU is logged in, verify that a remote VLAN is reserved and serving remote
mobility:

show wireless vlan-reservation

8. Verify that each mobility VLAN has the correct priority:

show wireless vlan-servers

9. Verify that each tunnel increments keepalives:

show wireless tunnel-statistics keepalive

Mobility unit verification:

Use the following commands to verify that the MUs can log into each Service Set Identifier
(SSID):

1. On the WC 8180, verify that the status of each MU is Authenticated and that its IP
address and Mobility VLAN are correct:

show wireless client status

2. On the WSP, after an MU is logged in, verify that a remote VLAN is reserved and
serving remote mobility:

show wireless vlan-reservation

3. Verify connectivity to each VLAN server with traffic.

Upgrade verification procedures
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Chapter 5: WSP configuration using the CLI

This section describes all the procedures you need to configure and display configuration information
about the WSP.

Adding or removing VLANs from the VLAN pool
A WSP services local VLANs only. When a WSP receives a Mobility VLAN that is not local (so
it does not service) and that is serviced by another WSP, the Avaya VENA Unified Access
software dynamically creates a remote VLAN based on the vlan-reservation list. This remote
VLAN is used to transport traffic across a mobility tunnel to a remote WSP.

The Unified Access software manages a pool of VLAN IDs that are reserved for creating these
dynamic remote VLANs. This reservation does not allocate any VLAN resources; it just
reserves the VLAN ID for remote VLANs. These IDs are for WLAN only; no other application
can use them to create a VLAN.

 Note:
There is no default pool of VLANs, and it is not required to configure one. If you have only
one WSP, there is no need to configure a VLAN pool. However, if you have multiple WSPs,
then you should configure a VLAN pool. If you do not have a VLAN pool and a WSP receives
an MVLAN, you will receive an error message. Avaya recommends configuring a VLAN pool
equal to the total number of MVLANs minus the number of MVLANs serves locally.

The system prevents you from reserving a VLAN ID if it is being used by a local VLAN. It
also prevents you from deleting a VLAN ID that is currently in use.

Procedure

1. To add a list of VLANs to the reserved pool, use the following command:
config wireless-switch vlan-reservation add <vidList>

2. To remove a list of VLANs from the reserved pool, use the following command:
config wireless-switch vlan-reservation remove <vidList>

Example
The following example adds VLAN IDs from 2010 to 2012 and 4094 to the reservation pool.

wireless-switch vlan-reservation add 2010-2012,4094
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Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to use the config wireless-switch vlan-
reservation command.

Variable Value
{add | remove} Adds or removes a list of VLANs from the

dynamic remote VLAN ID reservation pool.

<vidList> Specifies a list of VLAN IDs separated by a
comma or listed as a range.

Assigning an STG to the remote VLAN
Assign remote VLANs to a spanning tree group in STP mode.

Procedure

1. Create a spanning tree ID.
config spanning-tree stp <1–64> create

2. Create a spanning tree group.
config stg <1–64>

Example
This example assigns spanning tree group 50 to the WLAN remote VLAN.

config wireless-switch remote-vlan-stg 50

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to use the config wireless-switch remote-vlan-
stg command.

Variable Value
<1–64> Specifies a unique number for this STG from

1 to 64.
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Configuring a WSP
Configure an ERS 8800/8600 as a WSP so that it can be part of the mobility domain. The
required tasks are to assign a system IP address and a management IP address to the WSP
and then enable it.

• System IP Address — The WSP uses this address to communicate with other WLAN
devices, connect with APs, and terminate all tunnels going to this WSP. Captive Portal
Web Server is also hosted on this address.

 Note:
You must configure the IP address as a circuitless IP (CLIP) address, which is a virtual
(or loopback) interface that is not associated with any physical port. You can use the
CLIP interface to provide uninterrupted connectivity to your switch as long as there is
an actual path to reach the device. For more information about CLIP IP addresses, see
Configuration — IP Routing (NN46205–523).

• Management IP Address — Wireless Management Software (WMS) uses this address
for network management functions. Unlike the Out Of Band management interface, which
uses the port IP address on the CPU module, the Management IP Address can be any
IP address on the switch that you want to use.

You can also change the default TCP and UDP base port number. Network administrators use
the base port number to create simple firewall rules. If you want to change the base port number
for security purposes, you have that option.

Before you begin
Before you can set the WSP system IP address or change the TCP and UDP base port number,
you must disable Wireless in the WSP.

Procedure

1. Use a CLIP address to set the WSP system IP address:
config wireless-switch interface-ip <A.B.C.D>

2. Optionally, set the WSP management interface IP address. If you do not set an
address, the switch uses the chassis management IP address by default.
config wireless-switch mgmt-ip <A.B.C.D>

3. Optionally, change the default TCP and UDP base port number:
config wireless-switch tcp-udp-base-port <49152-64983>

 Important:
The default value of tcp-udp-base-port is 61000. If you need to change the
value, make sure you change all WSPs in the network. If this port number does
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not match on all WSPs in the network, the Mobility Tunnels will not form between
WSPs.

4. Enable the WSP:
config wireless-switch enable

5. Verify your configuration:
config wireless-switch info

Example
Assign a CLIP interface for the WSP system IP address:

config wireless-switch interface-ip 1.1.1.1

Set a management interface IP address:

config wireless-switch mgmt-ip 2.2.2.2

Change the default TCP and UDP base port number to 55000:

config wireless-switch tcp-udp-base-port 55000

Enable the WSP:

config wireless-switch enable

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to use the config wireless-switch command.

Variable Value
interface-ip <A.B.C.D> Specifies the CLIP interface that the WSP is

using for a system IP address.

mgmt-ip <A.B.C.D> Specifies the management interface IP
address.

tcp-udp-base-port <49152-64983>
(optional)

Specifies the TCP and UDP base port
number. The range of values is from
49152..64983.
All WLAN components (WCPs, APs, other
WSPs, access and mobility tunnels) use
different TCP and UDP port numbers that are
based on different fixed offsets from this
base port. The base port number enables
network administrators to create simple
firewall rules by opening a contiguous IP port
range of 16 ports for WLAN
communication.
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Variable Value

 Note:
The base port number must be the same
on all WCPs and WSPs in the WLAN
domain. This is an optional configuration.
You can leave all WCPs and WSPs
operating at the default value.

DEFAULT: 61000

{enable | disable} Enables or disables wireless on the ERS
8800/8600.
DEFAULT: disable

Adding or removing a WLAN cluster controller
You can configure up to four preferred controllers in the cluster of controllers. Use the following
procedure to add or remove a controller from the cluster.

 Note:
The Controller that you configure becomes part of the cluster and it may not be the controller
that manages this switch. A round-robin algorithm determines which WCP controls which
WSP.

Procedure

1. To add a controller, use the following command and specify the Controller ID number
and its IP address:
config wireless-switch lb-controller add <contId:1–4>
<A.B.C.D>

2. To remove a controller, use the following command and specify the Controller ID
number:
config wireless-switch lb-controller remove <contId:1–4>

Example
This example shows how to add all four controllers to the cluster and then remove controller
4.

config wireless-switch lb-controller add 1 10.30.18.18

config wireless-switch lb-controller add 2 10.30.18.20

config wireless-switch lb-controller add 3 10.30.18.5

config wireless-switch lb-controller add 4 10.30.18.6
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config wireless-switch lb-controller remove 4

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to use the config wireless-switch lb-controller
command.

Variable Value
{add | remove} Adds or removes a WLAN controller from the

cluster of four controllers.

 Note:
To avoid problems, the switch does not
allow you to remove a controller that is in
use.

<contId:1–4>
(optional)

Specifies the ID of the WLAN Controller that
you want to add or remove from the cluster
of WLAN Controllers. The valid numbers are
from 1 to 4.

<A.B.C.D> Specifies the IPv4 address of the WLAN
Controller, which must be a unique address
within the WLAN domain.

Mapping VLANs to the WSP
Use this procedure to map VLANs to the WSP and perform the following tasks:

• Specify a name to uniquely identify the mobility VLAN.

• Create or delete the VLAN map.

• Specify the L3 mobility mode for the VLAN.

• Define the local VLAN ID, which is then mapped to the Mobility VLAN.

• Set a priority for this VLAN by specifying the weight to assign to it.

Procedure

1. Use the following command to name the mobility VLAN, create the VLAN map,
specify the L3 mobility mode, define the local VLAN ID, and assign a priority weight:
config wireless-switch vlan-map <name:WORD/0–32> {create|
delete} {l3-mobility [none|server]} [lvid <1-4094>] [weight
<1-7>]
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2. Verify your configuration:
config wireless-switch vlan-map <name:WORD/0–32> info

Example
This example creates a VLAN map called, SuperKings, which is mapped to local VLAN ID
1000. The VLAN map is in server mode so the WSP can act as a server for this VLAN and it's
assigned a weight of 7

config wireless-switch vlan-map SuperKings create l3-mobility server
lvid 1000 weight 7

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to use the config wireless-switch vlan-map
command.

Variable Value
<name:WORD/0–32> Specifies a unique name for this mobility

VLAN map. The name can be up to 32
characters.

{create|delete}
(optional)

Creates or deletes a mobility VLAN map.

{l3-mobility [none|server]} Specifies the L3 mobility mode for the VLAN
map.

• none — means that L3 mobility is not
enabled for this VLAN, but L2 mobility is
enabled.

• server — means that L3 mobility is
enabled for this VLAN, and this switch can
act as a server for this mobility VLAN.

Default: none

[lvid <1-4094>] Specifies the local VLAN ID number for this
map.

[weight <1-7>] Specifies a weight value to prioritize switches
when there are a number of them configured
as the server for this VLAN. The switch with
the highest number is the winning server.
The range of values is from 1 to 7.
Default: 1
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Flushing the WLAN forwarding database
Use this procedure to flush the WLAN forwarding database (FDB). You can flush all the FDB
entries learned by the WSP or specify entries associated with a particular VLAN lD or MAC
address.

The FDB is a table that contains forwarding information for specific entries. The switch uses
this information to forward received frames.

Procedure

Use the following command to flush the WLAN FDB:
config wireless-switch fdb-entry flush [vid <value>] [mac
<value>]

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to use the config wireless-switch fdb-entry
flush command.

Variable Value
vid <value> Specifies the VLAN ID associated with the

FDB entry that you want to flush.

mac <value> Specifies the MAC address associated with
the FDB entry that you want to flush.

Displaying WSP configuration information
Perform this procedure to view and manage general WSP information.

Procedure

Display general WSP configuration information:
show wireless-switch info

Example
McLaren:6# show wireless-switch info 
*******************************************************************************
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Command Execution Time: WED FEB 15 13:57:26 2012 UTC 
*******************************************************************************
                TCP UDP         REMOTE          MANAGEMENT 
IP ADDRESS      PORT    STATUS  VLAN STG        IP 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1.1.1.1         61012   Enable  1               47.17.149.70

Job aid
The following table describes the fields in the output for the show wireless-switch info
command.

Variable Value
IP ADDRESS Indicates the IP address of the WSP.

TCP UDP PORT Indicates the TCP and UDP base port
number.

STATUS Indicates the current status of the WSP.

REMOTE VLAN STG Indicates the remote VLAN spanning tree
group number.

MANAGEMENT IP Indicates the management IP address of the
ERS 8800/8600.

Displaying WLAN controllers
Perform this procedure to view information about the WLAN controllers.

Procedure

Display configuration information for all of the controllers configured on this switch or
for a specific controller:
show wireless-switch lb-controller [<A.B.C.D>]

Example

McLaren:6# show wireless-switch lb-controller
*******************************************************************************
Command Execution Time: WED FEB 15 13:58:03 2012 UTC
*******************************************************************************
WC ID      WC IP ADDRESS         STATUS
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1          10.30.18.18           Configured
2          10.30.18.20           Configured
3          10.30.18.5            Configured
4          10.30.18.6            Active
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Job aid
The following table describes the fields in the output for the show wireless-switch lb-
controller command.

Variable Value
WC ID Indicates the WLAN controller ID, which is

also used for controller priority. The lower the
number is; the higher the priority.

WC IP ADDRESS Indicates the WLAN controller IP address.

STATUS Indicates the current status of the WLAN
controller. The Active controller is the one
currently managing this WSP. The others are
Configured as potential backups if the WCP
fails.

Displaying WSP peer devices
Perform this procedure to view information about the WSP peer devices.

Procedure

Display configuration information for all of the WSP peer devices or just for the access
(ap) or mobility tunnels (switch):
show wireless-switch peer-devices [ap | switch]

Example
McLaren:6# show wireless-switch peer-devices
*******************************************************************************
Command Execution Time: WED FEB 15 13:58:34 2012 UTC
*******************************************************************************
PEER    PEER               PEER             PEER     PEER    LOCAL    TUNNEL
TYPE    MAC                ADDR             UDP PORT STATUS  UDP PORT INTERFACE
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MT      00:04:38:0f:b0:00  1.1.1.2          61012    down    61012    WT-5
MT      00:0c:f7:e8:80:00  1.1.1.3          61012    down    61012    WT-3
MT      00:0c:f7:e8:d0:00  3.3.3.3          61012    up      61012    WT-4
MT      00:0e:c0:c1:90:00  4.4.4.4          61012    up      61012    WT-1
MT      00:15:9b:04:80:00  2.2.2.2          61012    up      61012    WT-2
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Job aid
The following table describes the fields in the output for the show wireless-switch peer-
devices command.

Variable Value
PEER TYPE Indicates whether the peer is an Access

Tunnel (AT) or Mobility Tunnel (MT).

PEER MAC Indicates the peer's MAC address that
uniquely identifies the peer WSP or AP on
the other side of the tunnel.

PEER ADDR Indicates the IP address of the peer WSP or
AP.

PEER UDP PORT Indicates the UDP port that the peer WSP or
AP uses for control protocol communication
with the local switch.

PEER STATUS Indicates the current status of the mobility
tunnel to this WSP or the access tunnel to the
AP.

LOCAL UDP PORT Indicates the local UDP port that the switch
uses for control protocol communication with
the WSP or AP tunnels. This is the tcp-
udp-base-port configured on the
switch.

TUNNEL INTERFACE Indicates the name of the tunnel.

Displaying WSP VLANs advertised by peer WSPs
Perform this procedure to view a list of all the Mobility VLANs that are advertised by each peer
WSP. A WSP is considered a peer if it has an established mobility tunnel with the local WSP.

Procedure

Display the Mobility VLANs for all the peer WSPs. You can display the table of VLANs
by-advertizer or by-vlan:
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show wireless-switch peer-advertized-vlans {by-advertizer | by-
vlan}

Example
McLaren:6# show wireless-switch peer-advertized-vlans by-advertizer
*******************************************************************************
Command Execution Time: WED FEB 22 08:46:25 2012 UTC
*******************************************************************************
ADVERTISING PEER MAC     MOBILITY VLAN NAME     PRIORITY
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
00:0c:f7:e8:d0:00        default-MVLAN          3
00:0c:f7:e8:d0:00        vlc                    1
00:0e:c0:c1:90:00        default-MVLAN          5
00:0e:c0:c1:90:00        sim1                   7
00:0e:c0:c1:90:00        vlc                    1
00:15:9b:04:80:00        SuperKings             4
00:15:9b:04:80:00        pvdemo2                7
00:15:9b:04:80:00        sim2                   7

McLaren:6# show wireless-switch peer-advertized-vlans by-vlan
*******************************************************************************
Command Execution Time: WED FEB 22 08:48:06 2012 UTC
*******************************************************************************
MOBILITY VLAN NAME     ADVERTISING PEER MAC     PRIORITY
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SuperKings             00:15:9b:04:80:00        4
default-MVLAN          00:0c:f7:e8:d0:00        3
default-MVLAN          00:0e:c0:c1:90:00        5
pvdemo2                00:15:9b:04:80:00        7
sim1                   00:0e:c0:c1:90:00        7
sim2                   00:15:9b:04:80:00        7
vlc                    00:0c:f7:e8:d0:00        1
vlc                    00:0e:c0:c1:90:00        1

Job aid
The following table describes the fields in the output for the show wireless-switch peer-
advertized-vlans command.

Variable Value
ADVERTISING PEER MAC Indicates the MAC address that uniquely

identifies the peer WSP.

MOBILITY VLAN NAME Indicates the name of the advertised mobility
VLAN advertised by a peer WSP.

PRIORITY Indicates the priority of the advertised
mobility VLAN.
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Displaying WSP VLAN mapping
Perform this procedure to view information about the WSP VLAN maps.

Procedure

Display configuration information for all of the VLAN maps on this switch or for a specific
VLAN map:
show wireless-switch vlan-map [<name:WORD/0–32>]

Example
McLaren:6# show wireless-switch vlan-map
*******************************************************************************
Command Execution Time: WED FEB 22 09:18:08 2012 UTC
*******************************************************************************
MOBILITY                         LOCAL   L3       WEIGHT STATE     WCP-V  ADMIN
VLAN NAME                        VLAN ID MOBILITY                         MAPPED
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SuperKings                       1000    server   7      active    yes    yes
default-MVLAN                    0       server   1      active    yes    no
fghj                             1       none     1      inactive  no     yes
pvdemo2                          3       server   5      active    yes    yes
sim1                             0       none     1      active    yes    no
sim2                             0       none     1      active    yes    no
test1                            1007    server   7      inactive  no     yes
vlc                              0       server   1      active    yes    no

8 out of 8 entries in all displayed.

Job aid
The following table describes the fields in the output for the show wireless-switch vlan-
map command.

Variable Value
<name:WORD/1–32> Indicates the name of a specific Mobility

VLAN that is a string of 1 to 32 characters.

MOBILITY VLAN NAME Indicates the unique name of the Mobility
VLAN.

LOCAL VLAN ID Indicates the local VLAN ID, which maps the
Mobility VLAN to a locally defined VLAN.
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Variable Value
L3 MOBILITY Indicates the L3 mobility mode for the

VLAN.

• none — means that L3 mobility is not
enabled for this VLAN, but L2 mobility is
enabled.

• server — means that L3 mobility is
enabled for this VLAN, and this switch can
act as a server for this mobility VLAN.

Default: none

WEIGHT Indicates a weight value to prioritize switches
when there are a number of them configured
as the server for this VLAN. The switch with
the highest number is the winning server.
The range of values is from 1 to 7.
Default: 1

STATE Indicates whether or not the local VLAN ID
(LVID) mapping is in the Active state.
For the mapping to be Active, it must meet
the following conditions:

• The Mobility VLAN has to be received from
(validated by) the WC.

• The LVID has to be mapped a value other
than 0.

• The LVID has to represent a valid local
VLAN on this switch.

WCP-V Indicates whether the Mobility VLAN name
for this entry was received from (and thus
validated by) the managing controller.

 Note:
This entry is useful for validating
mappings that were manually added
offline before the switch was associated to
the controller.

ADMIN MAPPED yes indicates that the LVID mapping for this
entry was set by an administrator. no
indicates that it was auto-assigned by the
switch itself.
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Displaying WSP servers for all mobility VLANs
Perform this procedure to view the current VLAN server for each mobility VLAN.

Procedure

Display configuration information for all of the VLAN servers configured on the WSP:
show wireless-switch vlan-servers

Example
McLaren:6# show wireless-switch vlan-servers
*******************************************************************************
Command Execution Time: WED FEB 22 10:31:26 2012 UTC
*******************************************************************************
MOBILITY                         CURRENT                   PRIORITY
VLAN NAME                        SERVER MAC
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SuperKings                       00:0c:f8:a9:20:00         7
default-MVLAN                    00:0c:f7:e8:d0:00         7
pvdemo2                          00:0c:f8:a9:20:00         5
sim1                             00:0e:c0:c1:90:00         7
sim2                             00:15:9b:04:80:00         7
vlc                              00:0c:f7:e8:d0:00         1

6 out of 6 entries in all displayed.

Job aid
The following table describes the fields in the output for the show wireless-switch vlan-
servers command.

Variable Value
MOBILITY VLAN NAME Indicates the unique ID (MAC address) of the

WSP that advertises mobility VLAN.

CURRENT SERVER MAC Indicates the MAC address of the WSP that
is currently selected as the server for this
Mobility VLAN.

PRIORITY Indicates the priority of the mobility VLAN.
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Displaying WSP VLAN pool IDs
Perform this procedure to view the list of reserved VLAN IDs and to see if they are currently
in use.

Procedure

Display information for all of the reserved VLAN IDs or for a specific VLAN ID:
show wireless-switch vlan-reservation [<vidList>]

Example
McLaren:6# show wireless-switch vlan-reservation
*******************************************************************************
Command Execution Time: WED FEB 22 10:59:52 2012 UTC
*******************************************************************************
VLAN ID    IN USE
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2010       No
2011       No
2012       No
4094       No

4 out of 4 entries in all displayed.

Job aid
The following table describes the fields in the output for the show wireless-switch vlan-
reservation command.

Variable Value
VLAN ID Indicates a list of VLAN IDs that are reserved.

Separate VLAN IDs by a comma or list as a
range.

IN USE Indicates whether a VLAN ID from the
reserved pool is in use.

Displaying FDB entries
Perform this procedure to view the WLAN forwarding database (FDB), which contains entries
for wireless traffic. This table gets populated when the WSP receives traffic from the AP.
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Procedure

Display information for all of the FDB entries configured on this switch or for a specific
VLAN ID or MAC address:
show wireless-switch fdb-entry [vid <value>] [mac <value>]

Example
McLaren:6# show wireless-switch fdb-entry
*******************************************************************************
Command Execution Time: WED FEB 22 13:16:37 2012 UTC
*******************************************************************************

================================================================================
                                 WLAN Vlan Fdb
================================================================================
VLAN          MAC               REMOTE IP       LOCAL UDP REMOTE UDP
ID    TYPE    ADDRESS           ADDRESS         PORT      PORT       INTERFACE
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1    learned  00:11:f9:cf:81:94  1.1.1.1         3001      2001       WT-1002
11   learned  00:1a:8f:10:92:00  2.2.2.2         3002      2002       WT-1003
700  learned  00:1a:8f:10:92:02  3.3.3.3         3003      4004       WT-2003

3 out of 3 entries in all wlan fdb(s) displayed.

Job aid
The following table describes the fields in the output for the show wireless-switch fdb-
entry command.

Variable Value
vid <value> Indicates the VLAN ID associated with the

FDB entry.

mac <value> Indicates the MAC address associated with
the FDB entry.

VLAN ID Indicates the local VLAN ID.

TYPE Indicates the type of entry:

• other

• invalid

• learned

• self

• static

MAC ADDRESS Indicates the unicast MAC address for this
FDB entry.
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Variable Value
REMOTE IP ADDRESS Indicates the IP address of the remote

endpoint, which can be another WSP or an
access point.

LOCAL UDP PORT Indicates the UDP port used by the local
endpoint of the tunnel.

REMOTE UDP PORT Indicates the UDP port used by the remote
endpoint of the tunnel.

INTERFACE Indicates the name of the tunnel.

Displaying WSP tunnels
Perform this procedure to view information about the WSP access and mobility tunnels.

Procedure

Display configuration information for all of the tunnels configured on this switch or for
a specific tunnel:
show wireless-switch tunnel [<tunnelIntfId>]

Example
McLaren:6# show wireless-switch tunnel
*******************************************************************************
Command Execution Time: WED FEB 22 14:00:04 2012 UTC
*******************************************************************************

================================================================================
                                  WLAN Tunnels
================================================================================
TUNNEL     PEER
INTERFACE  DEVICE ID                    PEER IP :UDP PORT   TYPE     STATUS
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
WT-1       00:0e:c0:c1:90:00            4.4.4.4 :61012      MT       up
WT-2       00:15:9b:04:80:00            2.2.2.2 :61012      MT       up
WT-3       00:0c:f7:e8:d0:00            3.3.3.3 :61012      MT       up
WT-4       00:0c:f7:e8:80:00            1.1.1.3 :61012      MT       up
WT-5       00:04:38:0f:b0:00            1.1.1.2 :61012      MT       up
WT-6       00:1b:4f:6a:54:80         10.30.3.51 :61012      AT       up
WT-7       00:1b:4f:6a:58:00         10.30.3.52 :61012      AT       up

7 out of 7 entries in all wlan tunnel(s) displayed.
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Job aid
The following table describes the fields in the output for the show wireless-switch
tunnel command.

Variable Value
TUNNEL INTERFACE Indicates the name of the tunnel.

PEER DEVICE ID Indicates the peer's MAC address that
uniquely identifies the peer WSP or AP on
the other side of the tunnel.

PEER IP Indicates the IP address of the peer WSP or
AP.

UDP PORT Indicates the UDP port that the peer WSP or
AP uses for control protocol communication
with the local switch.

TYPE Indicates whether the peer is an Access
Tunnel (AT) or Mobility Tunnel (MT).

STATUS Indicates the current status of the mobility
tunnel to this WSP or the access tunnel to the
AP.

Displaying WSP tunnels statistics
Perform this procedure to view the mobility and access tunnel statistics on a WSP and then
clear them, if desired.

 Note:
When an I/O module goes offline for any reason such as a reset or administratively disabled,
the statistics for all WSP tunnels are reset to zero.

Procedure

1. Display the statistics for all of the tunnels configured on this switch or for a specific
tunnel:
show wireless-switch tunnel-statistics all [<tunnelIdList>]

2. Display the bridging statistics for all of the tunnels configured on this switch or for a
specific tunnel:
show wireless-switch tunnel-statistics bridging
[<tunnelIdList>]
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3. Display the keepalive statistics for all of the tunnels configured on this switch or for
a specific tunnel:
show wireless-switch tunnel-statistics keepalive
[<tunnelIdList>]

4. Display the routing statistics for all of the tunnels configured on this switch or for a
specific tunnel:
show wireless-switch tunnel-statistics routing
[<tunnelIdList>]

5. Use the following command to clear all the tunnel statistics on the switch or for a
specific tunnel:
clear wireless-switch statistics [<tunnelIdList>]

Example
Display all the tunnel statistics.
McLaren:6# show wireless-switch tunnel-statistics all
*******************************************************************************
Command Execution Time: WED FEB 22 14:23:43 2012 UTC
*******************************************************************************

===============================================================================
                                    TUNNEL STATISTICS
===============================================================================
TUNNEL    PEER                 IN    OUT    IN         OUT        IN      OUT
INTERFACE DEVICE ID           FRAME FRAME  KEEPALIVE  KEEPALIVE  DISCARD DISCARD
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
WT-1      00:0e:c0:c1:90:00   298   299    17873      17865      0       0 
WT-2      00:15:9b:04:80:00   299   299    17873      17865      0       0 
WT-3      00:0c:f7:e8:d0:00   1741  558    17837      17865      0       0 
WT-4      00:0c:f7:e8:80:00   1     286    16988      17015      0       0 
WT-5      00:04:38:0f:b0:00   1     286    16997      17023      0       0 
WT-6      00:1b:4f:6a:54:80   0     1      4371       4391       0       0 
WT-7      00:1b:4f:6a:58:00   210   85     4369       4390       0       0 
WT-8      00:1b:4f:6a:70:40   80    4611   834        838        0       0 

8 out of 8 entries in all wlan tunnel(s) displayed.

Display the tunnel bridging statistics.
McLaren:6# show wireless-switch tunnel-statistics bridging
*******************************************************************************
Command Execution Time: WED FEB 22 14:28:21 2012 UTC
*******************************************************************************

================================================================================
                     TUNNEL STATISTICS - INTERFACE BRIDGING
================================================================================
TUNNEL     PEER              IN-FRAME  IN-FRAME  IN-FRAME  IN        OUT
INTERFACE  DEVICE ID         UNICAST   MULTICAST BROADCAST DISCARD   FRAME
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
WT-1       00:0e:c0:c1:90:00 303       0         0         0         303
WT-2       00:15:9b:04:80:00 304       0         0         0         303
WT-3       00:0c:f7:e8:d0:00 2284      0         0         0         674
WT-4       00:0c:f7:e8:80:00 1         0         0         0         286
WT-5       00:04:38:0f:b0:00 1         0         0         0         286
WT-6       00:1b:4f:6a:54:80 0         0         0         0         1
WT-7       00:1b:4f:6a:58:00 295       0         0         0         123
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WT-8       00:1b:4f:6a:70:40 80        40        0         0         6180

8 out of 8 entries in all wlan tunnel(s) displayed.

Display the tunnel keepalive statistics.
McLaren:6# show wireless-switch tunnel-statistics keepalive
*******************************************************************************
Command Execution Time: WED FEB 22 14:31:17 2012 UTC
*******************************************************************************

================================================================================
                         TUNNEL STATISTICS - KEEPALIVE
================================================================================
TUNNEL     PEER              IN        OUT
INTERFACE  DEVICE ID         KEEPALIVE KEEPALIVE
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
WT-1       00:0e:c0:c1:90:00 18327     18319
WT-2       00:15:9b:04:80:00 18327     18319
WT-3       00:0c:f7:e8:d0:00 18290     18319
WT-4       00:0c:f7:e8:80:00 16988     17015
WT-5       00:04:38:0f:b0:00 16997     17023
WT-6       00:1b:4f:6a:54:80 4823      4845
WT-7       00:1b:4f:6a:58:00 4822      4844
WT-8       00:1b:4f:6a:70:40 1286      1292
WT-9       10:20:30:50:50:d0 52        52
WT-10      10:20:30:50:51:50 49        49

Display the tunnel routing statistics.
McLaren:6# show wireless-switch tunnel-statistics routing
*******************************************************************************
Command Execution Time: WED FEB 22 14:32:18 2012 UTC
*******************************************************************************

================================================================================
                     TUNNEL STATISTICS - INTERFACE ROUTING
================================================================================
TUNNEL     PEER              IN-FRAME  IN-FRAME  IN-FRAME  OUT-FRAME OUT-FRAME
INTERFACE  DEVICE ID         UNICAST   MULTICAST DISCARD   UNICAST   MULTICAST
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
WT-1       00:0e:c0:c1:90:00 0         0         0         0         0
WT-2       00:15:9b:04:80:00 0         0         0         0         0
WT-3       00:0c:f7:e8:d0:00 0         0         0         0         0
WT-4       00:0c:f7:e8:80:00 0         0         0         0         0
WT-5       00:04:38:0f:b0:00 0         0         0         0         0
WT-6       00:1b:4f:6a:54:80 0         0         0         0         0
WT-7       00:1b:4f:6a:58:00 0         0         0         0         0
WT-8       00:1b:4f:6a:70:40 0         0         0         0         0
WT-9       10:20:30:50:50:d0 0         0         0         0         0
WT-10      10:20:30:50:51:50 0         0         0         0         0

Job aid
The following table describes the fields in the output for the show wireless-switch
tunnel-statistics all command.

Variable Value
TUNNEL INTERFACE Indicates the name of the tunnel.

Displaying WSP tunnels statistics
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Variable Value
PEER DEVICE ID Indicates the peer's MAC address that

uniquely identifies the peer WSP or AP on
the other side of the tunnel.

IN FRAME Indicates the number of packets received on
the tunnel.

OUT FRAME Indicates the number of packets transmitted
from this tunnel.

IN KEEPALIVE Indicates the number of keepalive requests
received on this tunnel.

OUT KEEPALIVE Indicates the number of keepalive requests
transmitted from this tunnel.

IN DISCARD Indicates the number of ingress packets that
were dropped.

OUT DISCARD Indicates the number of egress packets that
were dropped.

The following table describes the fields in the output for the show wireless-switch
tunnel-statistics bridging command.

Variable Value
TUNNEL INTERFACE Indicates the name of the tunnel.

PEER DEVICE ID Indicates the peer's MAC address that
uniquely identifies the peer WSP or AP on
the other side of the tunnel.

IN-FRAME UNICAST Indicates the number of unicast packets
received on the tunnel.

IN-FRAME MULTICAST Indicates the number of multicast packets
received on the tunnel.

IN-FRAME BROADCAST Indicates the number of broadcast packets
received on the tunnel.

IN DISCARD Indicates the number of bridged ingress
packets that were dropped.

OUT FRAME Indicates the number of bridged egress
packets that were dropped.

The following table describes the fields in the output for the show wireless-switch
tunnel-statistics keepalive command.

Variable Value
TUNNEL INTERFACE Indicates the name of the tunnel.
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Variable Value
PEER DEVICE ID Indicates the peer's MAC address that

uniquely identifies the peer WSP or AP on
the other side of the tunnel.

IN KEEPALIVE Indicates the number of keepalive requests
received on this tunnel.

OUT KEEPALIVE Indicates the number of keepalive requests
transmitted from this tunnel.

The following table describes the fields in the output for the show wireless-switch
tunnel-statistics routing command.

Variable Value
TUNNEL INTERFACE Indicates the name of the tunnel.

PEER DEVICE ID Indicates the peer's MAC address that
uniquely identifies the peer WSP or AP on
the other side of the tunnel.

IN-FRAME UNICAST Indicates the number of routed unicast
packets received on the tunnel.

IN-FRAME MULTICAST Indicates the number of routed multicast
packets received on the tunnel.

IN-FRAME DISCARD Indicates the number of routed ingress
packets that were dropped.

OUT-FRAME UNICAST Indicates the number of routed unicast
egress packets that were dropped.

OUT-FRAME MULTICAST Indicates the number of routed multicast
egress packets that were dropped.

Displaying WSP tunnels statistics
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Chapter 6: WSP configuration using the
ACLI

This section describes all the procedures you need to configure and display configuration information
about the WSP.

Adding or removing VLANs from the VLAN pool
A WSP services local VLANs only. When a WSP receives a Mobility VLAN that is not local (so
it does not service) and that is serviced by another WSP, the Avaya VENA Unified Access
software dynamically creates a remote VLAN based on the vlan-reservation list. This remote
VLAN is used to transport traffic across a mobility tunnel to a remote WSP.

The Unified Access software manages a pool of VLAN IDs that are reserved for creating these
dynamic remote VLANs. This reservation does not allocate any VLAN resources; it just
reserves the VLAN ID for remote VLANs. These IDs are for WLAN only; no other application
can use them to create a VLAN.

 Note:
There is no default pool of VLANs, and it is not required to configure one. If you have only
one WSP, there is no need to configure a VLAN pool. However, if you have multiple WSPs,
then you should configure a VLAN pool. If you do not have a VLAN pool and a WSP receives
an MVLAN, you will receive an error message. Avaya recommends configuring a VLAN pool
equal to the total number of MVLANs minus the number of MVLANs serves locally.

The system prevents you from reserving a VLAN ID if it is being used by a local VLAN. It
also prevents you from deleting a VLAN ID that is currently in use.

Procedure

1. Log on to WLAN Switch Configuration mode:
enable

configure terminal

wireless

switch

2. To add a list of VLANs to the reserved pool, use the following command:
vlan-reservation <vidList>
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3. To remove a list of VLANs from the reserved pool, use the following command:
no vlan-reservation <vidList>

Example
The following example adds VLAN IDs from 2010 to 2012 and 4094 to the reservation pool.

vlan-reservation 2010-2012,4094

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to use the vlan-reservation command.

Variable Value
<vidList> Specifies a list of VLAN IDs separated by a

comma or listed as a range.

Assigning an STG to the remote VLAN
Assign remote VLANs to a spanning tree group in STP mode.

Procedure

1. Log on to Global Configuration mode:
enable

configure terminal

2. Create a spanning tree ID.
spanning-tree stp <1–64> create

3. Log on to WLAN Switch Configuration mode:
wireless

switch

4. Assign the spanning tree group to the remote VLAN.
remote-vlan-stg <1–64>

Example
This example assigns spanning tree group 50 to the WLAN remote VLAN.

remote-vlan-stg 50
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Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to use the remote-vlan-stg command.

Variable Value
<1–64, 255> Specifies a unique number for this STG from

1 to 64.
The 255 value clears the configuration.

Configuring a WSP
Configure an ERS 8800/8600 as a WSP so that it can be part of the mobility domain. The
required tasks are to assign a system IP address and a management IP address to the WSP
and then enable it.

• System IP Address — The WSP uses this address to communicate with other WLAN
devices, connect with APs, and terminate all tunnels going to this WSP. Captive Portal
Web Server is also hosted on this address.

 Note:
You must configure the IP address as a circuitless IP (CLIP) address, which is a virtual
(or loopback) interface that is not associated with any physical port. You can use the
CLIP interface to provide uninterrupted connectivity to your switch as long as there is
an actual path to reach the device. For more information about CLIP IP addresses, see
Configuration — IP Routing (NN46205–523).

• Management IP Address — Wireless Management Software (WMS) uses this address
for network management functions. Unlike the Out Of Band management interface, which
uses the port IP address on the CPU module, the Management IP Address can be any
IP address on the switch that you want to use.

You can also change the default TCP and UDP base port number. Network administrators use
the base port number to create simple firewall rules. If you want to change the base port number
for security purposes, you have that option.

Before you begin
Before you can set the WSP system IP address or change the TCP and UDP base port number,
you must disable Wireless in the WSP.

Procedure

1. Log on to WLAN Switch Configuration mode:
enable

Configuring a WSP
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configure terminal

wireless

switch

2. Optionally, set the WSP management interface IP address. If you do not set an
address, the switch uses the chassis management IP address by default.
mgmt-ip <A.B.C.D>

3. Log on to Wireless Configuration mode:
exit

4. Use a CLIP address to set the WSP system IP address:
interface-ip <A.B.C.D>

5. Optionally, change the default TCP and UDP base port number:
tcp-udp-base-port <49152-64983>

6. Enable the WSP:
enable

Example
Set a management interface IP address in WLAN Switch Configuration mode:

mgmt-ip 2.2.2.2

Log on to Wireless Configuration mode:

exit

Assign a CLIP interface for the WSP system IP address:

interface-ip 1.1.1.1

Change the default TCP and UDP base port number to 55000:

tcp-udp-base-port 55000

Enable the WSP:

enable

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to use the WSP configuration commands.

Variable Value
interface-ip <A.B.C.D> Specifies the CLIP interface that the WSP is

using for a system IP address.
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Variable Value
mgmt-ip <A.B.C.D> Specifies the management interface IP

address.

tcp-udp-base-port <49152-64983>
(optional)

Specifies the TCP and UDP base port
number. The range of values is from
49152..64983.
All WLAN components (WCPs, APs, other
WSPs, access and mobility tunnels) use
different TCP and UDP port numbers that are
based on different fixed offsets from this
base port. The base port number enables
network administrators to create simple
firewall rules by opening a contiguous IP port
range of 16 ports for WLAN
communication.

 Note:
The base port number must be the same
on all WCPs and WSPs in the WLAN
domain. This is an optional configuration.
You can leave all WCPs and WSPs
operating at the default value.

DEFAULT: 61000

enable Enables or disables wireless on the ERS
8800/8600. The default is disable.
Use the no enable or default enable options
to disable the WSP.

Adding or removing a WLAN cluster controller
You can configure up to four WLAN Switch Controllers in the cluster of controllers. Use the
following procedure to add or remove a controller from the cluster.

 Note:
The Controller that you configure becomes part of the cluster and it may not be the controller
that manages this switch. A round-robin algorithm determines which WCP controls which
WSP.

Procedure

1. Log on to WLAN Switch Configuration mode:
enable

configure terminal

wireless

Adding or removing a WLAN cluster controller
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switch

2. To add a controller, use the following command and specify the Controller ID number
and its IP address:
lb-controller <contId:1–4> <A.B.C.D>

3. To remove a controller, use the following command and specify the Controller ID
number:
no lb-controller <contId:1–4>

Example
This example shows how to add all four controllers to the cluster and then remove controller
4.

lb-controller 1 10.30.18.18

lb-controller 2 10.30.18.20

lb-controller 3 10.30.18.5

lb-controller 4 10.30.18.6

no lb-controller 4

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to use the lb-controller command.

Variable Value
<contId:1–4>
(optional)

Specifies the ID of the WLAN Controller that
you want to add or remove from the cluster
of WLAN Controllers. The valid numbers are
from 1 to 4.

<A.B.C.D> Specifies the IPv4 address of the WLAN
Controller, which must be a unique address
within the WLAN domain.

Mapping VLANs to the WSP
Use this procedure to map VLANs to the WSP and perform the following tasks:

• Specify a name to uniquely identify the mobility VLAN.

• Create or delete the VLAN map.
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• Specify the L3 mobility mode for the VLAN.

• Define the local VLAN ID, which is then mapped to the Mobility VLAN.

• Set a priority for this VLAN by specifying the weight to assign to it.

Procedure

1. Log on to WLAN Switch Configuration mode:
enable

configure terminal

wireless

switch

2. Use the following command to name the mobility VLAN, create the VLAN map,
specify the L3 mobility mode, define the local VLAN ID, and assign a priority weight:
vlan-map <name:WORD/0–32> {l3-mobility [none|server]} [lvid
<1-4094>] [weight <1-7>]

Example
This example creates a VLAN map called, SuperKings, which is mapped to local VLAN ID
1000. The VLAN map is in server mode so the WSP can act as a server for this VLAN and it's
assigned a weight of 7

vlan-map SuperKings l3-mobility server lvid 1000 weight 7

Variable definitions
Use the data in the following table to use the vlan-map command.

Variable Value
<name:WORD/0–32> Specifies a unique name for this mobility

VLAN map. The name can be up to 32
characters.
Use the no vlan-map <name:WORD/0–32>
option to delete a mobility VLAN map.

{l3-mobility [none|server]} Specifies the L3 mobility mode for the VLAN
map.

• none — means that L3 mobility is not
enabled for this VLAN, but L2 mobility is
enabled.

• server — means that L3 mobility is
enabled for this VLAN, and this switch can
act as a server for this mobility VLAN.

Mapping VLANs to the WSP
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Variable Value
Default: none

[lvid <1-4094>] Specifies the local VLAN ID number for this
map.

[weight <1-7>] Specifies a weight value to prioritize switches
when there are a number of them configured
as the server for this VLAN. The switch with
the highest number is the winning server.
The range of values is from 1 to 7.
Default: 1

Flushing the WLAN forwarding database
Use this procedure to flush all of the WLAN forwarding database (FDB) entries learned by the
WSP. The FDB is a table that contains forwarding information for specific entries. The switch
uses this information to forward received frames.

Procedure

1. Log on to Global Configuration mode:
enable

configure terminal

2. Use the following command to flush the WLAN FDB:
clear wireless switch mac-address-entry

Displaying WSP configuration information
Perform this procedure to view and manage general WSP information.

Procedure

1. Log on to Privileged Exec mode:
enable

2. Display general WSP configuration information:
show wireless

and
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show wireless switch

Example
McLaren:6# show wireless
*******************************************************************************
Command Execution Time: MON AUG 27 12:31:55 2012 EST
*******************************************************************************
                   TCP UDP           
 IP ADDRESS        BASE PORT     STATUS
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 1.1.1.2           6100          Enable

McLaren:6# show wireless-switch
*******************************************************************************
Command Execution Time: WED FEB 15 13:57:26 2012 UTC 
*******************************************************************************
 REMOTE          MANAGEMENT 
 VLAN STG        IP 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 255             47.17.149.75

Job aid
The following table describes the fields in the output for the show wireless switch
command.

Variable Value
REMOTE VLAN STG Indicates the remote VLAN spanning tree

group number.

MANAGEMENT IP Indicates the management IP address of the
ERS 8800/8600.

Displaying WLAN controllers
Perform this procedure to view information about the WLAN controllers.

Procedure

1. Log on to Privileged Exec mode:
enable

2. Display configuration information for all of the controllers configured on this switch
or for a specific controller:

Displaying WLAN controllers
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show wireless switch lb-controller [<A.B.C.D>]

Example

McLaren:6# show wireless switch lb-controller
*******************************************************************************
Command Execution Time: WED FEB 15 13:58:03 2012 UTC
*******************************************************************************
WC ID      WC IP ADDRESS         STATUS
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1          10.30.18.18           Configured
2          10.30.18.20           Configured
3          10.30.18.5            Configured
4          10.30.18.6            Active

Job aid
The following table describes the fields in the output for the show wireless switch lb-
controller command.

Variable Value
WC ID Indicates the WLAN controller ID, which is

also used for controller priority. The lower the
number is; the higher the priority.

WC IP ADDRESS Indicates the WLAN controller IP address.

STATUS Indicates the current status of the WLAN
controller. The Active controller is the one
currently managing this WSP. The others are
Configured as potential backups if the WCP
fails.

Displaying WSP peer devices
Perform this procedure to view information about the WSP peer devices.

Procedure

1. Log on to Privileged Exec mode:
enable

2. Display configuration information for all of the WSP peer devices or just for the
access (ap) or mobility tunnels (switch):
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show wireless switch peer-devices [ap | switch]

Example
McLaren:6# show wireless switch peer-devices
*******************************************************************************
Command Execution Time: WED FEB 15 13:58:34 2012 UTC
*******************************************************************************
PEER    PEER               PEER             PEER     PEER    LOCAL    TUNNEL
TYPE    MAC                ADDR             UDP PORT STATUS  UDP PORT INTERFACE
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MT      00:04:38:0f:b0:00  1.1.1.2          61012    down    61012    WT-5
MT      00:0c:f7:e8:80:00  1.1.1.3          61012    down    61012    WT-3
MT      00:0c:f7:e8:d0:00  3.3.3.3          61012    up      61012    WT-4
MT      00:0e:c0:c1:90:00  4.4.4.4          61012    up      61012    WT-1
MT      00:15:9b:04:80:00  2.2.2.2          61012    up      61012    WT-2

Job aid
The following table describes the fields in the output for the show wireless switch peer-
devices command.

Variable Value
PEER TYPE Indicates whether the peer is an Access

Tunnel (AT) or Mobility Tunnel (MT).

PEER MAC Indicates the peer's MAC address that
uniquely identifies the peer WSP or AP on
the other side of the tunnel.

PEER ADDR Indicates the IP address of the peer WSP or
AP.

PEER UDP PORT Indicates the UDP port that the peer WSP or
AP uses for control protocol communication
with the local switch.

PEER STATUS Indicates the current status of the mobility
tunnel to this WSP or the access tunnel to the
AP.

LOCAL UDP PORT Indicates the local UDP port that the switch
uses for control protocol communication with
the WSP or AP tunnels. This is the tcp-
udp-base-port configured on the
switch.

TUNNEL INTERFACE Indicates the name of the tunnel.

Displaying WSP peer devices
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Displaying WSP VLANs advertised by peer WSPs
Perform this procedure to view a list of all the Mobility VLANs that are advertised by each peer
WSP. A WSP is considered a peer if it has an established mobility tunnel with the local WSP.

Procedure

1. Log on to Privileged Exec mode:
enable

2. Display the Mobility VLANs for all the peer WSPs. You can display the table of
VLANs by-advertizer or by-vlan:

show wireless switch peer-advertized-vlans {by-advertizer |
by-vlan}

Example
McLaren:6# show wireless switch peer-advertized-vlans by-advertizer
*******************************************************************************
Command Execution Time: WED FEB 22 08:46:25 2012 UTC
*******************************************************************************
ADVERTISING PEER MAC     MOBILITY VLAN NAME     PRIORITY
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
00:0c:f7:e8:d0:00        default-MVLAN          3
00:0c:f7:e8:d0:00        vlc                    1
00:0e:c0:c1:90:00        default-MVLAN          5
00:0e:c0:c1:90:00        sim1                   7
00:0e:c0:c1:90:00        vlc                    1
00:15:9b:04:80:00        SuperKings             4
00:15:9b:04:80:00        pvdemo2                7
00:15:9b:04:80:00        sim2                   7

McLaren:6# show wireless-switch peer-advertized-vlans by-vlan
*******************************************************************************
Command Execution Time: WED FEB 22 08:48:06 2012 UTC
*******************************************************************************
MOBILITY VLAN NAME     ADVERTISING PEER MAC     PRIORITY
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SuperKings             00:15:9b:04:80:00        4
default-MVLAN          00:0c:f7:e8:d0:00        3
default-MVLAN          00:0e:c0:c1:90:00        5
pvdemo2                00:15:9b:04:80:00        7
sim1                   00:0e:c0:c1:90:00        7
sim2                   00:15:9b:04:80:00        7
vlc                    00:0c:f7:e8:d0:00        1
vlc                    00:0e:c0:c1:90:00        1
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Job aid
The following table describes the fields in the output for the show wireless switch peer-
advertized-vlans {by-advertizer | by-vlan} command.

Variable Value
ADVERTISING PEER MAC Indicates the MAC address that uniquely

identifies the peer WSP.

MOBILITY VLAN NAME Indicates the name of the advertised mobility
VLAN advertised by a peer WSP.

PRIORITY Indicates the priority of the advertised
mobility VLAN.

Displaying WSP VLAN mapping
Perform this procedure to view information about the WSP VLAN maps.

Procedure

1. Log on to Privileged Exec mode:
enable

2. Display configuration information for all of the VLAN maps on this switch or for a
specific VLAN map:
show wireless switch vlan-map [<name:WORD/0–32>]

Example
McLaren:6# show wireless switch vlan-map
*******************************************************************************
Command Execution Time: WED FEB 22 09:18:08 2012 UTC
*******************************************************************************
MOBILITY                         LOCAL   L3       WEIGHT STATE     WCP-V  ADMIN
VLAN NAME                        VLAN ID MOBILITY                         MAPPED
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SuperKings                       1000    server   7      active    yes    yes
default-MVLAN                    0       server   1      active    yes    no
fghj                             1       none     1      inactive  no     yes
pvdemo2                          3       server   5      active    yes    yes
sim1                             0       none     1      active    yes    no
sim2                             0       none     1      active    yes    no
test1                            1007    server   7      inactive  no     yes
vlc                              0       server   1      active    yes    no

8 out of 8 entries in all displayed.

Displaying WSP VLAN mapping
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Job aid
The following table describes the fields in the output for the show wireless switch vlan-
map command.

Variable Value
<name:WORD/1–32> Indicates the name of a specific Mobility

VLAN that is a string of 1 to 32 characters.

MOBILITY VLAN NAME Indicates the unique name of the Mobility
VLAN.

LOCAL VLAN ID Indicates the local VLAN ID, which maps the
Mobility VLAN to a locally defined VLAN.

L3 MOBILITY Indicates the L3 mobility mode for the
VLAN.

• none — means that L3 mobility is not
enabled for this VLAN, but L2 mobility is
enabled.

• server — means that L3 mobility is
enabled for this VLAN, and this switch can
act as a server for this mobility VLAN.

Default: none

WEIGHT Indicates a weight value to prioritize switches
when there are a number of them configured
as the server for this VLAN. The switch with
the highest number is the winning server.
The range of values is from 1 to 7.
Default: 1

STATE Indicates whether or not the local VLAN ID
(LVID) mapping is in the Active state.
For the mapping to be Active, it must meet
the following conditions:

• The Mobility VLAN has to be received from
(validated by) the WC.

• The LVID has to be mapped a value other
than 0.

• The LVID has to represent a valid local
VLAN on this switch.

WCP-V Indicates whether the Mobility VLAN name
for this entry was received from (and thus
validated by) the managing controller.
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Variable Value

 Note:
This entry is useful for validating
mappings that were manually added
offline before the switch was associated to
the controller.

ADMIN MAPPED yes indicates that the LVID mapping for this
entry was set by an administrator. no
indicates that it was auto-assigned by the
switch itself.

Displaying WSP servers for all mobility VLANs
Perform this procedure to view the current VLAN server for each mobility VLAN.

Procedure

1. Log on to Privileged Exec mode:
enable

2. Display configuration information for all of the VLAN servers configured on the WSP:
show wireless switch vlan-servers

Example
McLaren:6# show wireless switch vlan-servers
*******************************************************************************
Command Execution Time: WED FEB 22 10:31:26 2012 UTC
*******************************************************************************
MOBILITY                         CURRENT                   PRIORITY
VLAN NAME                        SERVER MAC
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SuperKings                       00:0c:f8:a9:20:00         7
default-MVLAN                    00:0c:f7:e8:d0:00         7
pvdemo2                          00:0c:f8:a9:20:00         5
sim1                             00:0e:c0:c1:90:00         7
sim2                             00:15:9b:04:80:00         7
vlc                              00:0c:f7:e8:d0:00         1

6 out of 6 entries in all displayed.

Job aid
The following table describes the fields in the output for the show wireless switch vlan-
servers command.

Displaying WSP servers for all mobility VLANs
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Variable Value
MOBILITY VLAN NAME Indicates the unique ID (MAC address) of the

WSP that advertises mobility VLAN.

CURRENT SERVER MAC Indicates the MAC address of the WSP that
is currently selected as the server for this
Mobility VLAN.

PRIORITY Indicates the priority of the mobility VLAN.

Displaying WSP VLAN pool IDs
Perform this procedure to view the list of reserved VLAN IDs and to see if they are currently
in use.

Procedure

1. Log on to Privileged Exec mode:
enable

2. Display information for all of the reserved VLAN IDs or for a specific VLAN ID:
show wireless switch vlan-reservation [<vidList>]

Example
McLaren:6# show wireless switch vlan-reservation
*******************************************************************************
Command Execution Time: WED FEB 22 10:59:52 2012 UTC
*******************************************************************************
VLAN ID    IN USE
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2010       No
2011       No
2012       No
4094       No

4 out of 4 entries in all displayed.

Job aid
The following table describes the fields in the output for the show wireless switch vlan-
reservation command.
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Variable Value
VLAN ID Indicates a list of VLAN IDs that are reserved.

Separate VLAN IDs by a comma or list as a
range.

IN USE Indicates whether a VLAN ID from the
reserved pool is in use.

Displaying FDB entries
Perform this procedure to view the WLAN forwarding database (FDB), which contains entries
for wireless traffic. This table gets populated when the WSP receives traffic from the AP. You
can also clear the entries, if desired.

Procedure

1. Log on to Privileged Exec mode:
enable

2. Display information for all of the FDB entries configured on this switch or for a
specific VLAN ID or MAC address:
show wireless switch mac—address-entry [vid <value>] [mac
<value>]

3. Use the following command to clear all the FDB entries on the switch or just for a
specific VLAN or MAC address:
clear wireless switch mac—address—entry [vid <value>] [mac
<value>]

Example
McLaren:6# show wireless switch mac—address-entry

*******************************************************************************
Command Execution Time: WED FEB 22 13:16:37 2012 UTC
*******************************************************************************

================================================================================
                                 WLAN Vlan Fdb
================================================================================
VLAN          MAC               REMOTE IP       LOCAL UDP REMOTE UDP
ID    TYPE    ADDRESS           ADDRESS         PORT      PORT       INTERFACE
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1    learned  00:11:f9:cf:81:94  1.1.1.1         3001      2001       WT-1002
11   learned  00:1a:8f:10:92:00  2.2.2.2         3002      2002       WT-1003
700  learned  00:1a:8f:10:92:02  3.3.3.3         3003      4004       WT-2003

3 out of 3 entries in all wlan fdb(s) displayed.

Displaying FDB entries
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Job aid
The following table describes the fields in the output for the show wireless switch mac-
address-entry command.

Variable Value
vid <value> Indicates the VLAN ID associated with the

FDB entry.

mac <value> Indicates the MAC address associated with
the FDB entry.

VLAN ID Indicates the local VLAN ID.

TYPE Indicates the type of entry:

• other

• invalid

• learned

• self

• static

MAC ADDRESS Indicates the unicast MAC address for this
FDB entry.

REMOTE IP ADDRESS Indicates the IP address of the remote
endpoint, which can be another WSP or an
access point.

LOCAL UDP PORT Indicates the UDP port used by the local
endpoint of the tunnel.

REMOTE UDP PORT Indicates the UDP port used by the remote
endpoint of the tunnel.

INTERFACE Indicates the name of the tunnel.

Displaying WSP tunnels
Perform this procedure to view information about the WSP access and mobility tunnels.

Procedure

1. Log on to Privileged Exec mode:
enable
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2. Display configuration information for all of the tunnels configured on this switch or
for a specific tunnel:
show wireless switch tunnel [<tunnelIntfId>]

Example
McLaren:6# show wireless switch tunnel
*******************************************************************************
Command Execution Time: WED FEB 22 14:00:04 2012 UTC
*******************************************************************************

================================================================================
                                  WLAN Tunnels
================================================================================
TUNNEL     PEER
INTERFACE  DEVICE ID                    PEER IP :UDP PORT   TYPE     STATUS
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
WT-1       00:0e:c0:c1:90:00            4.4.4.4 :61012      MT       up
WT-2       00:15:9b:04:80:00            2.2.2.2 :61012      MT       up
WT-3       00:0c:f7:e8:d0:00            3.3.3.3 :61012      MT       up
WT-4       00:0c:f7:e8:80:00            1.1.1.3 :61012      MT       up
WT-5       00:04:38:0f:b0:00            1.1.1.2 :61012      MT       up
WT-6       00:1b:4f:6a:54:80         10.30.3.51 :61012      AT       up
WT-7       00:1b:4f:6a:58:00         10.30.3.52 :61012      AT       up

7 out of 7 entries in all wlan tunnel(s) displayed.

Job aid
The following table describes the fields in the output for the show wireless switch
tunnel command.

Variable Value
TUNNEL INTERFACE Indicates the name of the tunnel.

PEER DEVICE ID Indicates the peer's MAC address that
uniquely identifies the peer WSP or AP on
the other side of the tunnel.

PEER IP Indicates the IP address of the peer WSP or
AP.

UDP PORT Indicates the UDP port that the peer WSP or
AP uses for control protocol communication
with the local switch.

TYPE Indicates whether the peer is an Access
Tunnel (AT) or Mobility Tunnel (MT).

STATUS Indicates the current status of the mobility
tunnel to this WSP or the access tunnel to the
AP.

Displaying WSP tunnels
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Displaying WSP tunnels statistics
Perform this procedure to view the mobility and access tunnel statistics on a WSP and then
clear them, if desired.

 Note:
When an I/O module goes offline for any reason such as a reset or administratively disabled,
the statistics for all WSP tunnels are reset to zero.

Procedure

1. Log on to Privileged Exec mode:
enable

2. Display the statistics for all of the tunnels configured on this switch or for a specific
tunnel:
show wireless switch tunnel-statistics [<tunnelIdList>]

3. Display the bridging statistics for all of the tunnels configured on this switch or for a
specific tunnel:
show wireless switch tunnel-statistics bridging
[<tunnelIdList>]

4. Display the keepalive statistics for all of the tunnels configured on this switch or for
a specific tunnel:
show wireless switch tunnel-statistics keepalive
[<tunnelIdList>]

5. Display the routing statistics for all of the tunnels configured on this switch or for a
specific tunnel:
show wireless switch tunnel-statistics routing
[<tunnelIdList>]

6. Use the following command to clear all the tunnel statistics on the switch or for a
specific tunnel:
clear wireless switch statistics [tunnel-id <tunnelIdList>]

Example
Display all the tunnel statistics.
McLaren:6# show wireless switch tunnel-statistics
*******************************************************************************
Command Execution Time: WED FEB 22 14:23:43 2012 UTC
*******************************************************************************

=================================================================================
                                    TUNNEL STATISTICS
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=================================================================================
TUNNEL     PEER                 IN     OUT    IN         OUT        IN      OUT
INTERFACE  DEVICE ID           FRAME  FRAME KEEPALIVE  KEEPALIVE  DISCARD  DISCARD
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
WT-1       00:0e:c0:c1:90:00    298    299    17873     17865      0       0 
WT-2       00:15:9b:04:80:00    299    299    17873     17865      0       0 
WT-3       00:0c:f7:e8:d0:00    1741   558    17837     17865      0       0 
WT-4       00:0c:f7:e8:80:00    1      286    16988     17015      0       0 
WT-5       00:04:38:0f:b0:00    1      286    16997     17023      0       0 
WT-6       00:1b:4f:6a:54:80    0      1      4371      4391       0       0 
WT-7       00:1b:4f:6a:58:00    210    85     4369      4390        0      0 
WT-8       00:1b:4f:6a:70:40    80     4611   834       838        0       0 

8 out of 8 entries in all wlan tunnel(s) displayed.

Display the tunnel bridging statistics.
McLaren:6# show wireless switch tunnel-statistics bridging
*******************************************************************************
Command Execution Time: WED FEB 22 14:28:21 2012 UTC
*******************************************************************************

================================================================================
                     TUNNEL STATISTICS - INTERFACE BRIDGING
================================================================================
TUNNEL     PEER              IN-FRAME  IN-FRAME  IN-FRAME  IN        OUT
INTERFACE  DEVICE ID         UNICAST   MULTICAST BROADCAST DISCARD   FRAME
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
WT-1       00:0e:c0:c1:90:00 303       0         0         0         303
WT-2       00:15:9b:04:80:00 304       0         0         0         303
WT-3       00:0c:f7:e8:d0:00 2284      0         0         0         674
WT-4       00:0c:f7:e8:80:00 1         0         0         0         286
WT-5       00:04:38:0f:b0:00 1         0         0         0         286
WT-6       00:1b:4f:6a:54:80 0         0         0         0         1
WT-7       00:1b:4f:6a:58:00 295       0         0         0         123
WT-8       00:1b:4f:6a:70:40 80        40        0         0         6180

8 out of 8 entries in all wlan tunnel(s) displayed.

Display the tunnel keepalive statistics.
McLaren:6# show wireless switch tunnel-statistics keepalive
*******************************************************************************
Command Execution Time: WED FEB 22 14:31:17 2012 UTC
*******************************************************************************

================================================================================
                         TUNNEL STATISTICS - KEEPALIVE
================================================================================
TUNNEL     PEER              IN        OUT
INTERFACE  DEVICE ID         KEEPALIVE KEEPALIVE
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
WT-1       00:0e:c0:c1:90:00 18327     18319
WT-2       00:15:9b:04:80:00 18327     18319
WT-3       00:0c:f7:e8:d0:00 18290     18319
WT-4       00:0c:f7:e8:80:00 16988     17015
WT-5       00:04:38:0f:b0:00 16997     17023
WT-6       00:1b:4f:6a:54:80 4823      4845
WT-7       00:1b:4f:6a:58:00 4822      4844
WT-8       00:1b:4f:6a:70:40 1286      1292
WT-9       10:20:30:50:50:d0 52        52
WT-10      10:20:30:50:51:50 49        49
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Display the tunnel routing statistics.
McLaren:6# show wireless switch tunnel-statistics routing
*******************************************************************************
Command Execution Time: WED FEB 22 14:32:18 2012 UTC
*******************************************************************************

================================================================================
                     TUNNEL STATISTICS - INTERFACE ROUTING
================================================================================
TUNNEL     PEER              IN-FRAME  IN-FRAME  IN-FRAME  OUT-FRAME OUT-FRAME
INTERFACE  DEVICE ID         UNICAST   MULTICAST DISCARD   UNICAST   MULTICAST
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
WT-1       00:0e:c0:c1:90:00 0         0         0         0         0
WT-2       00:15:9b:04:80:00 0         0         0         0         0
WT-3       00:0c:f7:e8:d0:00 0         0         0         0         0
WT-4       00:0c:f7:e8:80:00 0         0         0         0         0
WT-5       00:04:38:0f:b0:00 0         0         0         0         0
WT-6       00:1b:4f:6a:54:80 0         0         0         0         0
WT-7       00:1b:4f:6a:58:00 0         0         0         0         0
WT-8       00:1b:4f:6a:70:40 0         0         0         0         0
WT-9       10:20:30:50:50:d0 0         0         0         0         0
WT-10      10:20:30:50:51:50 0         0         0         0         0

Job aid
The following table describes the fields in the output for the show wireless switch
tunnel-statistics command.

Variable Value
TUNNEL INTERFACE Indicates the name of the tunnel.

PEER DEVICE ID Indicates the peer's MAC address that
uniquely identifies the peer WSP or AP on
the other side of the tunnel.

IN FRAME Indicates the number of packets received on
the tunnel.

OUT FRAME Indicates the number of packets transmitted
from this tunnel.

IN KEEPALIVE Indicates the number of keepalive requests
received on this tunnel.

OUT KEEPALIVE Indicates the number of keepalive requests
transmitted from this tunnel.

IN DISCARD Indicates the number of ingress packets that
were dropped.

OUT DISCARD Indicates the number of egress packets that
were dropped.
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The following table describes the fields in the output for the show wireless switch
tunnel-statistics bridging command.

Variable Value
TUNNEL INTERFACE Indicates the name of the tunnel.

PEER DEVICE ID Indicates the peer's MAC address that
uniquely identifies the peer WSP or AP on
the other side of the tunnel.

IN-FRAME UNICAST Indicates the number of unicast packets
received on the tunnel.

IN-FRAME MULTICAST Indicates the number of multicast packets
received on the tunnel.

IN-FRAME BROADCAST Indicates the number of broadcast packets
received on the tunnel.

IN DISCARD Indicates the number of bridged ingress
packets that were dropped.

OUT FRAME Indicates the number of bridged egress
packets that were dropped.

The following table describes the fields in the output for the show wireless switch
tunnel-statistics keepalive command.

Variable Value
TUNNEL INTERFACE Indicates the name of the tunnel.

PEER DEVICE ID Indicates the peer's MAC address that
uniquely identifies the peer WSP or AP on
the other side of the tunnel.

IN KEEPALIVE Indicates the number of keepalive requests
received on this tunnel.

OUT KEEPALIVE Indicates the number of keepalive requests
transmitted from this tunnel.

The following table describes the fields in the output for the show wireless switch
tunnel-statistics routing command.

Variable Value
TUNNEL INTERFACE Indicates the name of the tunnel.

PEER DEVICE ID Indicates the peer's MAC address that
uniquely identifies the peer WSP or AP on
the other side of the tunnel.
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Variable Value
IN-FRAME UNICAST Indicates the number of routed unicast

packets received on the tunnel.

IN-FRAME MULTICAST Indicates the number of routedmulticast
packets received on the tunnel.

IN-FRAME DISCARD Indicates the number of routed ingress
packets that were dropped.

OUT-FRAME UNICAST Indicates the number of routed unicast
egress packets that were dropped.

OUT-FRAME MULTICAST Indicates the number of routed multicast
egress packets that were dropped.
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Chapter 7: WSP configuration using EDM

This section describes all the procedures you need to configure and display configuration information
about the WSP.

Configuring the management IP address and the VLAN
pool

Use this procedure to specify a management IP address and reserve VLANs for this WSP. A
WSP services local VLANs only. When a WSP receives a Mobility VLAN that is not local (so
it does not service) and that is serviced by another WSP, the Avaya VENA Unified Access
software dynamically creates a remote VLAN based on the vlan-reservation list. This remote
VLAN is used to transport traffic across a mobility tunnel to a remote WSP.

The Unified Access software manages a pool of VLAN IDs that are reserved for creating these
dynamic remote VLANs. This reservation does not allocate any VLAN resources; it just
reserves the VLAN ID for remote VLANs. These IDs are for WLAN only; no other application
can use them to create a VLAN.

 Note:
There is no default pool of VLANs, and it is not required to configure one. If you have only
one WSP, there is no need to configure a VLAN pool. However, if you have multiple WSPs,
then you should configure a VLAN pool. If you do not have a VLAN pool and a WSP receives
an MVLAN, you will receive an error message. Avaya recommends configuring a VLAN pool
equal to the total number of MVLANs minus the number of MVLANs serves locally.

The system prevents you from reserving a VLAN ID if it is being used by a local VLAN. It
also prevents you from deleting a VLAN ID that is currently in use.

Procedure

1. In the navigation tree, expand the following folders: Configuration > Wireless >
Globals.

2. Leave the ManagementAddressType field set to ipv4.

3. In the ManagementAddress field, you can optionally set the WSP management
interface IP address. If you do not set an address, the switch uses the chassis
management IP address by default.

4. In the VlanList field, add a list of VLANs to the reserved pool.
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5. To remove a VLAN from the reserved pool, delete it from this field.

6. Click Apply.

Wireless Globals field descriptions
Use the data in the following table to use the Wireless Globals tab.

Name Description

RemoteVlanStg Specifies a unique number for this STG from
1 to 64.

ManagementAddressType Specifies that the management interface has
an IPv4 address.

ManagementAddress Specifies the management interface IP
address.

VlanList Adds or removes a list of VLANs from the
dynamic remote VLAN ID reservation pool.

Configuring a WSP
Configure an ERS 8800/8600 as a WSP so that it can be part of the mobility domain. The
required tasks are to assign a system IP address and a management IP address to the WSP
and then enable it.

• System IP Address — The WSP uses this address to communicate with other WLAN
devices, connect with APs, and terminate all tunnels going to this WSP. Captive Portal
Web Server is also hosted on this address.

 Note:
You must configure the IP address as a circuitless IP (CLIP) address, which is a virtual
(or loopback) interface that is not associated with any physical port. You can use the
CLIP interface to provide uninterrupted connectivity to your switch as long as there is
an actual path to reach the device. For more information about CLIP IP addresses, see
Configuration — IP Routing (NN46205–523).

• Management IP Address — Wireless Management Software (WMS) uses this address
for network management functions. Unlike the Out Of Band management interface, which
uses the port IP address on the CPU module, the Management IP Address can be any
IP address on the switch that you want to use.
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You can also change the default TCP and UDP base port number. Network administrators use
the base port number to create simple firewall rules. If you want to change the base port number
for security purposes, you have that option.

Before you begin
Before you can set the WSP system IP address or change the TCP and UDP base port number,
you must disable Wireless in the WSP.

Procedure

1. In the navigation tree, expand the following folders: Configuration > Wireless >
System.

2. In the WirelessEnabled field, check the box to enable the WSP.

3. Leave the SystemInetAddressType field set to ipv4.

4. In the SystemInetAddress field, assign a CLIP address to be the WSP system IP
address.

5. In the TcpUdpBasePort field, you can optionally change the default TCP and UDP
base port number.

6. Click Apply.

System field descriptions
Use the data in the following table to use the System tab.

Name Description

WirelessEnabled Check to enable or uncheck to disable the
WSP.
DEFAULT: disable

SystemInetAddressType Specifies that the system has an IPv4
address.

SystemInetAddress Specifies the CLIP interface that the WSP is
using for a system IP address.

TcpUdpBasePort Specifies the TCP and UDP base port
number. The range of values is from
49152..64983.
All WLAN components (WCPs, APs, other
WSPs, access and mobility tunnels) use
different TCP and UDP port numbers that are
based on different fixed offsets from this
base port. The base port number enables
network administrators to create simple
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Name Description

firewall rules by opening a contiguous IP port
range of 16 ports for WLAN
communication.

 Note:
The base port number must be the same
on all WCPs and WSPs in the WLAN
domain. This is an optional configuration.
You can leave all WCPs and WSPs
operating at the default value.

DEFAULT: 61000

Adding or removing a WLAN cluster controller
You can configure up to four WLAN Switch Controllers in the cluster of controllers. Use the
following procedure to add or remove a controller from the cluster.

 Note:
The Controller that you configure becomes part of the cluster and it may not be the controller
that manages this switch. A round-robin algorithm determines which WCP controls which
WSP.

Procedure

1. In the navigation tree, expand the following folders: Configuration > Wireless >
Mobility Switch.

2. Click the Controller tab.

3. Click Insert.

4. In the Id field, specify an ID number for the controller from 1 to 4.

5. In the AddrType field, specify whether the controller's IP address is an IPv4 or IPv6
address.

6. To add a controller, specify the controller's IP address in the Addr field.

7. To remove a controller, select the controller you want to remove and click Delete.

8. Click Apply.
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Controller field descriptions
Use the data in the following table to use the Controller tab.

Name Description

Id Specifies the ID of the WLAN Controller that
you want to add or remove from the cluster
of WLAN Controllers. The valid numbers are
from 1 to 4.

AddrType Specifies that the WLAN Controller has an
IPv4 address.

Addr Specifies the IPv4 address of the WLAN
Controller, which must be a unique address
within the WLAN domain.

Mapping VLANs to the WSP
Use this procedure to map VLANs to the WSP and perform the following tasks:

• Specify a name to uniquely identify the mobility VLAN.

• Create or delete the VLAN map.

• Specify the L3 mobility mode for the VLAN.

• Define the local VLAN ID, which is then mapped to the Mobility VLAN.

• Set a priority for this VLAN by specifying the weight to assign to it.

Procedure

1. In the navigation tree, expand the following folders: Configuration > Wireless >
Mobility Switch.

2. Click the Vlan Map tab.

3. Click Insert.

4. In the Name field, specify name the mobility VLAN.

5. In the LVID field, specify the local VLAN ID for the map.

6. In the L3Mobility field, specify the L3 mobility mode.

7. In the Weight field, assign a priority weight to this map.

8. Click Insert.

Mapping VLANs to the WSP
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Vlan Map field descriptions
Use the data in the following table to use the Vlan Map tab.

Name Description

Name Specifies a unique name for this mobility
VLAN. The name can be up to 32
characters.

LVID Specifies the local VLAN ID number for this
map. The valid range is from 1 to 4094.

L3Mobility Specifies the L3 mobility mode for the
VLAN.

• none — means that L3 mobility is not
enabled for this VLAN, but L2 mobility is
enabled.

• server — means that L3 mobility is
enabled for this VLAN, and this switch can
act as a server for this mobility VLAN.

Default: none

Weight Specifies a weight value to prioritize switches
when there are a number of them configured
as the server for this VLAN. The switch with
the highest number is the winning server.
The range of values is from 1 to 7.
Default: 1

WcValidated Indicates whether the Mobility VLAN name
for this entry was received from (and thus
validated by) the managing controller.

 Note:
This entry is useful for validating
mappings that were manually added
offline before the switch was associated to
the controller.

AdminMapped Indicates whether or not the LVID mapping
for this entry was set by an administrator. If
false, then the LVID mapping was auto-
assigned by the switch itself.

Active Indicates whether or not the local VLAN ID
(LVID) mapping is in the Active state.
If AdminMapped and WcValidated are
true, all three of the following condition
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Name Description

must be met for the mapping to be
Active.
If AdminMapped is false and
WcValidated is true, then only the first
condition must be met for the mapping to be
Active.

1. The Mobility VLAN has to be received
from (validated by) the WC.

2. The LVID has to be mapped a value
other than 0.

3. The LVID has to represent a valid local
VLAN on this switch.

Flushing the FDB and resetting statistics
Use this procedure to reset the global switch information by clearing all the tunnel statistics
and flushing the WLAN forwarding database (FDB). The FDB is a table that contains forwarding
information for specific entries. The switch uses this information to forward received frames.

Procedure

1. In the navigation tree, expand the following folders: Configuration > Wireless >
Mobility Switch.

2. Click the Global tab.

3. In the AllStatisticsReset field, select reset to clear all the statistics on the WSP.

4. In the FdbGlobalFlushAction field, select flushAll to flush the FDB.

5. Click Apply.

Mobility Switch Global field descriptions
Use the data in the following table to use the Mobility Switch Global tab.

Name Description

AllStatisticsReset Specifies whether or not to clear the statistics
for every tunnel on the switch.
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Name Description

FdbGlobalFlushAction Specifies whether or not to flush all of the
FDB entries associated with this WSP.

Displaying WLAN controllers
Perform this procedure to view information about all of the WLAN controllers configured on
this switch.

Procedure

1. In the navigation tree, expand the following folders: Configuration > Wireless >
Mobility Switch.

2. Click the Controller tab.

Controller field descriptions
Use the data in the following table to use the Controller tab.

Name Description

Id Indicates the WLAN controller ID, which is
also used for controller priority. The lower the
number is; the higher the priority.

AddrType Specifies the IP type as IPv4 or IPv6.

Addr Specifies the WLAN controller IP address.

Displaying WSP peer devices
Perform this procedure to view information about the WSP peer devices.

Procedure

1. In the navigation tree, expand the following folders: Configuration > Wireless >
Mobility Switch.
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2. Click the Peer Devices tab.

Peer Devices field descriptions
Use the data in the following table to use the Peer Devices tab.

Name Description

Type Indicates whether the peer is an Access
Tunnel (AT) or Mobility Tunnel (MT).

Id Indicates the peer's MAC address that
uniquely identifies the peer WSP or AP on
the other side of the tunnel.

AddrType Indicates the IP type as IPv4 or IPv6.

Addr Indicates the IP address of the peer WSP or
AP.

UdpPort Indicates the local UDP port that the switch
uses for control protocol communication with
the WSP or AP tunnels.

Status Indicates the current status of the mobility
tunnel to this WSP or the access tunnel to the
AP.

LocalUdpPort Indicates whether the tunnel is run by the
local switch or by its SMLT peer.

interfaceId Indicates the name of the tunnel.

Displaying WSP VLANs advertised by peers
Perform this procedure to view a list of all the Mobility VLANs that are advertised by each peer
WSP. A WSP is considered a peer if it has an established mobility tunnel with the local WSP.
The table in this dialog box displays the advertised VLANs according to the MAC address of
the peer WSP.

Procedure

1. In the navigation tree, expand the following folders: Configuration > Wireless >
Mobility Switch.

Displaying WSP VLANs advertised by peers
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2. Click the Peer Advertised Vlans tab.

Peer Advertised Vlans field descriptions
Use the data in the following table to use the Peer Advertised Vlans tab.

Name Description

Id Indicates the MAC address that uniquely
identifies the peer WSP.

VlanName Indicates the name of the advertised mobility
VLAN advertised by a peer WSP.

Priority Indicates the priority of the advertised
mobility VLAN.

Displaying WSP VLANs advertised by advertisers
Perform this procedure to view a list of all the Mobility VLANs that are advertised by each peer
WSP. A WSP is considered a peer if it has an established mobility tunnel with the local WSP.
The table in this dialog box displays the advertised VLANs according to their VLAN name.

Procedure

1. In the navigation tree, expand the following folders: Configuration > Wireless >
Mobility Switch.

2. Click the Vlan Peer Advertiser tab.

Vlan Peer Advertiser field descriptions
Use the data in the following table to use the Vlan Peer Advertiser tab.

Name Description

VlanName Indicates the name of the advertised mobility
VLAN advertised by a peer WSP.

Id Indicates the MAC address that uniquely
identifies the peer WSP.
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Name Description

Priority Indicates the priority of the advertised
mobility VLAN.

Displaying WSP VLAN mapping
Perform this procedure to view configuration information for all of the VLAN maps on this
switch.

Procedure

1. In the navigation tree, expand the following folders: Configuration > Wireless >
Mobility Switch.

2. Click the Vlan Map tab.

Vlan Map field descriptions
Use the data in the following table to use the Vlan Map tab.

Name Description

Name Indicates the unique name of the Mobility
VLAN.

LVID Indicates the local VLAN ID, which maps the
Mobility VLAN to a locally defined VLAN.

L3Mobility Indicates the L3 mobility mode for the
VLAN.

• none — means that L3 mobility is not
enabled for this VLAN, but L2 mobility is
enabled.

• server — means that L3 mobility is
enabled for this VLAN, and this switch can
act as a server for this mobility VLAN.

Default: none

Weight Indicates a weight value to prioritize switches
when there are a number of them configured
as the server for this VLAN. The switch with
the highest number is the winning server.
The range of values is from 1 to 7.

Displaying WSP VLAN mapping
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Name Description

Default: 1

WcValidated Indicates whether the Mobility VLAN name
for this entry was received from (and thus
validated by) the managing controller.

 Note:
This entry is useful for validating
mappings that were manually added
offline before the switch was associated to
the controller.

AdminMapped Indicates whether or not the LVID mapping
for this entry was set by an administrator. If
false, then the LVID mapping was auto-
assigned by the switch itself.

Active Indicates whether or not the local VLAN ID
(LVID) mapping is in the Active state.
For the mapping to be Active, it must meet
the following conditions:

• The Mobility VLAN has to be received from
(validated by) the WC.

• The LVID has to be mapped a value other
than 0.

• The LVID has to represent a valid local
VLAN on this switch.

Displaying WSP servers for all mobility VLANs
Perform this procedure to view the current VLAN server for each mobility VLAN configured on
the WSP.

Procedure

1. In the navigation tree, expand the following folders: Configuration > Wireless >
Mobility Switch.

2. Click the Vlan Server tab.
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Vlan Server field descriptions
Use the data in the following table to use the Vlan Server tab.

Name Description

VlanName Indicates the name of the advertised mobility
VLAN advertised by a peer WSP.

Id Indicates the MAC address of the WSP that
is currently selected as the server for this
Mobility VLAN.

Priority Indicates the priority of the advertised
mobility VLAN.

Displaying FDB entries
Perform this procedure to view the WLAN forwarding database (FDB), which contains entries
for wireless traffic. This table gets populated when the WSP receives traffic from the AP.

Procedure

1. In the navigation tree, expand the following folders: Configuration > Wireless >
Mobility Switch.

2. Click the Forwarding tab.

Forwarding field descriptions
Use the data in the following table to use the Forwarding tab.

Name Description

VlanId Indicates the VLAN ID associated with the
FDB entry.

MacAddress Indicates the MAC address associated with
the FDB entry.

Type Indicates the type of entry.

• other

• invalid

Displaying FDB entries
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Name Description

• learned

• self

• static

TunnelType Indicates whether the tunnel is an Access
Tunnel (AT) or Mobility Tunnel (MT).

RemoteEndpointId Indicates the unicast MAC address for this
FDB entry.

RemoteEndpointAddrType Indicates the IP type as IPv4 or IPv6.

RemoteEndpointAddr Indicates the IP address of the remote
endpoint, which can be another WSP or an
access point.

RemoteEndpointUdpPort Indicates the UDP port used by the remote
endpoint of the tunnel.

LocalEndpointUdpPort Indicates the UDP port used by the local
endpoint of the tunnel.

InterfaceId Indicates the name of the tunnel.

FlushAction Specifies whether or not to flush all of the
FDB entries associated with this WSP.

Displaying WSP tunnels
Perform this procedure to view configuration information for all of the access and mobility
tunnels configured on this switch.

Procedure

1. In the navigation tree, expand the following folders: Configuration > Wireless >
Mobility Switch.

2. Click the Tunnels tab.
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Tunnels field descriptions
Use the data in the following table to use the Tunnels tab.

Name Description

IntfId Indicates the name of the tunnel.

PeerDeviceId Indicates the peer's MAC address that
uniquely identifies the peer WSP or AP on
the other side of the tunnel.

PeerAddrType Indicates the IP type as IPv4 or IPv6.

PeerAddr Indicates the IP address of the peer WSP or
AP.

PeerUdpPort Indicates the UDP port that the peer WSP or
AP uses for control protocol communication
with the local switch.

Status Indicates the current status of the mobility
tunnel to this WSP or the access tunnel to the
AP.

Type Indicates whether the peer is an Access
Tunnel (AT) or Mobility Tunnel (MT).

Displaying wireless tunnels
Perform this procedure to view information about the WSP access and mobility tunnels.

When a Mobility User joins the WLAN network, the WLAN Tunnel Manager dynamically adds
the tunnel to the VLAN port membership. The VLAN is unaware whether the port represents
an access tunnel or a mobility tunnel.

Port membership for remote VLANs includes Wireless tunnels and the IST port only. Physical
ports and MLTs are not allowed as port members with the exception of the IST port. You can
also configure a static remote VLAN for fixed devices like printers.

Procedure

1. In the navigation tree, expand the following folders: Configuration > VLAN >
VLANs.

2. Click the Wireless Tunnel tab.

Displaying wireless tunnels
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Related topics:
WLAN tunnel field descriptions on page 98

WLAN tunnel field descriptions
Use the data in the following table to use the WLAN tunnel tab.

Name Description

Id Indicates the number of the WLAN tunnel.

Members Indicates the name of the tunnel.

ActiveMembers Indicates which tunnels are active members
of this WLAN tunnel.

StaticMembers Indicates which tunnels are static members
of this WLAN tunnel.

NotAllowToJoin Indicates which tunnels are not allowed to
join this WLAN tunnel.

Displaying WSP tunnels statistics
Perform this procedure to view the statistics for the specified mobility or access tunnel on the
WSP. The information includes bridging, keepalive, and routing statistics.

 Note:
When an I/O module goes offline for any reason such as a reset or administratively disabled,
the statistics for all WSP tunnels are reset to zero.

Procedure

1. In the navigation tree, expand the following folders: Configuration > Wireless >
Mobility Switch.

2. Click the Tunnel tab.

3. Select a tunnel.

4. Click the Tunnel Stats tab.
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Tunnel Stats field descriptions
Use the data in the following table to use the Tunnel Stats tab.

Name Description

BridgeInUnicastFrames Indicates the number of unicast packets
received on the tunnel.

BridgeInMulticastFrames Indicates the number of multicast packets
received on the tunnel.

BridgeInBroadcastFrames Indicates the number of broadcast packets
received on the tunnel.

BridgeInDiscards Indicates the number of ingress packets that
were dropped.

BridgeOutFrames Indicates the number of egress packets that
were dropped.

RouteInUnicastFrames Indicates the number of routed unicast
packets received on the tunnel.

RouteInMulticastFrames Indicates the number of routedmulticast
packets received on the tunnel.

RouteInDiscards Indicates the number of routed ingress
packets that were dropped.

RouteOutUnicastFrames Indicates the number of routed unicast
egress packets that were dropped.

RouteOutMulticastFrames Indicates the number of routed multicast
egress packets that were dropped.

KeepaliveInFrames Indicates the number of keepalive requests
received on this tunnel.

KeepaliveOutFrames Indicates the number of keepalive requests
transmitted from this tunnel.

AllInFrames Indicates the number of packets received on
the tunnel.

AllOutFrames Indicates the number of packets transmitted
from this tunnel.

AllInDiscardFrames Indicates the number of ingress packets that
were dropped.

AllOutDiscardFrames Indicates the number of egress packets that
were dropped.

Displaying WSP tunnels statistics
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Chapter 8: Configuring an Enterprise
Wireless LAN using the ACLI

Configuring an Enterprise Wireless LAN using the ACLI
The following section provides an overview of the tasks you must complete to configure an
Enterprise Wireless LAN using the Avaya Command Line Interface (ACLI).

Before you begin

• Ensure that the Avaya Ethernet Routing Switches (ERS) 8600/8800 are wireless-enabled
and configured to act as Wireless Switching Points (WSP) in the WLAN mobility domain.
See the sections on configuring the WSP using the CLI, ACLI or EDM.

• Ensure that you have read and understood the fundamentals of WLAN configuration for
wireless services and you understand the concept of a mobility domain, its creation and
its components for a Unified Access deployment. For more information, see Avaya WLAN
8100 Fundamentals NN47251–102.

• Ensure that you have installed and verified the Wireless Controller (WC) licenses for the
Active and Backup controllers. See Licensing the Wireless Controller on page 175.

Configuration task flow
Use this task flow to configure an Enterprise Wireless LAN using the Avaya Command Line
Interface (ACLI).
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Figure 3: Task flow to configure an enterprise wireless LAN using the ACLI

Related topics:
Configuring the AMDC using ACLI  on page 103
Configuring the BMDC on page 106
Global configuration on page 108
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Configuring the AMDC using ACLI
Use this procedure to configure the controller (WC 8180) as the AMDC of the mobility
domain.

Before you begin

• Remove the WC 8180 device from its packaging. Ensure you have the following hardware
components and materials:

- Wireless Controller (WC) 8180 device
- console cable

About this task
Procedure

1. Power on the WC 8180.
2. When the WC 8180 is up, connect the console cable.
3. Press Ctrl+Y to start.
4. On the MENU screen, select Command Line Interface.
5. Configure VLANs using the following command input:

In this example you create 2 VLANs, mgmt and system.

WC8180(config)#vlan configcontrol flexible 

WC8180(config)#vlan create 20 name mgmt type port
WC8180(config)#vlan create 30 name system type port

6. Associate ports to the configured VLANs using the following command input:
WC8180(config)#vlan ports 1,2 tagging tagAll filter-untagged-frame enable

WC8180(config)#vlan members add 20 1,2
WC8180(config)#vlan members add 30 1,2 

7. Configure Multi-Link Trunking (MLT) using the following command input:
MLT allows grouping several physical Ethernet links into one logical Ethernet link
to provide fault-tolerance and high-speed links between routers, switches, and
servers.
WC8180(config)#mlt 1 name toCORE member 1/1,1/2 learning disable
WC8180(config)#mlt 1 enable

8. Associate the management VLAN to provide management and wireless services.
Use the following command input:
WC8180(config)#vlan mgmt 20

WC8180(config)#ip route  0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 30.1.1.1 1
WC8180(config)#ip route  0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 30.1.1.1 enable

Verify management VLAN configuration.

WC8180#show vlan

Configuration task flow
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Id  Name                 Type    Protocol         PID     Active IVL/SVL Mgmt
--- ------------------ -------- ---------------- -------- ------ ------- 
----
20  Mgmt                Port     None             0x0000   Yes    IVL    Yes
        Port Members: 1-2
30  System             Port     None             0x0000   Yes    IVL    No
        Port Members: 1-2

9. Create VLAN IP interfaces using the following command input:
WC8180(config)#interface vlan 20
WC8180(config-if)#ip address 20.1.1.51 255.255.255.0

WC8180(config)#interface vlan 30
WC8180(config-if)#ip address 30.1.1.51 255.255.255.0

Verify creation of the VLAN IP interfaces.
WC8180#show vlan ip
=========================================================================
Vid  ifIndex Address         Mask            MacAddress        Offset Routing
=========================================================================
Primary Interfaces
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
20   10100   20.1.1.51     255.255.255.0   00:24:B5:1F:9F:80 1      Enabled
30   10150   30.1.1.51     255.255.255.0   00:24:B5:1F:9F:81 2      Enabled
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Total of Primary Interfaces: 2
WC8180#

10. Enable routing using the following command:
WC8180(config)#ip routing

11. Enable TELNET and SNMP access using the following command input:
WC8180(config)#telnet-access enable
WC8180(config)#snmp-server enable

12. Configure the wireless system interface using the following command input:
WC8180(config)#wireless
WC8180(config-wireless)#interface-ip 30.1.1.51

13. Change the mode of operation of the controller to Unified Access so that it acts as
a Wireless Control Point (WCP) in the domain.

 Important:
Before you change the operation mode of the controller to wcp, ensure that:

• The controller is not wireless enabled using the command show
wireless. Verify that the Status is Disabled.

• The controller is not a member of a mobility domain using the command
show wireless controller domain-membership.

To change the mode of operation of the controller, execute the following command:
WC8180(config)#wireless
WC8180(config-wireless)#operation-mode wcp
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14. Enable the wireless system interface created in Step 12, using the following
command input.
WC8180(config)#wireless
WC8180(config-wireless)#enable

Verify that wireless system interface is configured and enabled. Also verify that the
operation mode of the controller is WCP.
WCP8180#show wireless
  Operation Mode    : WCP
  Status            : Enabled
  Interface IP      : 30.1.1.51
  TCP/UDP base port : 61000
  Base MAC Address  : 00:24:B5:1F:9F:00
WCP8180#

15. Configure the controller to be Mobility Domain Controller (MDC) capable.
WCP8180(config-wireless)#controller mdc-capable 
% Domain password should be between 10-15 characters long.
% Password must contain a minimum of 2 upper, 2 lowercase letters
% 2 numbers and 2 special characters like !@#$%^&*()

Enter domain password: **********

Verify Domain password: **********
WCP8180(config-wireless)#

Verify that the controller is MDC capable.
WCP8180#show wireless controller info
  MDC-Capable  : Enabled
WCP8180#

16. Create and join the mobility domain using the following command input:

 Note:
The MDC password is the same password you set when you configured the
controller to be MDC capable in step 11.

WCP8180#wireless controller join-domain domain-name Avaya mdc-address 
30.1.1.51
Enter Domain Secret: *********
Use 'show wireless controller domain-membership' to see join status.

Verify the join status.
WCP8180#show wireless controller domain-membership
  Domain Name             : Avaya
  Domain Role             : Active MDC
  Domain Action Status    : None
  Action Failure Reason   : None
WCP8180#

Configuration task flow
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Configuring the BMDC
About this task
Use this procedure to configure the Backup Mobility Domain Controller (BMDC).

Procedure

1. Configure VLANs using the following command input:
In this example you create 2 VLANs, mgmt and system.

WC8180(config)#vlan configcontrol flexible 

WC8180(config)#vlan create 20 name mgmt type port
WC8180(config)#vlan create 30 name system type port

2. Associate ports to the configured VLAN using the following command input:
WC8180(config)#vlan ports 1,2 tagging tagAll filter-untagged-frame enable

WC8180(config)#vlan members add 20 1,2
WC8180(config)#vlan members add 30 1,2 

3. Configure MLT using the following command input:
MLT allows grouping several physical Ethernet links into one logical Ethernet link
to provide fault-tolerance and high-speed links between routers, switches, and
servers.
WC8180(config)#mlt 1 name toCORE member 1/1,1/2 learning disable
WC8180(config)#mlt 1 enable

4. Create the VLAN IP interfaces using the following command input:
WC8180(config)#interface vlan 20
WC8180(config-if)#ip address 20.1.1.52 255.255.255.0

WC8180(config)#interface vlan 30
WC8180(config-if)#ip address 30.1.1.52 255.255.255.0

Verify creation of the VLAN IP interfaces.
WC8180#show vlan ip
=========================================================================
Vid  ifIndex Address         Mask            MacAddress        Offset Routing
=========================================================================
Primary Interfaces
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
100  10100   20.1.1.52     255.255.255.0   00:25:B5:1F:9F:80 1      Enabled
150  10150   30.1.1.52     255.255.255.0   00:25:B5:1F:9F:81 2      Enabled
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Total of Primary Interfaces: 2
WC8180#

5. Associate the management VLAN to provide management and wireless services,
using the following command input:
WC8180(config)#vlan mgmt 20

WC8180(config)#ip route  0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 30.1.1.2 1
WC8180(config)#ip route  0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 30.1.1.2 enable
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Verify management VLAN configuration.

WC8180#show vlan
Id  Name                 Type    Protocol         PID     Active IVL/SVL Mgmt
--- ------------------ -------- ---------------- -------- ------ ------- 
----
20  Mgmt                Port     None             0x0000   Yes    IVL    Yes
        Port Members: 1-2
30  System              Port     None             0x0000   Yes    IVL    No
        Port Members: 1-2

6. Enable routing using the following command:
WC8180(config)#ip routing

7. Enable TELNET and SNMP access using the following command input:
WC8180(config)#telnet-access enable
WC8180(config)#snmp-server enable

8. Configure the wireless system interface with the following command input:
WC8180(config)#wireless
WC8180(config-wireless)#interface-ip 30.1.1.52

9. Change the mode of operation of the controller to Unified Access so that it acts as
a Wireless Control Point (WCP) in the domain.

 Important:
Before you change the operation mode of the controller to wcp, ensure that:

• The controller is not wireless enabled using the command show
wireless. Verify that the Status is Disabled.

• The controller is not a member of a mobility domain using the command
show wireless controller domain-membership.

To change the mode of operation of the controller, execute the following command:
WC8180(config)#wireless
WC8180(config-wireless)#operation-mode wcp

10. Enable the wireless system interface created in Step 8, using the following
command input.
WCP8180(config)#wireless
WCP8180(config-wireless)#enable

Verify that wireless system interface is configured and enabled. Also verify that the
operation mode of the controller is WCP.
WCP8180#show wireless
  Operation Mode    : WCP
  Status            : Enabled
  Interface IP      : 30.1.1.52
  TCP/UDP base port : 61000
  Base MAC Address  : 00:24:B5:1F:9F:00
WCP8180#

11. Configure the controller to be Mobility Domain Controller (MDC) capable.
WCP8180(config-wireless)#controller mdc-capable 
% Domain password should be between 10-15 characters long.
% Password must contain a minimum of 2 upper, 2 lowercase letters
% 2 numbers and 2 special characters like !@#$%^&*()

Configuration task flow
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Enter domain password: **********

Verify Domain password: **********
WCP8180(config-wireless)#

Verify that the controller is MDC capable.
WCP8180#show wireless controller info
  MDC-Capable  : Enabled
WCP8180#

12. Create and join the domain using the following command input:
WCP8180#wireless controller join-domain domain-name Avaya mdc-address 
30.1.1.52
Enter Domain Secret: *******
Use 'show wireless controller domain-membership' to see join status.

Verify the join status.
WCP8180#show wireless controller domain-membership
  Domain Name             : Avaya
  Domain Role             : Back up MDC
  Domain Action Status    : None
  Action Failure Reason   : None
WCP8180#

 Caution:
Before you proceed with the remainder of the configuration, ensure that you
execute the config sync command on the AMDC, to synchronize global
configuration across the domain.

Global configuration
Global configuration involves configuring mobility VLANs and profiles such as the network
profiles, radio profiles, AP profiles (for Access Points), WIDS-WIPS profiles (for improved
wireless security) and Captive Portal profiles on the AMDC. You also verify connectivity of the
AMDC with other components of the Unified Access WLAN solution such as the Wireless
Switching Points (WSP) and Access Points (AP), to provide wireless services to wireless
clients.

 Important:
This section describes the configuration of various WLAN features such as DiffServ, Client
Band Steering and Client Load Balancing and Remote Packet Capture. For more
information on these features, see:

• The Avaya WLAN 8100 Fundamentals (NN47251–102).

• The Avaya WLAN 8100 WC 8180 CLI Reference (NN47251–107), for a complete list
of configuration commands for each of these features.
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Procedure

1. Create the mobility VLANs using the following commands:
In this example, we configure three mobility VLANs, MV-EMP, MV-Voice and MV-
Guest to suit various types of wireless clients in the enterprise setup.

WCP8180(config-wireless)#domain mobility-vlan MV-EMP
WCP8180(config-wireless)#domain mobility-vlan MV-VOICE
WCP8180(config-wireless)#domain mobility-vlan MV-GUEST 

Verify creation of mobility VLANs.
WCP8180#show wireless domain mobility-vlan
  ---------------------------------------------------
  Mobility VLAN Name                Status
  --------------------------------  -----------------
  default-MVLAN                     Active
  MV-EMP                            Active
  MV-VOICE                          Active
  MV-GUEST                          Active
  ---------------------------------------------------
Total Number of Mobility VLANs = 4
WCP8180#

2. Configure a RADIUS profile.
Radius profiles are associated with Radius servers for authentication of wireless
clients. In this example, you create a radius profile named rad-srvr-profile.
WCP8180(config-security)#radius profile rad-srvr-profile type auth 

Verify creation of the RADIUS profile.
WCP8180#show wireless security radius profile

Total radius profiles: 1, auth: 1, acct: 0
Radius Profile                   Type            Server-selection
-------------------------------- ------------------------------
rad-srvr-profile                 Authentication    Priority
WCP8180#

3. Configure the RADIUS servers using the following command input:
RADIUS servers manage authentication of users and devices connected to the
wireless network.
In the following example, 10.1.1.104 and 10.1.1.105 are the Radius server IP
addresses.
WCP8180(config-security)#radius server 10.1.1.104 rad-srvr-profile secret 

Enter server secret: ********
Verify server secret: ********

WCP8180(config-security)#radius server 10.1.1.104 rad-srvr-profile 
priority 1 
    
WCP8180(config-security)#radius server 10.1.1.105 rad-srvr-profile secret 
Enter server secret: ********
verify server secret: ********
WCP8180(config-security)#radius server 10.1.1.105 rad-srvr-profile 
priority 2

Configuration task flow
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Verify configuration of the RADIUS servers.
WCP8180#show wireless security radius server 

Total radius servers: 2
Server IP       Radius Profile                   Port# Priority Status 
--------------- -------------------------------- ----- -------- -------
10.1.1.104      rad-srvr-profile                 1812  1        Up    
10.1.1.105      rad-srvr-profile                 1812  1        Up    
WCP8180#

4. Configure the Captive Portal (CP) profile PRF-CP using the following command
input.

 Important:
For the Captive Portal to work properly, ensure that the Wireless or System
interface of the AMDC does not have the Management flag enabled.

WCP8180(config-wireless)#captive-portal enable

WCP8180(config-wireless)#captive-portal profile 1 
Entering captive-portal-profile (id = 1) ...

WCP8180(config-cp-profile)#profile-name PRF-CP

Verify creation of the CP profile.
WCP8180#show wireless captive-portal profile
-----------------------------------------------------------------
Id   Profile Name                      Protocol Mode  User Logout
---  --------------------------------  -------------  -----------
 1   PRF-CP                              http          Enabled
-----------------------------------------------------------------
Total number of captive portal profile: 1

5. Configure the user database using the following command input:
To configure the Captive Portal user database, you:

• Create a user group.
• Create a Client Portal user and add the user to the user group (configure

membership).

 Note:
You can create a maximum of 10 user groups and assign up to 1000 users to
each user group.

WCP8180(config-security)#user-db group UG-guest

WCP8180(config-security)#user-db user-name guest password          

Enter user password: ********
Verify user password: ********

WCP8180(config-security)#user-db membership guest  UG-guest

Verify user group creation.
WCP8180#show wireless security user-db group
User group
--------------------------------
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Default
UG-guest
WCP8180#

Verify user creation.
WCP8180#show wireless security user-db user-name

Total local user: 1

  User name:                guest
  Session Timeout(sec.):    0
  Idle Timeout(sec.):       0
  Max BW Up(bps):           0
  Max BW Down (bps):        0
  Max In Octets:            0
  Max Out Octets:           0
  Max Total Octets:         0
  Auth Start Date:          0000-0-0
  Auth End Date:            0000-0-0

WCP8180#

Verify membership of user in user group.
WCP8180#show wireless security user-db membership
User                             Group 
-------------------------------- -------------------------------- 
guest                            Default
                                 UG-guest

6. Configure the employee network profile using the following command input:
WCP8180(config-wireless)#network-profile 2
Creating network-profile (id = 2) ...

WCP8180(config-network-profile)#profile-name NP-employee

WCP8180(config-network-profile)#ssid employee

WCP8180(config-network-profile)#mobility-vlan MV-EMP

WCP8180(config-network-profile)#radius authentication-profile rad-srvr-
profile

WCP8180(config-network-profile)#security-mode wpa-enterprise 

WCP8180(config-network-profile)#wpa2 cipher-suite ccmp

WCP8180(config-network-profile)#wpa2 versions-supported wpa2

7. Optionally configure Diffserv (Differentiated services). DiffServ specifies a simple
and scalable mechanism for classifying and managing network traffic and providing
quality of service (QoS) to wireless clients, on modern IP networks.
Configure a Diffserv classifier block named classifier1 using the following
command.
In this example, you configure a classifier block element to match the client MAC
address 01:02:03:04:05:06. The corresponding subnet mask used is
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ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff. Replace these values with those appropriate to your
network.
WCP8180(config)#wireless
WCP8180(config-wireless)#diffserv classifierblock classsifier1 
WCP8180(config-diffserv-classifierelement)#match src-mac 
01:02:03:04:05:06 mask ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff

Optionally configure other DiffServ classifier block options (elements).
For example, you can use the following commands to configure classifier block
elements to match the client source IP address (src-ip), destination IP address
(dest-ip) or Ethernet Type (ethtype).
WCP8180(config-diffserv-classifierelement)#match dst-ip ?
  A.B.C.D  

WCP8180(config-diffserv-classifierelement)#match src-ip ?
  A.B.C.D  

WCP8180(config-diffserv-classifierelement)#match ethtype ?
  <0x600-0xFFFF>  Ethernet Type in HEX

 Important:
Considerations when configuring classifier block elements:

• When you configure a classifier block to match the source/destination client
IP address or a client MAC address, you must configure a proper mask to
ensure that the classifier block is applied to traffic from only the specified
client and not all clients within the subnet.

For example, if you configure the classifier block to drop packets for a client
IP address of 10.1.20.5, a mask of 255.255.255.0 drops the packets
on all clients within the subnet. To ensure that the packets are dropped for
traffic from only the specified client, you must set the mask to
255.255.255.255.

Similarly, if you configure a classifier block for a a client MAC address
01:02:03:04:05:06, for example, ensure that you set the subnet mask
to ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff.

• When you configure a classifier block, you can configure any value for
EthType parameter. However, only if you set the EthType parameter to
0x0800 (hex), you can configure other classifier block parameters such as
protocol, dest-ip, src-ip, ipDscp, IpPrescedence IpTos, src-
port and dst-port.

8. Verify Diffserv classifier details. Use one of the following commands.
Command with sample output:
WCP8180#sh wireless diffserv classifierblock
Classifier Blocks
-----------------
c1 
Total number of classifier blocks: 1
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Command with sample output:
WCP8180(config-diffserv-policy)#show wireless diffserv classifierblock 
classifier1 detail
Classifier block classifier1
------------------------
Element ID: 1
Src Mac:         01:02:03:04:05:06
Src Mac Mask:    FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF

9. Configure a Diffserv policy named policy1 and associate the configured classifier
block classifier1 with this policy. Use the following command:
In this example, allow is a sample action associated with the classifier block
classifier1. The allow action allows packets or traffic that match the criteria
specified in the classifier block configured in Step 7.
WCP8180(config-diffserv-classifierelement)#diffserv policy policy1
WCP8180(config-diffserv-policy)#classifierblock classifier1 allow

10. Verify Diffserv policy details. Use one of the following commands.
Command with sample output:
WCP8180#sh wireless diffserv policy 
Policy Names
---------------------------
p1                        

Total number of policies: 1

Command with sample output:
WCP8180(config-diffserv-policy)#show wireless diffserv policy policy1 
detail
Policy Name                      Classifierblocks          Action
------------------         ---------------------------    --------
policy1                          classifier1               Allow

11. Associate the DiffServ classifier block with the DiffServ policy.
WCP8180(config-wireless)#diffserv policy p1
Diffserv policy exists - 10
WCP8180(config-diffserv-policy)#classifierblock c1 remark-cos 6?
WCP8180(config-diffserv-policy)#classifierblock c1 remark-dscp 46

 Important:
It is recommended that you generate voice traffic with a DSCP value of 46 and
a cos value 6.

However if you use a DSCP value of 48/56 and a cos value of 7, the Access
Point (AP) overrides the DSCP priority and changes it to Priority 0. This causes
a change in the traffic priority.

12. Configure the Voice network profile using the following commands.
WCP8180(config-wireless)#network-profile 3 
Creating network-profile (id = 3) ...

WCP8180(config-network-profile)#profile-name NP-voice

WCP8180(config-network-profile)#ssid Voice

WCP8180(config-network-profile)#mobility-vlan MV-VOICE
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WCP8180(config-network-profile)#security-mode wpa-personal

WCP8180(config-network-profile)#wpa2 cipher-suite ccmp

WCP8180(config-network-profile)#wpa2 versions-supported wpa2

WCP8180(config-network-profile)#wpa2 key abcdeabcde

Verify creation of the network profile.
WCP8180(config-wireless)# WCP8180(config-wireless)#show wireless network-
profile 3
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Id  Profile Name        Mobility VLAN       Security Mode  Captive Portal
-- ------------------- ------------------- -------------- --------------
3   NP-Voice            MV-VOICE            open           Enabled
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
WCP8180(config-wireless)#

WCP8180(config-wireless)#show wireless network-profile 3 detail
    Network Profile ID                            : 3
    Name                                 : NP-Voice
    SSID                                 : Voice
    Hide SSID                            : No
    Mobility Vlan Name                   : MV-VOICE
    No Response to Probe Request         : Disabled
    Captive Portal Mode                  : Enabled
    User Validation                      : open
    Captive Portal Profile Id            : 1 
    Local User Group                     : Default
    RADIUS Authentication Profile Name   :
    RADIUS Accounting Profile Name       :
    RADIUS Accounting Mode               : Disabled
    Security Mode                        : open
    MAC Validation                       : Disabled
    Wireless ARP Suppression             : Disabled
WCP8180(config-wireless)#

13. Enable client-QoS and Domain AP-client-QoS and map the created Diffserv policy
to the AVAYA-Demo network profile, to prioritize WMM (Wireless Multi-Media) traffic
in the network. By default, in WMM, voice traffic has a higher priority over video
traffic. You can, for example, configure DiffServ policies to reverse this traffic priority
in the network.
For example, to enable client QOS and configure the DiffServ policy policy1 on
the network profile, execute the following commands.
WCP8180(config-wireless)#network-profile 2 
Creating network-profile (id = 2) ...
WCP8180(config-network-profile)#client-qos enable
WCP8180(config-network-profile)#client-qos diffserv {up} policy1

Verify the network profile client-QOS. Use the following command:
WCP8180(config-network-profile)#show wireless network-profile client-qos 2

----------------------------------------------------------
 Network   Client             Diffserv Policy Name
 Profile    OoS     --------------------------------------
   Id       Mode           Down                 Up
--------  --------  ------------------  ------------------
    2     Enabled                           policy1
---------------------------------------------------------------
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Enable AP-client-QoS:
WCP8180#conf t
Enter configuration commands, one per line.  End with CNTL/Z.
WCP8180(config)#wireless 
WCP8180(config-wireless)#domain ap-client-qos 
WCP8180(config-wireless)#

Verify AP-client-QoS mode:
WCP8180#show wireless domain info 
  Country Code                        : US
  AP QoS Mode                         : Enabled
  Roaming Timeout                     : 30 seconds
  TSPEC Violation Report Interval     : 300 seconds
  Auto Promote for Discovered APs     : Disabled
  AP Image Update Download Group Size : 5 %
  AP Image Update Reset Group Size    : 5 %
  AP Reset Group Size                 : 5 %
  AP Reconnection Timeout Interval    : 60 
  Configured Load Balancing Metric    : least-load

14. Configure the Guest network profile NP-guest and associate the Captive Portal
profile with this network profile using the following command input:
WCP8180(config-wireless)#network-profile 4
Creating network-profile (id = 4) ...

WCP8180(config-network-profile)#profile-name NP-guest

WCP8180(config-network-profile)#ssid Guest

WCP8180(config-network-profile)#mobility-vlan MV-GUEST

WCP8180(config-network-profile)#captive-portal enable profile-id 1

WCP8180(config-network-profile)#user-validation local 

WCP8180(config-network-profile)#user-group UG-guest

15. Use one of the following commands to view the Captive Portal network status.
show wireless captive-portal network-status 
show wireless captive-portal network-status CP-profile <CP-profile-Id>  
network-profile <network-profile-id>
show wireless captive-portal network-status network-profile <network-
profile-id> CP-profile <CP-profile-Id>

16. Verify the creation of network profiles.
To view all created network profiles in detail, use the following command:
WCP8180#show wireless network-profile detail

To view a network profile by network profile ID, use the following command. For
example, view the employee network profile.

WCP8180#show wireless network-profile 2
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Id  Profile Name        Mobility VLAN       Security Mode  Captive Portal
--- ------------------- ------------------- -------------- --------------
  2 NP-employee         MV-EMP              wpa-enterprise  Disabled
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
WCP8180#
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17. Configure the Access radio profiles (RP) using the following command input.
Configure A-N and BG-N radio profiles to support different radio frequencies.
The following examples shows the creation of A-N and BG-N radio profiles with the
country code specified as US and the AP model specified as ap8120/E. For an
outdoor AP, specify the AP model as ap8120–O in the command.

WCP8180(config-wireless)#radio-profile 3 country-code US ap-model ap8120/
E access-wids a-n
Creating a radio-profile (id = 3) with country-code = US and ap-model 
AP8120/E...
WCP8180(config-radio-profile)#profile-name A-N
WCP8180(config-radio-profile)#exit

WCP8180(config-wireless)#radio-profile 4 country-code US ap-model ap8120/
E access-wids bg-n
Creating a radio-profile (id = 4) with country-code = US and ap-model 
AP8120/E...
WCP8180(config-radio-profile)#profile-name BG-N
WCP8180(config-radio-profile)#exit

18. Enable Client band steering and load balancing on the configured Access radio
profiles.
Client Band Steering is a technique used to increase the overall capacity of a dual-
band wireless network composed of multiple APs that use both the 2.4 GHz and
5.0 GHz radios.
Client stations predominantly support 2.4GHz. Many modern client stations have
dual-band support yet tend to favor connection to 2.4GHz networks (although some
popular modern clients still only support 2.4GHz, e.g. the Apple iPhone 4). As a
result, dual-band networks have the 2.4GHz band heavily utilized, and the 5GHz
band under utilized. The objective of Client Band Steering is to encourage 5GHz
capable client stations to use the 5GHz radio instead of the 2.4GHz radio, leaving
the 2.4GHz radio for stations that only support the 2.4GHz band.
As part of Client load-balancing configuration, you enable/disable Load Balancing.
When you enable load balancing, you configure the following parameters:

• utilization-start (%) — Utilization level at which client association load
balancing begins

• utilization-cutoff (%) — Client association load balancing cutoff. If this threshold
is exceeded, all further client associations are refused.

 Important:
This cutoff is useful so that controller CPU utilization is maintained at an
optimum level. If CPU utilization goes beyond 100%, it causes the controller
to restart which in turn results in an unprecedented controller outage.

Enable client band steering and load balancing using the following commands:
WCP8180(config-wireless)#radio-profile 3
Entering radio-profile (id = 3) configuration mode...
WCP8180(config-radio-profile)#band-steering enable 
WCP8180(config-radio-profile)#load-balance enable 
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WCP8180(config-radio-profile)#load-balance utilization-start 30
WCP8180(config-radio-profile)#load-balance utilization-cutoff 60

WCP8180(config-wireless)#radio-profile 4
Entering radio-profile (id = 3) configuration mode...
WCP8180(config-radio-profile)#band-steering enable 
WCP8180(config-radio-profile)#load-balance enable 
WCP8180(config-radio-profile)#load-balance utilization-start 30
WCP8180(config-radio-profile)#load-balance utilization-cutoff 60

19. Configure the WIDS + WIPS Radio Profiles using the following command input.
WIDS + WIPS profiles are configured for added wireless security and are associated
with some APs within the mobility domain.
WCP8180(config-wireless)#radio-profile 5 wids-wips country-code US ap-
model ap8120/E wids-wips 2.4GHz
Creating a radio-profile (id = 5) with country-code = US and ap-model 
AP8120/E...
WCP8180(config-radio-profile)#profile-name WIDS_Profile1
WCP8180(config-radio-profile)#exit

WCP8180(config-wireless)#radio-profile 6 wids-wips country-code US ap-
model ap8120/E wids-wips 2.4GHz
Creating a radio-profile (id = 6) with country-code = US and ap-model 
AP8120/E...
WCP8180(config-radio-profile)#profile-name WIDS_Profile2
WCP8180(config-radio-profile)#exit

20. Verify creation of all radio profiles using the following command.
WCP8180(config-radio-profile)#show wireless radio-profile
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Id   Profile Name       AP        802.11        Operation    Auto
                       Model       Mode           Mode       Ch. 
-- -------------------------------- --------- --------------- --------
1  Default-5GHz       AP8120/E  802.11a/n       access-wids  Yes 
2  Default-2dot4GHz   AP8120/E  802.11bg/n      access-wids  Yes 
3  A-N                AP8120/E  802.11a/n       access-wids  Yes 
4  BG-N               AP8120/E  802.11bg/n      access-wids  Yes 
5  WIDS_Profile1      AP8120/E  N/A             wids-wips    Yes 
6  WIDS_Profile2      AP8120/E  N/A             wids-wips    Yes 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Total number of radio profiles: 6

21. Optionally configure one or more capture profiles for a mobility domain.
Capture profiles are used for remote packet capture. Remote packet capture
enables live debugging to troubleshoot client related issues. It can also be used to
monitor traffic in a wireless network. After you configure a capture profile, you must
apply these profiles to specific access points (AP) within the mobility domain to start
a packet capture. You can configure up to 4 capture profiles.
In the following example, you configure a capture profile named sample-capture
with profile Id 2.
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 Note:
A default capture profile with profile Id 1 is automatically created. You can choose
to use this profile or configure a suitable one using the following steps.

WCP8180 (config-wireless)#capture-profile 2
Entering capture-profile (id = 2) ...
WCP8180(config-capture-profile)#profile-name sample-capture

Verify configuration of the capture profile, using one of the following commands:
WCP8180# show wireless capture-profile 2
-----------------------------------------------------------
Id  Profile Name        Observer IP    Observer Port
--- ------------------------- --------------- -------------
 2 sample-capture       172.16.9.10         37008
-----------------------------------------------------------

Or
WCP8180# show wireless capture-profile 2 detail
Capture Profile ID: 2
    Name                                 : sample-capture
    Observer IP Address                  : 172.16.9.10
    Observer UDP Port                    : 37008
    Filter Promiscous mode               : Disabled
    Filter Interfaces                    : All Radios
    Filter Flow direction                : Transmit and Receive
    Filter SSID                          :
    Filter Client MAC                    : 00:00:00:00:00:00
    Filter 802.11                        : data
    Filter Duration                      : 300
    Filter SNAP Length                   : 128

 Important:
In Wireshark, when the packet length exceeds the configured snap length in the
capture profile, the captured packets are displayed as Malformed. The default
value of the snap length is 128 and the value can be modified between 32 and
1024.

Adjust the snap length to prevent malformed packets.

To verify configuration of all capture profiles, use the following command:
WCP8180# WCP8180 (config-wireless)#show wireless capture-profile detail

22. Use the following command input to configure the Access Point (AP) profile and
map the appropriate Access radio profiles and network profiles.
WCP8180(config-wireless)#ap-profile 2 country-code US ap-model ap8120/E
Creating ap-profile (id = 2) with country-code = US and ap-model AP8120/
E... 
WCP8180(config-ap-profile)#profile-name AP-profile-AccessWIDS

WCP8180(config-ap-profile)#radio 1 profile-id 3 enable
WCP8180(config-ap-profile)#radio 2 profile-id 4 enable

WCP8180(config-ap-profile)#network 1 1 profile-id 2
WCP8180(config-ap-profile)#network 2 1 profile-id 2

WCP8180(config-ap-profile)#network 1 2 profile-id 3
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WCP8180(config-ap-profile)#network 2 2 profile-id 3

WCP8180(config-ap-profile)#network 1 3 profile-id 4
WCP8180(config-ap-profile)#network 2 3 profile-id 4

23. Use the following command input to configure the Access Point (AP) profile and
map the appropriate WIDS+WIPS radio profiles and network profiles.
WCP8180(config-wireless)#ap-profile 3 country-code US ap-model ap8120/E
Creating ap-profile (id = 3) with country-code = US and ap-model AP8120/
E... 
WCP8180(config-ap-profile)#profile-name AP-profile-WIDS-WIPS

WCP8180(config-ap-profile)#radio 1 profile-id 5 enable
WCP8180(config-ap-profile)#radio 2 profile-id 6 enable

WCP8180(config-ap-profile)#network 1 1 profile-id 2
WCP8180(config-ap-profile)#network 2 1 profile-id 2

WCP8180(config-ap-profile)#network 1 2 profile-id 3
WCP8180(config-ap-profile)#network 2 2 profile-id 3

WCP8180(config-ap-profile)#network 1 3 profile-id 4
WCP8180(config-ap-profile)#network 2 3 profile-id 4

24. Verify configuration of AP Profiles.
WCP8180#show wireless AP-profile
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Id  Profile Name                      Profile Status         AP Model
--  ---------------------------  ---------------------  ------------
 1  Default                           Configured          AP8120/AP8120-E
 2  AP-Profile-AccessWIDS             Configured          AP8120/AP8120-E
 3  AP-profile-WIDS-WIPS              Configured          AP8120/AP8120-E
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Total number of AP profile: 3

WCP8180#

25. Ensure that all APs are properly physically connected to L3 switches in the
network.

26. Add the APs to the Domain AP database on the AMDC, and associate the AP to
the AP profile using the following command input. Only those APs added to the
Domain AP database are managed by the controller.
Building 1 APs
WCP8180(config-wireless)#domain ap 00:24:B5:FD:54:00
Entering domain AP (mac = 00:24:B5:FD:54:00) configuration mode...
WCP8180(config-domain-ap)#
WCP8180(config-domain-ap)#profile-id 2

WCP8180(config-wireless)#domain ap 00:24:B5:FD:64:40
Entering domain AP (mac = 00:24:B5:FD:54:40) configuration mode...
WCP8180(config-domain-ap)#
WCP8180(config-domain-ap)#profile-id 2

WCP8180(config-wireless)#domain ap 00:24:B5:FD:64:50
Entering domain AP (mac = 00:24:B5:FD:54:50) configuration mode...
WCP8180(config-domain-ap)#
WCP8180(config-domain-ap)#profile-id 2
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Building 1 WIDS + WIPS AP
WCP8180(config-wireless)#domain ap 00:24:B5:FD:64:80
Entering domain AP (mac = 00:24:B5:FD:54:80) configuration mode...
WCP8180(config-domain-ap)#
WCP8180(config-domain-ap)#profile-id 3

Building 2 APs
WCP8180(config-wireless)#domain ap 00:24:B5:FD:74:40
Entering domain AP (mac = 00:24:B5:FD:74:40) configuration mode...
WCP8180(config-domain-ap)#
WCP8180(config-domain-ap)#profile-id 2

WCP8180(config-wireless)#domain ap 00:24:B5:FD:74:50
Entering domain AP (mac = 00:24:B5:FD:74:50) configuration mode...
WCP8180(config-domain-ap)#
WCP8180(config-domain-ap)#profile-id 2

WCP8180(config-wireless)#domain ap 00:24:B5:FD:74:70
Entering domain AP (mac = 00:24:B5:FD:74:70) configuration mode...
WCP8180(config-domain-ap)#
WCP8180(config-domain-ap)#profile-id 2

Building 2 WIDS + WIPS AP
WCP8180(config-wireless)#domain ap 00:24:B5:FD:74:80
Entering domain AP (mac = 00:24:B5:FD:74:80) configuration mode...
WCP8180(config-domain-ap)#
WCP8180(config-domain-ap)#profile-id 3

27. Optionally configure the AMDC to auto-promote newly discovered APs to the
managed state.

a. Configure the DHCP server for AP discovery.
The Avaya AP 8120 discovers the controller IP addresses using DHCP option
43 or DNS. This example uses the DHCP option 43. The Option 43 setting must
be 08 08 41 56 41 59 41 20 41 50 01 04 1E 1 1 33, where 1E 1
1 33 is the HEX representation of the controller IP 30.1.1.51.

b. Discover the APs.
Ensure the APs are connected to the DHCP server. Power on the APs by
connecting them to the PoE switch or external power injector. When the AP
receives the WC information from the DHCP server, the AP automatically
connects to the controller.
All discovered APs are placed in the Discovered AP table on the controller.
Verify that the connected APs are discovered by the controller.
WCP8180(config-wireless)#show wireless domain ap discovered
Total number of discovered AP: 3
-------------------------------------------------------------
AP MAC             AP IP      Model Serial Number
----------------- --------------- ------- -------------------
00:24:B5:65:65:60 54.54.54.5 AP8120 LBNNTMJXAC004V
00:24:B5:65:65:C0 54.54.54.6 AP8120 LBNNTMJXAC006L
5C:E2:86:0F:51:60 54.54.54.8 AP8120 LBNNTMJXAC018N
-------------------------------------------------------------
WCP8180(config-wireless)#
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c. Auto-promote discovered APs to be managed by the controller. All APs
managed by the controller are populated in the Domain AP database.

 Note:
Auto promotion enables all discovered APs to be automatically promoted to
the controller-managed state as soon as they are discovered.

WCP8180(config-wireless)#
WCP8180(config-wireless)#domain auto-promote-discovered-ap
% Warning: AP database will be synchronized after running config-sync 
command.
WCP8180(config-wireless)#

28. Display the AP status.
The following commands show the status and other relevant information, of the APs.
All APs must have the status as Managed to be able to provide the configured
wireless services.
WCP8180#show wireless ap status
    Total APs: 3, Managed APs: 3, Failed APs: 0
    
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
    AP MAC             AP IP            Controller IP   Status   Need Image
                                                                          
               Uprade
    -----------------  ---------------  --------------- -------- ----------
    00:24:B5:65:65:60  54.54.54.5       30.1.1.51     Managed     No
    00:24:B5:65:65:C0  54.54.54.6       30.1.1.51     Managed     No
    5C:E2:86:0F:51:60  54.54.54.8       30.1.1.51     Managed     No
    
------------------------------------------------------------------------
WCP8180#
WCP8180#show wireless ap status detail
    Total APs: 3, Managed APs: 3, Failed APs: 0
    ---------------------------------------------------------------
    AP (MAC=00:24:B5:65:65:60)
        IP Address                          : 54.54.54.5
        Status                              : Managed
        Hardware Type                       : Avaya AP8120
        Software Version                    : 1.0.0.0
        Serial Number                       : LBNNTMJXAC004V
        Location                            :
        Age (since last update)             : 0d:00:00:03
        System Up Time                      : 0d:00:31:33
        Discovery Reason                    : Controller IP via DHCP
        Managing Controller                 : Local Controller
        Controller IP Address               : 30.1.1.51
        Profile Id                          : 2
        Profile Name                        : ap_002
        Configuration Apply Status          : Success
        Protocol Version                    : 2
        Authenticated Clients               : 0
        Last Failing Configuration Elements : 0
        Configuration Failure Error         :
        Reset status                        : Not Started
        Code Download Status                : Not Started
        Image Upgrade Needed                : No
        Ap Techdump Status                  : Not Started
    ---------------------------------------------------------------
WCP8180#
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29. Display the AP VAP (SSID) status.

 Note:
The SSID configured in the SSID Settings pane identifies your wireless network
to which mobility clients connect to.

WCP8180#sh wireless ap vap status

AP MAC Address: 00:24:B5:FD:54:00
-------------------------------------------------------------------
 Radio/                                                  # of Auth
 VAP Id    VAP MAC Address           SSID                  Clients 
--------  -----------------  ---------------------------- ---------
 1 / 1    00:24:B5:FD:54:00  employee                       0
 1 / 2    00:24:B5:FD:54:01  Voice                          0
 1 / 3    00:24:B5:FD:54:02  Guest                          0
 1 / 4    00:24:B5:FD:54:03                                 0
 1 / 5    00:24:B5:FD:54:04                                 0
 1 / 6    00:24:B5:FD:54:05                                 0
 1 / 7    00:24:B5:FD:54:06                                 0
 1 / 8    00:24:B5:FD:54:07                                 0
 1 / 9    00:24:B5:FD:54:08                                 0
 1 / 10   00:24:B5:FD:54:09                                 0
 1 / 11   00:24:B5:FD:54:0A                                 0
 1 / 12   00:24:B5:FD:54:0B                                 0
 1 / 13   00:24:B5:FD:54:0C                                 0
 1 / 14   00:24:B5:FD:54:0D                                 0
 1 / 15   00:24:B5:FD:54:0E                                 0
 1 / 16   00:24:B5:FD:54:0F                                 0
 2 / 1    00:24:B5:FD:54:10  employee                            0
 2 / 2    00:24:B5:FD:54:11  Voice                             0
 2 / 3    00:24:B5:FD:54:12  Guest                          0
 2 / 4    00:24:B5:FD:54:13                                 0
 2 / 5    00:24:B5:FD:54:14                                 0
 2 / 6    00:24:B5:FD:54:15                                 0
 2 / 7    00:24:B5:FD:54:16                                 0
 2 / 8    00:24:B5:FD:54:17                                 0
 2 / 9    00:24:B5:FD:54:18                                 0
 2 / 10   00:24:B5:FD:54:19                                 0
 2 / 11   00:24:B5:FD:54:1A                                 0
 2 / 12   00:24:B5:FD:54:1B                                 0
 2 / 13   00:24:B5:65:5C:5C                                 0
 2 / 14   00:24:B5:65:5C:5D                                 0
 2 / 15   00:24:B5:65:5C:5E                                 0
 2 / 16   00:24:B5:65:5C:5F                                 0

30. Display the AP radio status.
WCP8180#sh wireless ap radio status
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
---
 AP MAC           Radio Operation Channel Power 802.11 Mode     Auth Clients
----------------- ----- --------- ------- ----- --------------- 
------------
00:24:B5:FD:54:00   1       On       36     85  802.11a/n              0
                    2       On        6     85  802.11b/g/n            0

31. Add the Wireless Switching Points (WSP) to the WSP Database on the AMDC. The
WSPs added to the WSP Database are managed by the controller.
Building 1 WSPs
WCP8180(config-wireless)#domain wsp 00:24:B5:FD:54:00
Entering domain WSP (mac = 00:24:B5:FD:54:00) configuration mode...
WCP8180(config-domain-wsp)#
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WCP8180(config-wireless)#domain wsp 00:24:B5:FD:54:40
Entering domain WSP (mac = 00:24:B5:FD:54:40) configuration mode...
WCP8180(config-domain-wsp)#

Building 2 WSPs
WCP8180(config-wireless)#domain wsp 00:24:B5:FD:74:40
Entering domain WSP (mac = 00:24:B5:FD:74:40) configuration mode...
WCP8180(config-domain-wsp)#

WCP8180(config-wireless)#domain wsp 00:24:B5:FD:74:50
Entering domain WSP (mac = 00:24:B5:FD:74:50) configuration mode...
WCP8180(config-domain-wsp)#

32. Synchronize configuration across the domain using the following command input:
WCP8180#wireless controller config-sync

33. At this point the wireless network is ready for client connectivity. Verify wireless client
connectivity, for example on the NP-Voice network.
Scan for wireless networks and connect a wireless client to the NP-Voice network.
Verify the client status and details on the WCP 8180.
WCP8180#show wireless client status
    Total number of clients: 1
    
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
------
    Client            Client        Associated      Mobility       Status
    MAC Address       IP Address      Controller        VLAN
    ----------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- 
-------------
    00:21:91:7F:02:B4 20.20.20.203  30.1.1.51      MV_VOICE      
Authenticated
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
------
WCP8180#
WCP8180#show wireless client status detail
Total number of clients: 1 
Client (MAC=00:21:91:7F:02:B4)
    Client IP Address                       : 20.20.20.203
    User Name                               :
    SSID                                    : Voice
    Mobility Vlan                           : MV_VOICE
    Status                                  : Authenticated
    Captive Portal Authenticated User       : No
    Transmit Data Rate                      : 130 Mbps
    Inactive Period                         : 0d:00:00:01
    Age (since last update)                 : 0d:00:00:00
    Network Time                            : 0d:00:17:41
    Associating Controller                  : Local Controller
    Controller IP Address                   : 30.1.1.51
    Controller MAC Address                  : 00:24:B5:1F:80:74
    802.11n Capable                         : Yes
    STBC Capable                            : No
    AP MAC Address                          : 5C:E2:86:0F:51:60
    BSSID                                   : 5C:E2:86:0F:51:70
    Radio Interface                         : 2
    Channel                                 : 5
    Network Profile ID                      : 2
    NetBios Name                            : VISHNUK1
    Radio Resource Measurement (RRM)        : Unsupported
        Location Report Requests              : Unsupported
        AP Detection via Beacon Table Report  : Unsupported
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        Beacon Active Scan Capability         : Unsupported
        Beacon Passive Scan Capability        : Unsupported
        Channel Load Measurement              : Unsupported
WCP8180#

34. Monitor and troubleshoot wireless clients using Remote Packet Capture.
To use the Remote Packet Capture feature, start a packet capture instance on the
AMDC. You need an observer host PC to view the packet capture.

 Important:
Before you start a packet capture, ensure that you do the following on the
Observer host PC.

• Download the Netcat application from http://www.downloadnetcat.com/ or 
http://netcat.sourceforge.net/download.php to a location on the PC.

• Open a UDP port for listening.

 Important:
If you do not open the UDP port on the observer host then the capture
device receives the ICMP port unreachable error for every capture
packet in the capture stream. This severely impacts the performance.

• Launch Netcat.

On a Windows machine, execute the following command at the location of
installation of Netcat. In the following example, 172.16.9.10 is the IP
address of the Observer host PC and the observer port is 37008.

D:\RPC\NetCat>nc -l -u -p 37008 -s 172.16.9.10 -v
listening on [172.16.9.10] 37008 ...

On a Linux machine, execute the command nc –l –u <port
number>.

• Launch Wireshark to capture frames.

- In Wireshark, ensure that you configure the CAPWAP UDP data port
correctly. To decode the information packets correctly, this port must
be the same as that opened for listening on the observer host PC. On
Wireshark, navigate to Edit, Preferences, CAPWAP. Update the field
CAPWAP data UDP port.

- Also ensure that you deselect Swap Frame Control.

Use the following command to start a packet capture. In this example,
00:24:B5:65:65:60 is the MAC address of the AP to which you want to associate
the capture profile. The profile ID of the Capture profile sample-capture
(configured in step 33) is 2.
WCP8180# wireless capture-instance start ap 00:24:B5:65:65:60 profile 2

View capture instances as follows:
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To view capture instances for a specific AP:
WCP8180# show wireless capture-instance ap <ap-mac>

To view capture instances for a specific profile:
WCP8180# show wireless capture-instance profile <profile-Id> 

To view all capture instances:
WCP8180# show wireless capture-instance 

35. Optionally configure filters for the capture profile sample-capture to customize
your packet capture. You can set one of the following packet capture filters:

• client-mac: to filter capture by client MAC address

• include-beacons: to Include 802.11 beacons in capture data

• include-control: to include 802.11 control frames in capture data

• include-data: to include 802.11 data in capture data

• include-mgmt: to include 802.11 mgmt frames other than probes/beacons in
the capture data

• include-probes: to include 802.11 probes in capture data

• ssid: to filter capture by ssid

For example, if you want to troubleshoot a wireless client (with MAC address
00:88:99:88:77:66), configure the filter client-mac in the capture profile
sample-capture as follows:
WCP8180 (config-wireless)#capture-profile 2
Entering capture-profile (id = 2) ...
WCP8180(config-capture-profile)#filters client-mac 00:88:99:88:77:66

Verify filter configuration using the following command:
WCP8180# show wireless capture-profile 2 detail
Capture Profile ID: 2
    Name                                 : sample-capture
    Observer IP Address                  : 0.0.0.0
    Observer UDP Port                    : 37008
    Filter Promiscous mode               : Disabled
    Filter Interfaces                    : All Radios
    Filter Flow direction                : Transmit and Receive
    Filter SSID                          :
    Filter Client MAC                    : 00:88:99:88:77:66
    Filter 802.11                        : data
    Filter Duration                      : 300
    Filter SNAP Length                   : 128

36. Optionally, to monitor network activity, you can enable the promiscuous mode in the
capture profile sample-capture as follows.
The Promiscuous mode is a mode of operation in which every packet transmitted
can be received and read by a network adapter thus allowing your computer to read
frames intended for other machines or network devices. The promiscuous mode
must be supported by each network adapter as well as by the input/output driver in
the host operating system.
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To enable promiscuous mode, use the following command:
WCP8180 (config-wireless)#capture-profile 2 
Entering capture-profile (id = 2) ...
WCP8180(config-capture-profile)#promisc-mode enable

To disable promiscuous mode, use the command:
WCP8180(config-capture-profile)# no promisc-mode

37. Optionally view the DiffServ statistics.
Use the following command to view the DiffServ statistics for all clients.
WCP8180#show wireless diffserv statistics 

Sample Output:
WCP8180#show wireless diffserv statistics
----------------------------------------------
   Client MAC      Direction    Policy Name
-----------------  ------------ --------------
00:05:03:01:00:01  Uplink       p1            
00:05:03:01:00:01  Downlink     p1            
00:05:03:02:00:01  Uplink       p1            
00:05:03:02:00:01  Downlink     p1            

Use the following command to view the DiffServ statistics for a specific client MAC
address. In the following example, 00:05:03:01:00:01 is a sample client MAC
address.
WCP8180#show wireless diffserv statistics 00:05:03:01:00:01

Sample Output:
WCP8180#sh wireless diffserv statistics 00:05:03:01:00:01

Client (MAC=00:05:03:01:00:01)  Policy: p1  
Direction: Uplink

ClassifierBlock Name           Hits
--------------------------------------------
    c1                         10280 

Client (MAC=00:05:03:01:00:01)  Policy: p1  
Direction: Downlink

ClassifierBlock Name           Hits
--------------------------------------------
    c1                         0   

Use the following command to view the DiffServ statistics in detail.
WCP8180#sh wireless diffserv statistics detail 

Sample Output:
WCP8180#sh wireless diffserv statistics detail 

Client (MAC=00:05:03:01:00:01)  Policy: p1 
Direction: Uplink

ClassifierBlock Name           Hits
--------------------------------------------
    c1                         11280      

Client (MAC=00:05:03:01:00:01)  Policy: p1
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Direction: Downlink
ClassifierBlock Name           Hits
--------------------------------------------
    c1                         0          

Client (MAC=00:05:03:02:00:01)  Policy: p1
Direction: Uplink

ClassifierBlock Name           Hits
--------------------------------------------
    c1                         0           

Client (MAC=00:05:03:02:00:01)  Policy: p1 
Direction: Downlink

ClassifierBlock Name           Hits
--------------------------------------------
    c1                         0           
WCP8180#
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Chapter 9: Configuring an Enterprise
Wireless LAN using the EDM

Configuring an Enterprise Wireless LAN using the EDM
The following section provides an overview of the tasks you must complete to configure an
Enterprise Wireless LAN using the Enterprise Device Manager (EDM).

Before you begin

• Ensure that the Avaya Ethernet Routing Switches (ERS) 8600/8800 are wireless-enabled
and configured to act as Wireless Switching Points (WSP) in the WLAN mobility domain.
See the sections on configuring the WSP using the CLI, ACLI or EDM.

• Ensure that you have installed and verified the Wireless Controller (WC) licenses for the
Active and Backup controllers using the WC 8180 Enterprise Device Manager (EDM).
See Licensing the Wireless Controller on page 175.

Configuration task flow
Use this task flow to configure an Enterprise Wireless LAN using the Enterprise Device
Manager (EDM).
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Figure 4: Task flow to configure an enterprise wireless LAN using the EDM

Related topics:
Preliminary controller configuration on page 131
Configuring the AMDC on page 133
Configuring the BMDC on page 134
Global configuration using EDM on page 135
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Preliminary controller configuration
Use this procedure to perform preliminary configuration on all controllers in the domain before
you can access the controller using EDM/WMS.

 Important:
Preliminary controller configuration must be performed only using the CLI.

Preliminary configuration enables you to:

• Create a management VLAN interface IP address for the controller. You will need this IP
address to access the controller using the Enterprise Device Manager (EDM) or the
WLAN Management System (WMS) interfaces.

• Configure the controller for operation as a wireless control point (WCP) in the Unified
Access deployment.

 Important:
For WLAN Avaya VENA Unified Access deployments, the controllers in your mobility
domain must operate in the control-only mode of operation. The controller in this mode
is referred to as a wireless control point (WCP) in the domain.

Before you begin

• Remove the WC 8180 device from its packaging. Ensure you have the following hardware
components and materials:

- Wireless Controller (WC) 8180 device
- console cable

Procedure

1. Power on the WC 8180.

2. When the WC 8180 is up, connect the console cable.

3. Press Ctrl+Y to start.

4. On the MENU screen, select Command Line Interface.

5. Configure the management VLAN mgmt on the controller.
WC8180(config)#vlan configcontrol flexible 

WC8180(config)#vlan create 20 name mgmt type port

6. Associate ports to the configured VLANs using the following command input:
WC8180(config)#vlan ports 1,2 tagging tagAll filter-untagged-frame enable

WC8180(config)#vlan members add 20 1,2

7. Configure Multi-Link Trunking (MLT) using the following command input:
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MLT allows grouping several physical Ethernet links into one logical Ethernet link
to provide fault-tolerance and high-speed links between routers, switches, and
servers.
WC8180(config)#mlt 1 name toCORE member 1/1,1/2 learning disable
WC8180(config)#mlt 1 enable

8. Associate the management VLAN to provide management and wireless services.
Use the following command input:
WC8180(config)#vlan mgmt 20

WC8180(config)#ip route  0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 20.1.1.1 1
WC8180(config)#ip route  0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 20.1.1.1 enable

Verify management VLAN configuration.

WC8180#show vlan
Id  Name                 Type    Protocol         PID     Active IVL/SVL Mgmt
--- ------------------ -------- ---------------- -------- ------ ------- 
----
20  Mgmt                Port     None             0x0000   Yes    IVL    Yes
        Port Members: 1-2

9. Create VLAN IP interfaces using the following command input:
WC8180(config)#interface vlan 20
WC8180(config-if)#ip address 20.1.1.51 255.255.255.0

Verify creation of the VLAN IP interface.
WC8180#show vlan ip
=========================================================================
Vid  ifIndex Address         Mask            MacAddress        Offset Routing
=========================================================================
Primary Interfaces
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
20   10100   20.1.1.51     255.255.255.0   00:24:B5:1F:9F:80 1      Enabled
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Total of Primary Interfaces: 2
WC8180#

10. Enable routing using the following command:
WC8180(config)#ip routing

11. Enable TELNET and SNMP access using the following command input:
WC8180(config)#telnet-access enable
WC8180(config)#snmp-server enable

12. Change the mode of operation of the controller to Unified Access so that it acts as
a Wireless Control Point (WCP) in the domain.

 Important:
Before you change the operation mode of the controller to wcp, ensure that:

• The controller is not wireless enabled using the command show
wireless. Verify that the Status is Disabled.

• The controller is not a member of a mobility domain using the command
show wireless controller domain-membership.
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To change the mode of operation of the controller, execute the following command:
WC8180(config)#wireless
WC8180(config-wireless)#operation-mode wcp

Configuring the AMDC
Before you begin

• Ensure that you have completed the preliminary configuration on the controller (WC 8180)
using the Avaya CLI (ACLI).

• Ensure that the controller has a management interface IP address that is reachable from
the PC hosting the EDM.

About this task
Use this procedure to configure the WC 8180 to act as the Active Mobility Domain Controller
(AMDC), using the Enterprise Data Manager (EDM).

Procedure

1. Log on to Enterprise Device Manager (EDM).
To log on to the EDM, open a browser instance and enter:
http://<management Interface IP address of the controller>

2. Configure the system VLAN and associate ports to the configured VLAN.

a. Navigate to Configuration, VLAN, VLANs.
b. Click Insert to add a new VLAN.
c. Enter appropriate details and click Insert to save your changes.
d. For each VLAN, select the VLAN and double click the PortMembers field.
e. In the Port Editor window, select the required ports and click OK.

3. Configure an IP interface for the system VLAN.

a. Navigate to Configuration, VLAN, VLANs.
b. On the Basic tab, select the VLAN and click the IP button. The IP, VLAN tab

appears.
c. Click Insert.

The Insert IP Address window opens.
d. Enter an IP address and NetMask.
e. Click Insert to save your changes.

4. Configure and enable the wireless system interface.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Wireless, System.
b. Select the WirelessEnabled check box.
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c. Update the following fields:

• SystemInetAddress: Enter the system VLAN IP address
(30.1.1.51).

• TcpUdpBasePort

5. Configure the controller to be Mobility Domain Controller (MDC) capable. Create
and join the domain.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Wireless, Controller.
b. Select the MdcCapable check box.
c. Enter a value for the Domain Password to elevate the interface to Mobility

Controller Domain (MCD) capable.
d. Enter the password again in the Confirm Domain Password field.
e. Enter a name in the Domain Name field.
f. Enter a password in the secret field.
g. In the Action option button, select join.

Configuring the BMDC
Before you begin

• Ensure that you have completed the preliminary configuration on the controller (WC 8180)
using the Avaya CLI (ACLI).

 Note:
To configure a controller using EDM, the controller must have a management interface IP
address that is reachable from the PC hosting the EDM.

About this task
Use this procedure to configure the WC 8180 to act as the Backup Mobility Domain Controller
(BMDC), using the Enterprise Data Manager (EDM).

Procedure

1. Log on to Enterprise Device Manager (EDM).
To log on to the EDM, open a browser instance and enter:
http://<management Interface IP address of the controller>

2. Configure the system VLAN and associate ports to the configured VLAN.

a. Navigate to Configuration, VLAN, VLANs.
b. Click Insert to add a new VLAN.
c. Enter appropriate details and click Insert to save your changes.
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d. For each VLAN, select the VLAN and double click the PortMembers field.
e. In the Port Editor window, select the required ports and click OK.

3. Configure an IP interface for the system VLAN.

a. Navigate to Configuration, VLAN, VLANs.
b. On the Basic tab, select the VLAN and click the IP button. The IP, VLAN tab

appears.
c. Click Insert.

The Insert IP Address window opens.
d. Enter an IP address and NetMask.
e. Click Insert to save your changes.

4. Configure and enable the wireless system interface.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Wireless, System.
b. Select the WirelessEnabled check box.
c. Update the following fields:

• SystemInetAddress: Enter the system VLAN IP address
(30.1.1.52).

• TcpUdpBasePort

5. Configure the controller to be Mobility Domain Controller (MDC) capable. Create
and join the domain.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Wireless, Controller.
b. Select the MdcCapable check box.
c. Enter a value for the Domain Password to elevate the interface to Mobility

Controller Domain (MCD) capable.
d. Enter the password again in the Confirm Domain Password field.
e. Enter a name in the Domain Name field.
f. Enter a password in the secret field.
g. In the Action option button, select join.

Global configuration using EDM
Global configuration involves configuring mobility VLANs and profiles such as the network
profiles, radio profiles, AP profiles (for Access Points), WIDS-WIPS profiles (for improved
wireless security) and Captive Portal profiles on the AMDC. You also verify connectivity of the
AMDC with other components of the Unified Access WLAN solution such as the Wireless
Switching Points (WSP) and Access Points (AP), to provide wireless services to wireless
clients.
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 Important:
This section describes the configuration of various WLAN features such as DiffServ, Client
Band Steering and Client Load Balancing and Remote Packet Capture. For more
information on these features, see:

• The Avaya WLAN 8100 Fundamentals (NN47251–102).

• The Avaya WLAN 8100 GUI Reference (NN47251–108), for detailed configuration
information.

Procedure

1. Create the mobility VLANs.
In this example, we configure three mobility VLANs MV-EMP, MV-VOICE, and MV-
GUEST to suit various types of wireless clients in the enterprise setup.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Wireless, Domain.
b. Click the Mobility Vlan tab.
c. click Insert.
d. In the Insert Mobility Vlan window, enter a name (for example, MV-Emp).
e. Click Insert to add a new Mobility VLAN.

2. Configure the RADIUS profile and the RADIUS servers. Repeat these steps to
configure multiple RADIUS servers.
RADIUS servers manage authentication of users and devices connected to the
wireless network.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Wireless, Security, Security.
b. On the RADIUS Profile tab, click Insert.

The Insert RADIUS Profile window displays.
c. Enter a name for the RADIUS profile. For example, enter rad-srvr-

profile.
d. From the Type drop-down list, select auth.
e. Select an appropriate value in the Server Selection option button.
f. Click Insert to create the RADIUS profile.

3. Configure a Captive Portal (CP) profile.

 Important:
For the Captive Portal to work properly, ensure that the Wireless or System
interface of the AMDC does not have the Management flag enabled.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Wireless, Captive Portal, and click on the Profile
tab.

b. Click Insert.
The Insert Profile screen appears.
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c. Enter a name, for example, PRF-CP. Enter values for other fields as applicable
or retain defaults.

d. Click Insert to create the Captive Portal (CP) profile.

4. Configure the Captive Portal (CP) user database.

Navigate to Configuration, Wireless, Security, Security.

Configure a CP user.

a. Click the Local DB Client tab.
b. Click Insert.

The Insert local DB client window appears.
c. Enter a name (for example, guest) and password and click Insert.

Configure a CP user group.

a. Click the Local DB Client Group tab.
b. Click Insert.

The Insert local DB client group window appears.
c. Enter a group name (for example, UG-guest) and click Insert.

Associate the user with the user group.

a. Click the Local DB Client Group Associate tab.
b. Click Insert.
c. Enter the user name (for example, guest) and the user group name you want

to associate this user with (UG-guest).
d. Click Insert.

5. Configure Diffserv. Differentiated services or DiffServ specifies a simple and
scalable mechanism for classifying and managing network traffic and providing
quality of service (QoS) to wireless clients, on modern IP networks.
Configure a Diffserv classifier block named classifier1. Repeat these steps to
configure multiple classifier blocks.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Wireless, DiffServ.
b. Click the Classifier Block tab.
c. Click Insert.

The Insert Classifier Block window appears.
d. Enter a name in the Classifier Name field (classifier1) and click Insert.

Configure a Diffserv policy named policy1 and associate the configured classifier
block classifier1 with this policy.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Wireless, DiffServ.
b. Click the Policy tab.
c. Click Insert.

The Insert Policy window appears.
d. Enter a policy name in the Name field (policy1) and click Insert.
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6. Configure the Employee network profile.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Wireless, Profiles, Network Profiles.
b. Click Insert.

The Insert Network Profile window displays.
c. In the Name field, enter a name, for example, NP-employee.
d. Click the button beside the ClientConfigVlan field. A pop-up window displays

the configured mobility VLANs. Select MV_EMP.
e. In the UserValidation option button, select radius.
f. Enter an SSID for the network profile (for example, Employee).

The SSID configured in the SSID Settings pane identifies your wireless network
to which mobility clients connect to.

g. click Insert to create the network profile.
h. Select the Security tab.
i. Select the network profile you created.
j. Double click the SecurityMode field and select the security mode for the

network profile. Options include open, wepStatic, wep802dot1x,
wpaPersonal, and wpaEnterprise.

 Note:
If you select an option other than open, set the WEP/WPA password options
by double clicking the appropriate fields.

7. Configure the Voice network profile.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Wireless, Profiles, Network Profiles.
b. Click Insert.

The Insert Network Profile window displays.
c. In the Name field, enter a name, for example, NP-voice.
d. Click the button beside the ClientConfigVlan field. A pop-up window displays

the configured mobility VLANs. Select MV_EMP.
e. In the UserValidation option button, select radius.
f. Enter an SSID for the network profile (for example, Voice).

The SSID configured in the SSID Settings pane identifies your wireless network
to which mobility clients connect to.

g. click Insert to create the network profile.
h. Select the Security tab.
i. Select the network profile you created.
j. Double click the SecurityMode field and select the security mode for the

network profile. Options include open, wepStatic, wep802dot1x,
wpaPersonal, and wpaEnterprise.

 Note:
If you select an option other than open, set the WEP/WPA password options
by double clicking the appropriate fields.
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8. Apply the DiffServ policy policy1 to the voice network profile.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Wireless, Profile, Network Profiles.
b. Select the voice network profile you created in step 7 and click Edit Profile.
c. Click the QoS tab.
d. In the DiffServ section, click the button beside the DiffServPolicyDown field.
e. In the DiffServPolicyDown window, select policy1 (the DiffServ policy that

you created in step 5), and click Ok to save changes.
f. You can similarly configure the DiffServPolicyUp field with the DiffServ policy

policy1.
g. Click Apply to save your changes.

9. Configure the Captive Portal (CP) or Guest network profile.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Wireless, Profiles, Network Profiles.
b. Click Insert.

The Insert Network Profile window displays.
c. In the Name field, enter a name, for example, NP-guest.
d. In the LocalUserGroup field, enter the group name (UG-guest) created in

Step 6.
e. Click the button beside the ClientConfigVlan field. A pop-up window displays

the configured mobility VLANs. Select MV_GUEST.
f. In the UserValidation option button, select radius.
g. Enter an SSID for the network profile (for example, Guest).

The SSID configured in the SSID Settings pane identifies your wireless network
to which mobility clients connect to.

h. click Insert to create the network profile.
i. Select the Security tab.
j. Select the network profile you created.
k. Double click the CaptivePortalEnabled field and ensure that you select true.
l. Double click the SecurityMode field and select the security mode for the

network profile. Options include open, wepStatic, wep802dot1x,
wpaPersonal, and wpaEnterprise.

 Note:
If you select an option other than open, set the WEP/WPA password options
by double clicking the appropriate fields.

10. Configure the Access radio profiles (RP). Configure A-N and BG-N radio profiles
to support different radio frequencies. The following example shows the creation of
access radio profiles with the country code specified as US and the AP model
specified as AP8120/AP8120-E. For an outdoor AP, specify the AP model as
AP8120–O. You typically configure A-N and BG-N access radio profiles to support
different radio frequencies. Repeat these steps to create additional radio profiles.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Wireless, Profiles, Radio Profiles.
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b. On the Radio Profile tab, click Insert. The Insert Radio Profile screen
appears.

Create an A-N radio profile.

a. In the Name field, enter a name, for example, A-N.
b. In the Model option button, select the appropriate AP model.
c. In the OperationMode option button, select accessWids.
d. In the Dot11Mode, select 802.11a/n.
e. Click Insert to save the profile.

Create a BG-N radio profile.

a. In the Name field, enter a name, for example, BG-N.
b. In the Model option button, select the appropriate AP model.
c. In the OperationMode option button, select accessWids.
d. In the Dot11Mode, select 802.11bg/n.
e. Click Insert to save the profile.

11. Enable client band steering and load balancing on the configured Access radio
profiles. This step is optional but is highly recommended.
Client Band Steering is a technique used to increase the overall capacity of a dual-
band wireless network composed of multiple APs that use both the 2.4 GHz and
5.0 GHz radios.
Client stations predominantly support 2.4GHz. Many modern client stations have
dual-band support yet tend to favor connection to 2.4GHz networks (although some
popular modern clients still only support 2.4GHz, e.g. the Apple iPhone 4). As a
result, dual-band networks have the 2.4GHz band heavily utilized, and the 5GHz
band under utilized. The objective of Client Band Steering is to encourage 5GHz
capable client stations to use the 5GHz radio instead of the 2.4GHz radio, leaving
the 2.4GHz radio for stations that only support 2.4GHz.
As part of Client load-balancing configuration, you enable/disable the Load
balancing. After you enable load balancing, you configure the following parameters:

• utilization-start (%) — Utilization level at which client association load
balancing begins

• utilization-cutoff (%) — Client association load balancing cutoff. If this threshold
is exceeded, all further client associations are refused.

 Note:
This cutoff is useful so that controller CPU utilization is maintained at an
optimum level. If CPU utilization goes beyond 100%, it causes the controller
to restart which in turn results in an unprecedented controller outage.

Enable client band steering for the A-N radio profile. Repeat for the BG-N radio
profile.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Wireless, Profiles, Radio Profiles.
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The list of configured radio profiles are displayed.
b. Select the radio profile and click Edit Profile.
c. In the General tab, in the Load balancing section, select

LoadBalancingMode.
d. In the ClientLBUtilizationStart field, enter a number in the range 0–100.
e. In the ClientLBUtilizationCutOff field, enter a number in the range 1–100.
f. Select BandsteeringMode.

12. Optionally configure one or more capture profiles for a mobility domain.
Capture profiles are used for remote packet capture. Remote packet capture
enables live debugging to troubleshoot client related issues. It can also be used to
monitor traffic in a wireless network. After you configure a capture profile, you must
apply these profiles to specific access points (AP) within the mobility domain to start
a packet capture.

 Note:
You can configure up to 4 capture profiles.

You can choose to use the default capture profile (profile Id 1), or configure a
suitable capture profile as follows.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Wireless, Packet Capture.
b. Click the Capture Profile tab.
c. Click Insert.

The Insert Capture Profile dialog displays.

Update the following fields and click Insert.

• Profile ID: Enter a number in the range 1 to 4.

• ProfileName: Enter a name for the profile.
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• ClientMAC: Enter a client MAC address.

• ObserverIPAddr: Enter the IP address of the observer host PC.

 Important:
The default value of the snap length is 128 and the value can be modified
between 32 and 1024.

In Wireshark, when the packet length exceeds the configured snap length in
the capture profile, the captured packets are displayed as Malformed. If you
see the presence of malformed packets, adjust the snap length to an
appropriate value.

13. Configure the WIDS + WIPS Radio Profiles for added security.
In this example, you create a WIDS + WIPS Radio Profile named
WIDS_Profile1. Repeat these steps to create another Radio Profile named
WIDS_Profile2.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Wireless, Profiles, Radio Profiles.
b. On the Radio Profile tab, click Insert. The Insert Radio Profile window

appears.
c. In the Name field, enter a name, for example, WIDS_Profile1.
d. In the Model option button, select the appropriate AP model.
e. In the OperationMode option button, select widsWips.
f. Click Insert to save the profile.

14. Create the Access Point (AP) profiles. You then associate each AP profile with the
appropriate radio profiles and network profiles.

 Note:
Execute the following steps to create AP profile AP-Profile-1 and associate
it with the Access Radio Profiles. Repeat these steps to create AP-Profile-2
and associate it with WIDS + WIPS radio profiles.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Wireless, Profiles, AP Profiles.
b. Click Insert. The Insert AP Profile screen appears
c. Enter a name for your AP profile, for example, AP-Profile-1 and click Insert

to create it.
d. Ensure the AdminEnabled field is set to true.
e. Associate the AP profile with the Access Radio profiles. Select the AP profile

you created and click the Radio Profiles button.
The Radio Profiles screen displays.

f. Double-click the Id field. A pop-up window displays the configured Access and
WIDS + WIPS radio profiles. Select the appropriate profiles and click OK to
save your changes.

g. To associate the AP profile with network profiles, on the AP Profiles screen,
click the Network Profiles button.
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h. On the Network Profiles screen double click NetworkId. A pop-up window
displays the configured network profiles.

i. Select the appropriate network profiles and click OK to save your changes.

15. Manually add the Access Points (AP) to the Domain AP database to promote the
APs to be managed by the AMDC.

 Note:
Perform this step if you need to manually promote an AP to be managed by the
controller. If your system is configured for auto-promotion all discovered APs are
automatically added to the Domain AP database and are promoted to be
managed by the controller.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Wireless, Domain. Click the AP Table tab.
b. Click Insert. The Insert AP Table appears.
c. Enter the Access Point details (including MAC address, Serial number, and the

AP profile number you want the device associated to) and click Insert to add
the Access Point.

16. Manually add the Wireless Switching Points (WSP) to the Domain WSP database
to promote the WSPs to be managed by the AMDC.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Wireless, Managed Switch. Click the WSP
Database tab.

b. Click Insert.
c. Enter the WSP details and click Insert to add the WSP.

17. Synchronize AMDC configuration across the domain.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Wireless, Controller and select the Config Sync
tab.

b. In the Action field, select start to start the configuration synchronization
across the domain.

18. View the controller status.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Wireless, Controller.
b. Click the Status tab.
c. To view the status of peer controllers, click the Peer Controller tab.

19. To verify the wireless client connectivity, scan for wireless networks and connect a
wireless client to the AVAYA-Demo network.

20. Monitor the wireless APs.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Wireless, Managed AP.
b. View the AP Status tab.
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21. Verify the status of associated clients.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Wireless, Associate Client .
b. Click the Status tab.

22. You can also monitor wireless clients in the mobility domain using the remote packet
capture feature. You must assign the capture profile configured in step 17, to an AP
and then start a packet capture instance on the AMDC. You need an observer host
PC to view the packet capture.
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 Important:
Before you start a packet capture, ensure that you do the following on the
Observer host PC.

• Download the Netcat application from http://www.downloadnetcat.com/ or 
http://netcat.sourceforge.net/download.php to a location on the PC.

• Launch the Netcat application to open the UDP port for listening.

On a Windows PC, open a command prompt, navigate to the folder where
the executable is saved and enter the command nc.exe -l -p 37008
–u.

On a Linux PC, run the command nc-l-u <port>.

• Launch Wireshark application to capture frames.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Wireless, Packet Capture.
b. To start a packet capture, click the Capture Action tab.

Update the following fields.

• APMAC: Enter the MAC address of the AP to associate the capture profile
with.

• ProfileID: Enter the profile Id of the capture profile configured in step 17.

• Action: Click start.

 Note:
Select stop, restart or delete to stop, restart or delete a packet capture
respectively.

• Click Apply.
c. View packet capture instances and their status. Click the Capture Instance

tab.
The details of all the capture instances, including details on the associated AP
MAC addresses, the capture profile Ids and the status for each capture instance
are displayed.

Configuration task flow
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Chapter 10: Configuring an Enterprise
Wireless LAN using the WMS

Configuring an Enterprise Wireless LAN using the WMS
The following section provides an overview of the tasks you must complete to configure an
Enterprise Wireless LAN using the WLAN Management System (WMS) software.

Before you begin

• Ensure that you have obtained the license for and have installed the WMS software. See
Installing WMS software on page 179

• Ensure that the Avaya Ethernet Routing Switches (ERS) 8600/8800 are wireless-enabled
and configured to act as Wireless Switching Points (WSP) in the WLAN mobility domain.
See the sections on configuring the WSP using the CLI, ACLI or EDM.

• Configure an Active Mobility Domain Controller (AMDC), and complete the L2/L3 VLAN
configuration using the command line interface (CLI) or the Enterprise Device Manager
(EDM).

For CLI configuration, see Configuring the AMDC using ACLI  on page 103.

For EDM configuration, see Preliminary controller configuration on page 131 and 
Configuring the AMDC on page 133.

 Important:
For WLAN Avaya VENA Unified Access deployments, the controllers in your mobility
domain must operate in the control-only mode of operation. The controller in this mode
is referred to as a wireless control point (WCP) in the domain.

Ensure that you complete the operation-mode change for all controllers in your domain
using the CLI before you proceed with configuration using the WMS.

Related topics:
Configuration task flow on page 148
Importing a mobility domain on page 149
Global configuration on page 150
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Configuration task flow
Use this task flow to configure an Enterprise Wireless LAN with multiple controllers, using the
WLAN Management System (WMS) software.

 Important:
You can only do global wireless configuration using the WMS. To configure the domain
controllers (AMDC, BMDC, and Peer controller), use either the command line interface (CLI)
or Enterprise Data Manager (EDM).

For more information on configuring the domain controllers, see Configuring an Enterprise
Wireless LAN using the ACLI on page 101 or Configuring an Enterprise Wireless LAN using
the EDM on page 129.

Figure 5: Task flow to configure an enterprise wireless LAN using the WMS
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Importing a mobility domain
Before you begin

• Ensure that you are able to log on to the WMS.
• Ensure that you know the management IP address of the Active Mobility Domain

Controller (AMDC) of your mobility domain.

About this task
Use this procedure to import domain controller policies.

Procedure

1. On the WMS, navigate to Configuration, Mobility Domains.

2. Right click Mobility Domains and select Import Domain.
The Import Domain from Network window appears.

3. Enter the Management IP address of the AMDC.

4. Optionally configure the device credentials and SNMPv3 details.

5. Click Import Domain.

Related topics:
Variable definitions on page 149

Variable definitions

Use the following values to add the device credentials for the AMDC of the mobility domain,
such as Read and Write permissions and enable SNMPv3.

Variable Definition

Device Credentials Select to enable fields for configuration of device
credentials

SNMP Port Enter the port number of the SNMP port
Range is 1 to 65535.

Read Community Read Community permissions
Enter private/public.

Write Community Write Community permissions
Enter private/public.

HTTP Port Enter the device HTTP port.
Range is 80, 1024 to 65535
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SNMPv3 Enabled Select to enable fields for SNMPV3 configuration.

SNMPv3 User SNMPv3 user name

Authentication Protocol SNMP Authentication protocol algorithms
Select one of:

• MD5

• SHA-1

• None

Authentication Password SNMP authentication password

Privacy Protocol Privacy protocol
Select one of:

• DES

• None

Privacy Password Privacy password

Global configuration
Global configuration involves configuring mobility VLANs and profiles such as the network
profiles, radio profiles, AP profiles (for Access Points), WIDS-WIPS profiles (for improved
wireless security) and Captive Portal profiles on the AMDC. You also verify connectivity of the
AMDC with other components of the Unified Access WLAN solution such as the Wireless
Switching Points (WSP) and Access Points (AP), to provide wireless services to wireless
clients.

 Important:
This section describes the configuration of various WLAN features such as DiffServ, Client
Band Steering and Client Load Balancing. For more information on these features, see:

• The Avaya WLAN 8100 Fundamentals (NN47251–102).

• The Avaya WLAN 8100 GUI Reference (NN47251–108), for detailed configuration
information.

Procedure

1. Configure the mobility domains (mobility VLANs).
In this example, we configure three mobility VLANs, MV-EMP, MV-VOICE, and MV-
GUEST for various types of wireless clients in the enterprise setup.

Repeat these steps to create the three Mobility VLANs.
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a. Navigate to Configuration, Mobility Domains, <Domain Name>, Policy,
Mobility Profiles.
The Mobility Profiles (Mobility VLANs) tab displays.

b. Click Add to add a new Mobility VLAN.
c. On the Mobility Profile window, enter a name (for example, MV-EMP).
d. Click Add.

2. Configure the RADIUS profile and the RADIUS servers. Repeat these steps to
configure multiple RADIUS servers.
RADIUS servers manage authentication of users and devices connected to the
wireless network.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Mobility Domains, <Domain Name>, Policy,
Security DB, RADIUS Profiles.
The RADIUS Profiles pane displays.

b. Click Add.
The Radius Profile window displays.

c. Enter details as follows and click Add to create the RADIUS profile.

• Profile Name: Enter a name, for example, rad-srvr-profile

• Radius Profile Type: Select Auth from the drop down list.

• Radius Server Type: Select Priority or Round Robin from the drop-down
list.

d. Select the RADIUS profile in the RADIUS Profiles pane. The Radius Profile
[<Profile Name>] Server(s) pane displays below.

e. Click Add.
The Radius Server window displays.

f. In the General tab, enter the RADIUS Server IP address, Secret (password),
UDP port and Priority.

g. Optionally, in the Health Check tab, enter the User Name, User Password
and the Interval (intervals at which the controller must perform a health check
on the radius sever).

h. Click Add to add the RADIUS server.

3. Configure a Captive Portal profile.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Mobility Domains, <Domain Name>, Policy,
Captive Portal, Profiles.

b. On the Captive Portal pane, click Add.
The Captive Portal Profile window displays.

c. In the Profile Name field, enter a name, for example, PRF-CP. Enter values for
other fields as applicable or retain defaults.

d. Click Add to create the Captive Portal (CP) profile.

4. Configure the Captive Portal user database.
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To configure the Captive Portal user database, you:

• Create a user group.

• Create a Client Portal user and add the user to the user group (configure
membership).

 Note:
You can create a maximum of 10 user groups and assign up to 1000 users to
each user group.

Navigate to Configuration, Mobility Domains, <Domain Name>, Policy,
Security DB, Local Client DB.

Create a user group.

a. In the Users Groups pane, click Add.
b. Enter a group name (for example, UG-guest) and click Add.

Create a user and assign the user to the user group.

a. In the Users DB pane, click Add.
The Client DB window displays.

b. In the General tab, enter a name (for example, guest) and password for the
user.

c. In the Groups tab, select the user group you created (UG-guest) from the
Available User Groups and move it to the Selected User Groups.

d. Click Add.

5. Configure the Employee network profile.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Mobility Domains, <Domain Name>, Policy,
Network Profiles.

b. On the Network Profiles pane, click Add.
The Network Profile window displays.

c. Enter details as follows. You can default values for the other fields.
In the Security tab, do the following:

• Select Enable Captive Portal.

• In the Captive Portal drop-down menu, select the Captive Portal profile
you created in step 3.

In the General tab, do the following:

• In the Profile Name field, enter a name, for example, NP-employee

• In the Default Client VLAN, select the mobility VLAN MV-EMP from the
drop down list.

• In the Captive Portal User Validation, select RADIUS from the drop-
down list.
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This displays the Radius Settings pane.

• In the SSID settings pane, enter an SSID for the network profile (for
example, Employee).

 Note:
The SSID configured in the SSID Settings pane identifies your wireless
network to which mobility clients connect to.

• In the Radius Settings pane, in the Authentication Profile field, select
the RADIUS profile you created (rad-srvr-profile) from the drop-
down list.

• Click Add to create the network profile.

6. Configure Diffserv. Differentiated services or DiffServ specifies a simple and
scalable mechanism for classifying and managing network traffic and providing
quality of service (QoS) to wireless clients, on modern IP networks.
Configure a Diffserv classifier block named classifier1. Repeat these steps to
configure multiple classifier blocks.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Mobility Domains, <Domain Name>, DiffServ,
Classifiers.

b. Click Add. The DiffServ classifier block window opens.
c. Enter a name in the Classifier Name field (classifier1)and click Add.

Configure a Diffserv policy named policy1 and associate the configured classifier
block classifier1 with this policy.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Mobility Domains, <Domain Name>, DiffServ,
Policies.

b. Click Add. The DiffServ policy name window opens.
c. Enter a name in the Policy Name field (policy1) and click Add.
d. Click the newly added policy policy1.
e. In the Policy Classifiers [policy1] pane, click Add.

The DiffServ policy block window opens.
f. From the Classifier Name drop-down menu, select the classifier

classifier1.
g. From the Action drop-down menu, select Allow.
h. Click Add.

7. Configure the Voice network profile.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Mobility Domains, <Domain Name>, Policy,
Network Profiles.

b. On the Network Profiles pane, click Add.
The Network Profile window displays.

c. Enter details as follows. You can default values for the other fields.
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In the Security tab, do the following:

• Select Enable Captive Portal.

• In the Captive Portal drop-down menu, select the Captive Portal profile
you created in step 3.

In the General tab, do the following:

• In the Profile Name field, enter a name, for example, NP-voice

• In the Default Client VLAN, select the mobility VLAN MV-VOICE from the
drop down list.

• In the Captive Portal User Validation, select RADIUS from the drop-
down list.

This displays the Radius Settings pane.

• In the SSID settings pane, enter an SSID for the network profile (for
example, Voice).

 Note:
The SSID configured in the SSID Settings pane identifies your wireless
network to which mobility clients connect to.

• In the Radius Settings pane, in the Authentication Profile field, select
the RADIUS profile you created (rad-srvr-profile) from the drop-
down list.

• Click Add to create the network profile.

In the QoS tab, do the following:

• Select Enable Client QoS.

• Specify the Upstream and Downstream bandwidth limits in bps as
applicable.

• In the DiffServ pane, select the DiffServ policy policy1 from the drop-
down lists in the Upstream and Downstream fields, as applicable.

8. Configure the Captive Portal (guest) network profile and associate the Captive
Portal profile with this network profile.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Mobility Domains, <Domain Name>, Policy,
Network Profiles.

b. On the Network Profiles pane, click Add.
The Network Profile window displays.

c. Enter details as follows. You can default values for the other fields.
In the Security tab, do the following:

• Select Enable Captive Portal.
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• In the Captive Portal drop-down menu, select the Captive Portal profile
you created in step 3.

In the General tab, do the following:

• In the Profile Name field, enter a name, for example, NP-guest

• In the User Group field, select the user group you created in Step 4 (UG-
guest).

• In the Default Client VLAN, select the mobility VLAN MV-GUEST from
the drop down list.

• In the Captive Portal User Validation, select LocalSecurityDB from the
drop-down list.

• In the SSID settings pane, enter an SSID for the network profile (for
example, Guest).

 Note:
The SSID configured in the SSID Settings pane identifies your wireless
network to which mobility clients connect to.

• Click Add to create the network profile.

9. Configure the Access radio profiles (RP). Configure A-N and BG-N radio profiles
to support different radio frequencies. The following example shows the creation of
access radio profiles with the country code specified as US and the AP model
specified as AP8120/AP8120-E. For an outdoor AP, specify the AP model as
AP8120–O. You typically configure A-N and BG-N access radio profiles to support
different radio frequencies. Repeat these steps to create additional radio profiles.
Enable client band steering and load balancing on the configured Access radio
profiles. This step is optional but is highly recommended.
Client Band Steering is a technique used to increase the overall capacity of a dual-
band wireless network composed of multiple APs that use both the 2.4 GHz and
5.0 GHz radios.
Client stations predominantly support 2.4GHz. Many modern client stations have
dual-band support yet tend to favor connection to 2.4GHz networks (although some
popular modern clients still only support 2.4GHz, e.g. the Apple iPhone 4). As a
result, dual-band networks have the 2.4GHz band heavily utilized, and the 5GHz
band under utilized. The objective of Client Band Steering is to encourage 5GHz
capable client stations to use the 5GHz radio instead of the 2.4GHz radio, leaving
the 2.4GHz radio for stations that only support 2.4GHz.
As part of Client load-balancing configuration, you enable/disable the Load
balancing. When you enable load balancing, you also configure the following
parameters:

• utilization-start (%) — Utilization level at which client association load
balancing begins
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• utilization-cutoff (%) — Client association load balancing cutoff. If this threshold
is exceeded, all further client associations are refused.

 Important:
This cutoff is useful so that controller CPU utilization is maintained at an
optimum level. If CPU utilization goes beyond 100%, it causes the controller
to restart which in turn results in an unprecedented controller outage.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Mobility Domains, <Domain Name>, Policy,
Radio Profiles.

b. In the Access Radio Profiles pane, click Add.
The Access Radio Profile window displays.

Create the A-N and BG-N Access radio profile.

a. In the General tab, enter details as follows. Update other fields as appropriate
to your network or retain default values.

• In the Model field, select AP8120/AP8120-E from the drop-down list.

• In the Country Code field, choose an appropriate country code.

• In the Profile Name field, enter a name, for example, A-N or BG-N.

• In the Mode field, select 802.11an or 802.11bgn from the drop down list.

• To enable Client Band Steering, select Band Steering Enable.

• To enable Client Load Balancing, in the Load Balancing pane:

- Select the Enable check box.

- In the ClientLBUtilizationStart field, enter a number in the range 0–
100.

- In the ClientLBUtilizationCutOff field, enter a number in the range
1–100.

b. Click Add to create the access radio profile.

10. Configure Wireless Intrusion Detection and Prevention Service (WIDS + WIPS)
radio profiles for enhanced system security.
Create two WIDS + WIPS Radio Profiles (WIDS_Profile1 and
WIDS_Profile2). Repeat the following steps for each profile to be created.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Mobility Domains, <Domain Name>, Policy,
Radio Profiles.

b. In the WIPS + WIDS Radio Profiles pane, click Add.
c. Select a country code from the Country Code drop-down menu.
d. Enter a name, for example WIDS_Profile1, in the Profile Name field.
e. In the Scan Band field select the frequency to associate this profile with, from

the drop-down menu.
f. Click Add to save your changes.
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11. Create an Access Point (AP) profile AP-Profile1, and associate it with Access
radio profiles and network profiles.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Mobility Domains, <Domain Name>, Policy, AP
Profiles.

b. Click Add.
The Insert AP Profile window displays.

c. In the General tab, select a country code from the Country Code drop-down
menu.

d. Enter a profile name, for example, AP-Profile1.
e. In the AP model field, select an AP model from the drop down list.
f. In the Radio Profiles pane, from the drop-down menu, select the appropriate

radio profile based on the radio frequencies. Select A-N as the 5GHz radio
profile and BG-N as the 2.4 GHz radio profile.

g. In the Networks tab, add all network profiles (NP-EMP, NP-VOICE, NP-
GUEST) to the Radio 1 and Radio 2 tables by double clicking each field and
selecting them from to drop down menu.

h. Click Add to create the AP profile.

12. Create an Access Point (AP) profile AP-Profile2, and associate it with WIDS +
WIPS radio profiles and network profiles.

a. Navigate to Mobility Domains, <Domain Name>, Policy, AP Profiles.
b. Click Add.

The Insert AP Profile window displays.
c. In the General tab, select a country code from the Country Code drop-down

menu.
d. Enter a profile name, for example, AP-Profile2.
e. In the AP model field, select an AP model from the drop down list.
f. In the Radio Profiles pane, from the drop-down menu, select the appropriate

WIDS + WIPS radio profiles based on the radio frequencies.
g. In the Networks tab, add all network profiles (NP-EMP, NP-VOICE, NP-

GUEST) to the Radio 1 and Radio 2 tables by double clicking each field and
selecting them from to drop down menu.

h. Click Add to create the AP profile.

13. Ensure that all APs are properly physically connected to L3 switches in the
network.

14. Manually add the Access Points (AP) to the Domain AP database. Only those APs
added to the Domain AP database are managed by the AMDC of the domain.
Repeat the following steps for each AP.

 Note:
Associate those APs in each building that provide WIDS + WIPS security, with
AP-Profile2 (configured with WIDS+WIPS radio profiles).
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Associate other APs with AP-Profile1.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Mobility Domains, Domain Name, Devices,
APs.

b. Click Add. The Domain APs window displays.
c. In the General tab, ensure that you fill the appropriate fields as follows. Click

Add to save changes.

Field Description
MAC Address The MAC address of the AP.

 Note:
Locate the AP MAC address on the back of the physical
AP.

Profile Select the AP profile that you created. For example, select
AP-Profile1.

Preferred WC The IP address of the preferred controller in the domain.
Enter 20.1.1.51.

Alternate WC The IP address of the alternate controller in the domain.

Location Info The location information of the AP.

d. Click Add to add the AP.

15. Optionally configure the AMDC to auto-promote newly discovered APs to the
managed state.

a. Configure the DHCP server for AP discovery.
The Avaya AP 8120 discovers the controller IP addresses using DHCP option
43 or DNS. This example uses the DHCP option 43. The Option 43 setting must
be 08 08 41 56 41 59 41 20 41 50 01 04 1E 1 1 33, where 1E 1
1 33 is the HEX representation of the controller IP 30.1.1.51.

b. View the discovered APs. All discovered APs are placed in the Discovered AP
table on the controller.

• Navigate to Configuration, Mobility Domains, <Domain Name>,
Devices, Discovered APs

All discovered APs, if any, are listed on the right-hand-side pane.

• To manually promote a discovered AP to the controller-managed state,
select an AP from the list and click Add to Domain.

c. Enable auto-promotion of discovered APs.

• Navigate to Configuration, Mobility Domains, <Domain Name>.

• Right click <Domain Name> and click Edit Settings. The Edit <Domain
Name> Domain Settings window displays.

• On the General tab, select Promote Discovered APs.
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16. Manually add the Wireless Switching Points (WSP) to the Domain WSP database
to promote the WSPs to be managed by the AMDC.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Mobility Domains, Domain Name, Devices,
Wireless Switching Points.

b. Click Add. The Domain WSPs window displays.
c. Enter the WSP details (including the MAC address, the Serial Number, the

Preferred and Alternate WCP and the Location details). Click Add to save your
changes.

17. Apply configuration changes in WMS to the A-MDC of the mobility domain.

a. Navigate to Configuration, Mobility Domains, <Domain Name>, Policy.
b. Right-click on Policy and select Review and Commit.

The system displays a report of the configuration changes between the WMS
and the AMDC.

c. View the report and click Yes to apply configuration to the AMDC.

18. Monitor wireless APs in a mobility domain.

• Navigate to Monitoring, Mobility Domains, <Domain Name>, Wireless
Access Points. The details of the APs in the domain are displayed. Each of
the columns displayed can also be sorted in ascending or descending order.

• View the Access Point Dashboard. Right-click on an AP MAC Address and
select Show Managed AP Dashboard to view status information. The
Managed AP dashboard displays at a glance, valuable real-time status
information about APs.

19. Monitor wireless WSPs in a mobility domain.

• Navigate to Monitoring, Mobility Domains, <Domain Name>, Switching
Points. The details of the WSPs in the domain are displayed. Each of the
columns displayed can also be sorted in ascending or descending order.

• To view the Switching Point Dashboard, right-click on a WSP MAC Address
and select Show Switching Point Dashboard to view status information. The
Switching Point Dashboard displays at a glance, valuable real-time status
information about the WSPs

20. Monitor wireless clients.

• Navigate to Monitoring, Mobility Domains, <Domain Name>, Wireless
Clients. You can sort the details of the wireless clients in each of the columns
in ascending or descending order.

• To view the Associated Client Dashboard, right-click on a client MAC Address
and select Show Associated Client Dashboard to view status information.
The Associated Client Dashboard displays at a glance, valuable real-time
status information about wireless clients.
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Chapter 11: Troubleshooting the Unified
Access solution

Use this section to help troubleshoot issues that may come up with your Unified Access solution. This
section includes issues with both the WCP and the WSP.

The commands in this section are specific to the Unified Access. For more information about other
troubleshooting tools and commands, go to Avaya WLAN 8100 Troubleshooting Guide (NN46251–700)
and Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 Troubleshooting (NN46205–703)

Troubleshooting WCP and AP problems
Use the procedures in this section to troubleshoot WCP and AP problems.

Enabling the wireless system
Use these procedure steps on the WCP if you cannot enable the wireless system.

Procedure

1. Try to determine why the system is disabled by entering the following command on
the WCP:
show wireless

If the system was disabled by an administrator, then the Disable Reason will be
Admin Disabled. If there is a problem, the Disable Reason will be Wireless
System Error.

2. Verify that you performed all the basic layer 2 and layer 3 procedures described in
this document before trying to enable the wireless system.

3. Check to make sure you configured a wireless system interface in one of the
configured VLANs with the following command:
interface-ip <systemvlanipconfigured>

4. Verify that you enabled IP routing:
ip routing

5. If there is a firewall between the WCP and the APs, make sure there is a range of
ports open in the firewall and that the TCP/UDP base port is set to 61000. If a non-
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default base port is chosen, make sure the DHCP option 43 for APs provides the
non-default base port to the AP.

6. If none of the above steps resolves the problem, get the switch technical dump and
send it to Avaya Support.
show tech

Joining the mobility domain
After you enable the wireless system, you should be able to join the mobility domain. If you
cannot join the mobility domain, use these procedure steps on the WCP. There are three main
reasons for not being able to join the mobility domain

• The AMDC system IP address cannot be reached.

• The stale controllers need to be purged.

• The TCP/UDP port is different than the AMDC's port.

Procedure

1. Use the following command on the WCP to join the mobility domain:
wireless controller join-domain domain-name <domain name>
mdc-address <amdc ip address>

If you want this controller to be the A-MDC, use the wireless controller info
to verify that the controller is Mobility Domain Controller (MDC) capable. To
configure the controller to be MDC capable, use the controller mdc-capable
command and the mdc-address command to specify its local wireless system IP
address.

2. Display the current state of the controller:
show wireless controller domain-membership

or
show wireless controller status

3. Display the current state of the peer controller:
show wireless domain peer-controller status

or
show wireless controller status

4. From the AMDC, purge the stale controllers from domain table:
wireless domain purge-stale-controllers

5. After purging the controller, leave the mobility domain from Peer Controller and then
join again:
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wireless controller leave-domain

wireless controller join-domain domain-name <domainName> mdc-
address <AMDC System IP Address>

6. In the AMDC, BMDC, or PWC, you can check the join status:
show wireless controller domain-membership

show wireless domain peer-controller status

or you can check from the joining controller
show wireless controller status

Checking CPU and memory utilization
To help you troubleshoot the WCP, use the following commands to check the CPU and memory
utilization.

Procedure

1. On the WCP, check the CPU utilization with the following command:
show cpu-utilization

2. Check the memory utilization:
show memory-utilization

Managing a WSP
Use the following steps to troubleshoot why a WSP is not being managed by a WCP.

Procedure

1. From the AMDC, list the WSPs:
show wireless wsp status

If a WSP MAC entry is not listed, then that WSP is not being managed by any of
the WCPs in the mobility domain.

2. Verify that a circuitless IP address is configured in the ERS 8800/8600 and that
wireless is enabled.

3. Use ping to check the reachability of the WCP IP address from ERS 8800/8600
using the circuitless IP address as the source:
ping <wcp ip address> source <circuitless ip address>
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4. Check to make sure the controller in the domain is added in the WSP by entering
the following command on the WSP:
show wireless switch lb-controller

5. Verify that the load balancing wireless controller IP address is configured correctly:
show wireless switch lb-controller

6. Verify that the TCP/UDP base port is configured correctly:
show wireless

7. Check the WSP domain database in AMDC:
show wireless domain wsp database

8. Make sure that the WSP Database is synchronized with the other controllers:
show wireless domain peer-controller config-sync-status
detail

If the WSP Database is in the out of sync component list, then synchronize the
configuration:
wireless controller config-sync

9. Ping the WSP from the WCP to verify that there are no Layer 2 or Layer 3 issues
such as with STP or network failures preventing the WSP from reaching the
WCP.

Troubleshooting a failed WSP
Use the following steps to troubleshoot why a WSP failed or lost connection to the WCP.

Procedure

1. From the WCP, show the list of WSPs and check the status:
show wireless wsp status

2. Check the reachability of circuitless wireless IP from WCP using ping.

3. Check to see if the WSP MAC address is present in the domain WSP database:
show wireless domain wsp database

4. Check the WCP load balancing table to see which WCP is assigned to manage the
WSP and the current joining status:
show wireless domain load-balance wsp-lb-table
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Managing an AP
Use the following steps to troubleshoot why an AP is not being managed by a WCP.

Procedure

1. Check to see if the AP MAC entry is present in the managed AP:
show wireless ap status

2. If the AP is not Managed, check to see if the AP is in the AP discovered table:
show wireless domain ap discovered

3. Check the discovery reason for why the AP is present is the discovered table.

4. Verify that the TCP/UDP base port is configured correctly:
show wireless

5. If you use a non-default TCP/UDP base port, verify that the DHCP option 43 vendor-
specific parameters are configured correctly.

 Note:
Do not use DNS Discovery because it does not support altering the TCP/UDP
base port.

6. Check to see if the AP is present in the domain AP database:
show wireless domain ap database

7. Make sure that the AP database is synchronizes with the other controllers:
wireless controller config-sync

8. Verify that there is an available license for the AP:
show wireless controller license-info

9. Ping the AP from the WCP to verify that there are no Layer 2 or Layer 3 issues such
as with STP or network failures preventing the AP from reaching the WCP.

10. Make sure there is at least one WSP with which the AP can form an access tunnel
(AT).

a. If there is no WSP available, the AP keeps restarting the DHCP address process
until it finds one.

b. If there is a WSP available and the WCP assigned this AP to it, make sure the
AP can reach the WSP's circuitless IP address.
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Troubleshooting a failed AP
Use the following steps to troubleshoot why an AP failed or lost connection to the WCP.

Procedure

1. Check to make sure the AP MAC entry is present in the managed AP:
show wireless ap status

2. Check to see if the AP is present in the domain AP database:
show wireless domain ap database

3. Check the AP load balancing table to see which WCP is assigned to manage the
AP and the current joining status:
show wireless domain load-balance ap-lb-table

4. Check the AP reachability from the WCP and the WSP's circuitless IP address.

Connecting clients to an AP
Use the steps in this procedure to troubleshoot why clients cannot be connected to a Managed
AP.

For 802.11 client connectivity issues, use Remote packet capture to create a capture profile
with observer-ip, observer-port, Client-MAC and 802.11 filters in the wireless
controller. Run the capture-profile on the AMDC with the AP MAC address to verify whether
the client is sending 802.11 frames like probe-request, authentication and association frames
to the Access Point.

For more information on this feature, see Avaya WLAN 8100 Fundamentals (NN47251–102)
and the Avaya WLAN 8100 WC 8180 CLI Reference (NN47251–107) for a complete list of
configuration commands for this feature.

Procedure

1. In AMDC, check to see if the AP is being managed by a WCP:
show wireless ap status

2. Check the Radio Status, Power and Channel to see if the AP is in the Managed
state:
show wireless ap radio status

3. If the AP is in the Managed state, check the VAP status:
show wireless ap vap status
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4. If the SSID is broadcasting and the clients are not able to connect, then check the
AP data tunnel:
show wireless switch peer-devices

a. Make sure the Client has the correct security key and account configured to
associate with this SSID.

b. Make sure the MVLAN associated with the SSID is being served by a WSP in
the domain.

c. Make sure your client is associated with the same controller that the AP is
associated with and that it has the right VLAN. Also check that the client status
shows as Auth in AMDC:
show wireless client status

d. Check the mobility -vlan mapping configuration to make sure it is mapped to a
local VLAN correctly:
show wireless switch vlan-map

5. If the SSID is not broadcasting, make sure the radio profile is mapped properly in
the AP profile.

6. If the SSID is not broadcasting, get the AP technical dump and send it to Avaya
Support:
wireless ap tech-dump <ap-mac> <ap-ip> filename <name>.txt

Troubleshooting WSP problems
Use the procedures in this section to troubleshoot problems with a WSP.

Using WSP show commands
Use the WSP show commands to check all your configuration information to see why a WSP
may be failing.

Procedure

1. From the WSP, display Management IP info and the remote VLAN STP information
to check your configuration:
(CLI) show wireless-switch info

(ACLI) show wireless switch

2. Check the LBWCP(Load balancing WCP) configuration information on the WSP:
(CLI) show wireless-switch lb-controller [<A.B.C.D>]
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(ACLI) show wireless switch lb-controller [<A.B.C.D>]

3. Check the status of all the access tunnels (AT) and mobility tunnels (MT) associated
with this switch or for a specific tunnel:
(CLI) show wireless-switch tunnel [<tunnelIntfId>]

(ACLI) show wireless switch tunnel [<tunnelIntfId>]

4. Check the statistics for all of the tunnels configured on this switch or for a specific
tunnel:
(CLI) show wireless-switch tunnel-statistics all
[<tunnelIdList>]

(ACLI) show wireless switch tunnel-statistics [<tunnelIdList>]

 Note:
The IN KEEPALIVE and OUT KEEPALIVE statistics should always be the same.
If they vary by 5 or more, it indicates that there is a problem. The lower number
indicates if the problem is in Keep Alive Receive or Keep Alive Transmit. Note
also that these statistics are cleared if the tunnel goes down.

5. Check the configuration information for all of the VLAN maps on this switch or for a
specific VLAN map:
(CLI) show wireless-switch vlan-map [<name:WORD/0–32>]

(ACLI) show wireless switch vlan-map [<name:WORD/0–32>]

6. Check the VLAN IDs or specific VLAN IDs reserved in L3 Roaming:
(CLI) show wireless-switch vlan-reservation [<vidList>]

(ACLI) show wireless switch vlan-reservation [<vidList>]

7. Check the VLAN servers that the WSP use in L3 Roaming:
(CLI) show wireless-switch vlan-servers

(ACLI) show wireless switch vlan-servers

8. Check the Mobility VLANs advertised by the Peer WSP:
(CLI) show wireless-switch peer-advertized-vlans by-vlan

(CLI) show wireless-switch peer-advertized-vlans by-advertizer

(ACLI) show wireless switch peer-advertized-vlans by-vlan

(ACLI) show wireless switch peer-advertized-vlans by-
advertizer

9. Check the WSP's peer device information:
(CLI) show wireless-switch peer-devices [ap | switch]

(ACLI) show wireless switch peer-devices [ap | switch]

10. Check the WLAN VLAN FDB entries that the WSP has learned:
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(CLI) show wireless-switch fdb-entry [vid <value>] [mac
<value>]

(ACLI) show wireless switch mac-address-entry [vid <value>]
[mac <value>]

11. Verify that the wireless tunnel is added to the VLAN that is mapped or what is
configured in the VLAN reservation in case of L3 Roaming. The wireless tunnel
appears like any other port member except it uses a WT-n designation.
(CLI) show vlan info

(ACLI) show vlan members

Using WSP dump commands
Use the show commands to locate the general problem area and then use the dump commands
to get more detailed information as to why a WSP may be failing.

Procedure

1. From the WSP, get information on which WCP is managing the WSP:
(CLI) dump wireless mcp info

(ACLI) dump wireless mcp

 Note:
The Connection Status entry is very important because it tells you if the
connection between the WCP and WSP is established or not. Verify that the
connection status is established.

2. Dump the mobility agent (ma) information to get general information on packets
exchanged between the WCP and this WSP or more specific information on APs,
mobility switches (WSP), packet statistics, reset packet statistics, timers, VLANs
advertised, VLAN maps, and VLAN servers:
(CLI) dump wireless ma info

(ACLI) dump wireless ma
dump wireless ma ap [<mac>]

dump wireless ma ms [<mac>]

dump wireless ma pkt-stats

dump wireless ma reset-pkt-stats

dump wireless ma timers

(CLI) dump wireless ma vlan-advertised <mac> [<name>]
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(ACLI) dump wireless ma vlan-advertised <mac>
dump wireless ma vlan-map [<name>]

dump wireless ma vlan-server [<name>]

3. Dump tunnel information to get general information and the current status of all the
access tunnels (AT) and mobility tunnels (MT) associated with this switch or for a
specific endpoint:
dump wireless tunnel [<ipaddr>] [summary]

4. Check the WLAN Packet Processing Statistics for this switch:
dump wireless stats

5. Check how memory is allocated and check memory for consistency:
dump wireless memory malloc-summary {interface | mvlan |
tunnel | wdp | vmm | osapi | mvmp | all}

dump wireless memory mem-check

Troubleshooting tunnel problems
Use the following steps to troubleshoot why a tunnel is bouncing or lost connection.

Procedure

1. If a tunnel fails and never comes back up, check the Layer 3 connectivity.

2. If a tunnel is bouncing, check to make sure keepalive packets are being received:
(CLI) show wireless tunnel-statistics keepalive

(ACLI) show wireless switch tunnel-statistics keepalive

3. Determine the source port for the incoming keepalive packet and then mirror that
port to verify that the keepalive is received every second. Identify the keepalive
packet in the trace by looking for a UDP packet with an IP header length of 36:
(CLI) config rsp-trace ingress-pkt-trace port <value> state
enable interval <value>

(ACLI) rsp-trace ingress-pkt-trace <slot/port> enable
<interval 1–300>

4. Check to make sure keepalive packets are being forwarded:
(CLI) show wireless tunnel-statistics keepalive

(ACLI) show wireless switch tunnel-statistics keepalive

5. Determine the egress port of the tunnel and then mirror that port to verify that the
keepalive is sent out. Identify the keepalive packet in the trace by looking for a UDP
packet with an IP header length of 36:
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config rsp-trace egress-pkt-trace port <value> state enable
interval <value>

6. If the data packets are not tunnelled, check the state of the tunnel and the tunnel
statistics:
dump wireless tunnel

dump wireless stats

7. Check ERCD ( Enterprise RSP Control Driver) Record Tables to verify if the wireless
tunnels are configured as destinations:
dump ercdRecord arp slot <value> (for the ARP Records Dump)

dump ercdRecord ip slot <value> (for the IP Records Dump)

dump ercdRecord ip—subnet port <value> (for the IP Subnet-Based VLAN
Records Dump)
dump ercdRecord mac slot <value> port <value> (for the MAC Records
Dump)
dump ercdRecord mac_vlan port <value> (for the MAC VLAN Records
Dump)
dump ercdRecord mgid slot <value> (for the Mgid Records Dump)

dump ercdRecord protocol port <value> (for the Protocol Records Dump)

dump ercdRecord vlan port <value> (for the VLAN Records Dump)

8. If debug confirms that the packets are leaving the WSP, check the PoE switch to
ensure that Jumbo frames are enabled.

Tracing packet flows
Use the following steps to run a trace of packet flows that establish connections with the
controller, access tunnels to connect with APs, connections with mobility units, and mobility
tunnels to connect with other WSPs to serve remote VLANs.

Procedure

Trace the CP, which uses the module ID of 181. There are four different levels of
verbosity that you can select:
trace level 181 <1–4>
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Appendix A: Customer Service

Visit the Avaya Web site to access the complete range of services and support that Avaya provides. Go
to www.avaya.com or go to one of the pages listed in the following sections.

Getting technical documentation
To download and print selected technical publications and release notes directly from the
Internet, go to www.avaya.com/support.

Getting product training
Ongoing product training is available. For more information or to register, you can access the
Web site at www.avaya.com/support. From this Web site, you can locate the Training contacts
link on the left-hand navigation pane.

Getting help from a distributor or reseller
If you purchased a service contract for your Avaya product from a distributor or authorized
reseller, contact the technical support staff for that distributor or reseller for assistance.

Getting technical support from the Avaya Web site
The easiest and most effective way to get technical support for Avaya products is from the
Avaya Technical Support Web site at www.avaya.com/support.
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Appendix B: Licensing the Wireless
Controller

Obtaining a license for the Wireless Controller 
Complete this procedure to obtain a software license file for the Wireless Controller (WC) from
Avaya.

Before you begin
You must have a valid license certificate to complete this procedure.

Procedure

1. Record the MAC address of each WLAN 8100 Wireless Controller (WC) that you
want to enable software features on.

 Note:
You need only a single MAC address for each controller. To find the MAC address
from the console menu interface using the Avaya command line interface (CLI),
use the show sys-info command in privExec ‘#’ mode.

2. Access the Avaya electronic licensing portal. Go to http://
www.avayadatalicensing.com.
You are prompted to set up a License Bank if you have not already done so.

3. If this is your first licence, fill out the required information and select Deposit my
licenses into a NEW License Bank. Otherwise, deposit your licenses into your
existing License Bank.

4. Enter your License Authorization Code (located in the lower right box on your
license certificate sheet).

5. Click Submit.
Your license(s) are added to your license bank. You receive confirmation that this
is done through the licensing page, and also to your designated e-mail address.

6. Log in to your License Bank using the name and password you set up in Step 3.

7. Click Generate License.
You are redirected to the Generate License page.
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8. In the Generate License page, enter the MAC address for the WC identified in Step
1. Enter descriptive comments as needed

 Note:
You must enter MAC addresses in upper case letters separated by colons (for
example, XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX). Optionally, you can upload an ASCII file
containing one or more MAC addresses, one MAC address per line (1000
maximum).

9. Click Generate License File.
On the Confirmation screen, you receive information that your license file is
created and what that license file is. The license file is also sent to your designated
e-mail address.

Applying the Wireless Controller license file
Use this procedure to apply a license file to the Wireless Controller (WC) 8180.

You must apply the licenses to all controllers (Active, Backup and Peer controllers) in your
mobility domain.

Before you begin

• Ensure that you have obtained the license file(s) for all controller(s) in your mobility
domain, from Avaya. See Obtaining a license for the Wireless Controller  on page 175.

• Ensure that you have copied the license file(s) on to a TFTP server that the WC can reach,
or you have stored the file(s) on a USB stick. This procedure provides the appropriate
commands to apply the license file using the command line interface (CLI).

Procedure

1. Use Telnet or the console port on the WC to connect to the WLAN 8100 Controller
CLI.
For more information on using the CLI and logging on to the CLI, see Avaya WLAN
8100 Configuration - WC 8180 (CLI) (NN47251-500).

2. Log in as the Administrator.

3. On the MENU screen of the WC 8180, select Command Line Interface to go
to the CLI.

4. Apply the license file from a TFTP server. Execute the following command from the
WLAN 8100 CLI in privExec (#) mode.
copy tftp license address <IP Address> filename <License filename>
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where <IP Address> is the IP address of the TFTP server.

 Note:
The correct license file contains the MAC address of the controller that the license
file is being copied onto.

 Important:
After you download the licence file onto the WC, you are prompted to reboot the
WC. Ensure that you reboot the WC to activate the license.

5. Alternatively, execute the following command to apply the license file from a USB
stick.
copy usb license filename <License filename>

6. Verify that the license is installed correctly.
WC8180#show wireless controller license-info
Platform AP Capacity       : 256
Licensed AP Capacity       : Unlimited
AP License Count           : 64
AP License Used Count      : 0
WC8180#

If the license is installed correctly, the AP License Count indicates the correct
number of APs that the controller is licensed to connect to.

7. Read the WLAN 8100 online documentation for more detailed information and store
your License Certificate in a secure place for future reference.

Example
In the following example, 640024B51F7F00.lic is the 64 AP license file downloaded for the
controller.

Use the following command to download the license file from a TFTP server (with IP address
20.20.20.9).

WC8180#copy tftp license address 20.20.20.9 filename 640024B51F7F00.lic
License successfully downloaded.
NOTE:  system must be rebooted to activate license.
WC8180#boot Reboot the unit(s) (y/n) ? y Rebooting . . .

Use this command to download the license file from a USB stick.
WC8180#copy usb license filename 640024B51F7F00.lic 
License successfully downloaded.
NOTE:  system must be rebooted to activate license.
WC8180#boot Reboot the unit(s) (y/n) ? yRebooting . . .

Applying the Wireless Controller license file
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Appendix C: Installing WMS software

Installing the Wireless Management System software
About this task
This procedure is used to install the WMS. Avaya recommends and supports installing WMS
on Windows Server 2003, Windows 2008, or Linux platforms.

Procedure

1. Download the latest version of the WMS application.

2. Enter the installation path in the field provided. If no value is entered, the default
path will be used. (System administration privileges are required.)

3. Click Next.

4. WMS installs a version of MySQL to support database operations.

 Note:
You can use an existing version of MySQL but it is not recommended. Leave the
Use existing MySQL server check box unselected unless you are an advanced
MySQL administrator.

5. Click Next.

6. The WMS installer can detect if there any conflicts between the ports it uses by
default and those already in use on the server. If conflicts exist, the user will be
prompted to enter new port values.

7. Click Next.

8. Confirm installation options.

9. Click Finish.
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Obtaining a Wireless Management System software
license

Complete this procedure to use your Base License Certificate to obtain a Wireless
Management System (WMS) software license.

Before you begin
You must have a valid Base License Certificate to complete this procedure.

You must have installed the WMS on your server system.

Have on hand the MAC address of the server system on which you installed the WMS.

Procedure

1. Go to the Avaya License Fulfillment Portal at www.avayadatalicensing.com.

2. In the appropriate fields at the top of the page, type your first name, last name,
company name, and email address.

3. You will be prompted to set up a License Bank if you have not already done so.

4. In the License Bank area, specify the name and password for an existing license
bank into which you want your licenses to be deposited. If you do not have a license
bank, you must create one at this time.

5. Specify email notifications as required.

6. Type your WLAN 8100 Wireless Management Software License Authorization Code
in the License Authorization field at the bottom of the Base License Certificate.

7. Click Activate License.
A license is deposited in your License Bank and emailed to the address you
specified.

8. Log in to your License Bank using the name and password you specified in step
4.

9. Click Download.
You are re-directed to the Generate License page.

10. On the Generate License page, enter the MAC address for the server system on
whichyou installed the WMS is installed.

 Note:
You must enter the MAC address as capital letters separated by colons (for
example, XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX).

11. Click Create License File.

Installing WMS software
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On the confirmation screen, you are informed that your license has been created.
A license (.lic) file is sent to the email address you specified when you created your
License Bank.

12. Copy the license file to a location on the server system on which you have installed
the WMS.

13. Store your Base License Certificate in a secure place for future reference.

Next steps
Enable the WMS.

Obtaining a Wireless Management System software license
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Glossary

access tunnel (AT) Tunnel that transports data between the Access Point (AP) and Wireless
Switching Point (WSP).

Circuitless IP
(CLIP)

A virtual interface that does not map to any physical interface. This
interface is often called a loopback.

mobility domain
(MD)

In Avaya VENA Unified Access, a mobility domain is an administrative
zone comprising of a wireless control point (WCP), wireless switching
points (WSPs), and access points.

mobility tunnel
(MT)

Tunnel that transports data between wireless switching points (WSPs).
Used for transporting data to remote VLANs and for providing VLAN
Services.

mobile unit (MU) Any device that requires mobile connectivity such as a phone, laptop,
smartphone, or tablet.

mobility VLAN
(MVLAN)

During connection setup, the WCP assigns each mobility unit to an
MVLAN that has a unique name within the mobility domain. A mobility
VLAN is a broadcast domain interconnecting wireless devices across
multiple access points.

mobility VLAN ID An identifier assigned to each mobility VLAN by the WLAN Controller that
maps to either a local or remote VLAN.

radio frequency
(RF)

Refers to the rate of oscillation or frequency of radio waves.

radio-frequency
identification
(RFID)

Refers to a tag attached to an object that can communicate with a
wireless device such as an AP. The AP uses data from the tag to identify
the object and track it.

Split MultiLink
Trunking (SMLT)

An Avaya extension to IEEE 802.1AX (link aggregation), provides nodal
and link failure protection and flexible bandwidth scaling to improve on
the level of Layer 2 resiliency.

wireless intrusion
detection system
(WIDS)

A system that can detect network attack tools and unauthorized APs on
the WLAN.

wireless intrusion
prevention system
(WIPS)

A network device that protects the WLAN by automatically applying
wireless policies as countermeasures against network attack tools and
unauthorized APs.
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Wireless Control
Point (WCP)

In Avaya VENA Unified Access, the WCP manages APs, WSPs, and
performs control operations for the WLAN.

Wireless
Switching Point
(WSP)

In Avaya VENA Unified Access, the WSP processes packets and
forwards Mobility VLAN (MVLAN) data to either a local or remote
VLAN.

WLAN
Management
System (WMS)

A server-based solution for the management of mobility domains. WMS
is browser-based so individual installations of the system are not required
and administration can take place from any supported web browser.

Wireless Control Point (WCP)
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